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Author's Guide
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Letter from the Editors
It's become commonplace for members of the WPA executive board to

speak of the year 2000 as "something of an anniversary for WPA." With that
in mind, we would like to announce proudly that this is an anniversary for
WPA: Writing Program Administration, marking the twentieth year that the
journal has been published peer-reviewed articles in journal format. Harvey
Wiener, then President of the Council of Writing Program Administrators,
predicted in WPA 3.3 (Spring 1980) that the "1979-80 academic year will
prove to be the richest so far in WPA's history." First, announced Wiener, was
the introduction of "this splendid journal," the first red volume. Most of us
remember the red volumes; many of us have them tucked carefully away in
our own periodical archives.

Prior to 1980, the WPA organization had published a newsletter. Its
contents were an editorial, meeting minutes, the bylaws, and announcements.
WPA 3.3, on the other hand, listed three articles and four authors in its table
of contents: lithe contribution of Administrative Leadership to Academic
Excellence" by Walter Jewell, "Training Writing Lab Tutors" by Jennie Skerl,
and "Large-Scale Testing," a two-part article featuring analysis by Edward
White and Alice Brekke. One also notices in that first issue of the journal an
effort to recognize WPA's history, for, following the notes on contributors and
the announcements are three important lists that seem to signal the movement
of the organization and the journal into a wider audience: the cumulative
subject index of WPA volumes 1-3, the past members of the WPA Executive
Committee, the past members of the WPA Editorial Board.

In order to honor our past, we have printed the names of the members
of the 1980 Editorial Board and the 1980 WPA Executive Committee in this
issue. This year, we honor the work of those first writers, readers, editors, and
publishers, without whose enthusiasm and dedication we would not be here
today. We also thank all the members of the current Editorial Board, who
volunteer their time and their insights unfailingly.

The 1999-2000 academic year has proved to be fruitful for WPAs as
publishers. We can mark our growth as an organization by welcoming several
books on administration into the fold, among them Diana George's Kitc'hen
Cooks~ Plate Twirlers, and Troubadors and Shirley Rose and Irwin Weiser's The
Writing Program Administrator as Researcher. WPA is happy, therefore, to offer
something new in this issue: reviews by WPAs ofWPA publications.

This summer, as you gather at the WPA Summer Conference or curl up
with WPA 23.3 on your lounge chair, revisit the invitation from Ken Bruffee to
the readers of his journal in 1980. We've reprinted it here and its questions are
simple, direct, and, perhaps, eternal: who are you? where do you direct a
writing program? what concerns you in your corner of the world? We'll
publish some of the replies in the fall issue of the journal, WPA 24.1.

Happy Twentieth Anniversary WPA!

Marguerite Helmers & Dennis Lynch
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In 1980, the first editor of WPA: Writing
Program Administration, Ken Bruffee, posed
nine questions to WPA readers, asking them to
talk about the conditions under which they
worked and the job that they found
themselves doing. These were the days before
the listserv WPA-L became the lifeline of
professional program administrators. In the
intervening twenty years we can see that the
same desire is expressed: to connect with
others, to gather knowledge about other
programs, to predict and prepare for the
future. Only a few years ago, members of the
WPA editorial board expressed an interest in
connecting the concerns of WPAs who
participate in the online discussions with the
issues that the journal addresses. It seems
appropriate, then, in this twentieth-anniversary
year, to reinvoke Ken Bruffee's original
questions to readers. We invite you to peruse
the questions below and to respond to these
most essential questions about the working
life.

1980

a Query
to

tReaders

Kenneth Bruffee

Revisited by Marguerite Helmers
and Dennis Lynch, 2000

One purpose of WPA is to

discover and address issues of interest to

writing program administrators. The

people who know the issues are writing

program administrators themselves. In

many cases WPAs are also the people

who can best address the issues

informatively and cogently. In some cases

we should look beyond our training and

immediate experience for expertise which

we can adapt to help us do the job better.

The following questions are

intended to help WPA readers think

through their needs as writing program

administrators.

I would appreciate hearing your

answers to these questions and to any

other questions you think should have
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been on the list When you write, please also indicate what your rank and

status are, e.g., tenured, nontenured, tenure-bearing line, one-year contract,

part time, so that we can begin getting a better idea of the positions held by

writing program administrators.

What don~t you know about doing your job that you wish you did?

What have you finally learned that you wish you had learned earlier?

What would you like to know more about?

Who do you think could tell you more about it?

What are your major administrative problems right now?

What problems do you see coming over the horizon?

How would you characterize your relationship with your department

chair? Dean? President? Board of trustees? Legislature? Faculty at

large?

What do you like best about your present program or the way you run it?

What direction would you /ike your program to take?

What are the major barriers to developing it in that direction?

Dennis Lynch, Marguerite Helmers, and the editorial board invite current WPA
members to share their responses to Ken Bruffee's 1980 queries in writing. We will
publish selected responses in the Fall 2000 issue of WPA: Writing Program
Administration. Send your responses to Marguerite Helmers bye-mail
<helmers@uwosh.edu> or regular mail:

Department of English
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh

800 Algoma Boulevard
Oshkosh, WI 54901

In order to bring many voices into the fore, please limit your response to 500 words.
Responses are due October 11 2000
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Writing Program Administrators and
teacher trainers who want to support

faculty efforts to apply contemporary

composition pedagogy theory are the

particular readers to whom I appeal in

these pages. Equally targeted are those of

us juggling administrative demands for

general education curriculum that

responds to corporate pleas for college

graduates with critical thinking and

collaborative working skills and to

retention statistics' implicit argument for

pedagogy that addresses what my

institution refers to as "alternative

learning styles." Generally, my argument

is that these administrative efforts, as well

as the pedagogies often collectively

referred to as "Iiberatory teaching," are

sabotaged by most institutions' teaching

evaluation practices. Standard methods

and instruments for evaluating instructors

undermine or even negate the goals

advocated by virtually all current theory

and by most practice of writing

instruction because those tools are

informed only by conventional,

performance-centered conceptions of

teaching; in contrast, the social mission of

most contemporary composition theories

and the ethos of many practitioners are

informed by more student-centered

conceptions of teaching. This discrepancy

undercuts not just the critical thinking

and collaborative goals of liberatory

pedagogy but also its counter-hegemonic

intents and effects.

In the following pages, I'll appraise

the assumptions that drive our standard

rrostering
Liberatory
'teaching:

fA 'Proposal
for ~evising

Instructional
assessment

'Practices

Jane E. Hindman
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evaluative methods and compare them to those assumptions that undergird

more critical approaches to teaching. In order to confront the contradiction

between our theory and practice of teaching and our methods for evaluating

teachers, I will also present an alternative evaluative instrument and explain

how it more accurately measures what we say we believe to be effective

teaching. Finally, I will offer the statistical evidence supporting the

usefulness of the instrument, speculate on the implications of that evidence,

and suggest further steps that will foster teaching practices that reflect the

professed pedagogical theory and goals of composition studies.

What's at Stake: The Consequences of Evaluative Practices
To understand how the values driving a performance model of

teaching may conflict with those central to the pedagogical theories and

methods most favored in our discipline and others, consider what is

probably the best-known exploration of innovative teaching in our

discipline's last decade, namely Mary Louise Pratt's call for teachers to

initiate "looking for the pedagogical arts of the contact zone" (455). With

the clarity of hindsight, we can see how Pratt's descriptions of Stanford's

revolutionary Western Civilization course not only portend the evaluative

dilemma we now confront but also allude to the values intrinsic to effective

teaching in the contact zone:

[t]he lecturer's traditional (imagined) task-unifying the world
in the class's eyes by means of a monologue that rings equally
coherent, revealing, and true for all, forging an ad hoc

community, homogenous with respect to one's own words
this task became not only impossible but anomalous and
unimaginable. (454)

To unify the world in the class's eyes is equally impossible and

undesirable for pedagogues who not only reject monologic world views but

also solicit students' participation in developing and organizing the content

and practices of the course. Such goals are advocated by critical teachers

(e.g. Ira Shor's When Students Have the Power) and feminist teachers alike

(e.g. Kenway and Modra). Granted, feminist pedagogues often critique the

patriarchal values manifested in some critical teaching (cf. Luke and Gore);

granted, some of our scholars continue to challenge and refine Pratt's

original suggestions about the role of oppositional discourse and critique

and of homogenous definitions of culture in the college classroom (cf.
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Miller, van Slyck). Nonetheless, and despite these disagreements about how

to interpret and apply the theory and practice of critical pedagogy or of the

pedagogical arts of the contact zone, most of us can probably agree on the

answer to Pratt's question about assessing teachers' effectiveness:

Are teachers supposed to feel that their teaching has been most

successful when they have eliminated such things las students"

"oppositional discourse,. parodYt resistance,. critique II] and

unified the social world, probably in their own image? (453)

"No!" is the reply to this obviously rhetorical question. This relative

agreement about what does not constitute successful teaching sets the

course for delineating the characteristics that do indicate effective teaching

from the perspective of pedagogies emphasizing the values of student

centered, feminist, critical pedagogies. We can concede that these various

pedagogies differ from teaching methods which position the teacher-her

knowledge, her competence, her performance--at the center of the

classroom; we can agree that they share some common goals and values:

cooperative/collaborative learning, problem posing, critical thinking,

challenging domination by appropriating social responsibility and authority,

mediating conflicting points of view.

Pratt's rhetorical question regarding the advisability of teachers

eliminating resistance, critique, parody and oppositional discourse in the

classroom also helped us understand the importance of students and

teacher{s) learning to mediate the inevitable conflicts between clashing

cultures and viewpoints~ But her questions regarding the stakes of traditional

teaching and the possibility for reform in "contact zone" teaching evoke less

obvious answers, less agreement: "Who wins when we do that [eliminate

opposition and unify the social world in our own image]?" she asks, JlWho

loses?" (453).

In an abstract sense and especially to those who have studied and

internalized the tenets of critical teaching, it seems obvious that the

JJwinners" in classrooms that present unified world views are those whose

social world is reflected in that image and whose discourse conforms to

rather than opposes the status quo. Other commonplace implications are

that the socially dominant IIwin" and that the 'Jdominated"-those who are

not members of the more powerful social group controlling the ternlS of

interaction in the contact zone--"Iose" when the educational institutions

successfully eliminate resistance and maintain the illusion of a unified,
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coherent, harmonious society. But even those who don't buy into these

"givens" concerning the outcomes of liberatory pedagogy will probably

balk at the price we pay when our evaluative practices undermine our

educational goals: if it's indeed accurate that student-centered teaching

actually does or even could better instill in students the qualities required in

professional contexts, then who are the "losers" when our teaching and/or

our teaching evaluation practices undermine student-centered teaching? It

may well be that employers lose potentially well-trained workers, for

according to most accounts the essential characteristics that employers now

seek in their workers are the ability to apply knowledge in a variety of

contexts and to work in multiple locations, problem solving skills, an

appreciation of others' perspectives, and the ability to work in collaborative,

project-based teams. If university-trained students don't gain these skills

which are consistent with the disciplinary goals for effective teaching but

oppose individualistic, competitive models for teaching and learning-then

universities may well lose the support of employers. If the value system

informing a performance model of teaching fosters teacher's intellectual

responsibility and mastery rather than students', then evaluative methods

that sustain it nurture teachers' advancement, not students', for they foster

future citizens who abdicate rather than grapple with responsibility, who

conform rather than question a "master," who recognize but don't develop

competence. In some ways then, all students lose out when institutional

methods of evaluating teaching reward only performance models, not just

those students less likely to respond to the values of mastery, competition,

domination, individualism.

Teachers can be "losers" too if they are working to incorporate the

values and methods of feminist, critical, student-centered pedagogies, for

students and colleagues react strongly and often negatively to aspects. of

critical pedagogies. In part, these reactions are fashioned by popular

cultural stereotypes of heroic teachers taking center stage and by the

traditional methods of evaluation that privilege such performance. However,

at least to Pratt, contact zone teaching necessitates conflict In fact,

challengel tensionl confrontationl insecurity are responses that seem to

hallmark instruction that requires students to problematize their everyday

situations, to construct their own meanings, to transform reality. By analogy

then, one could argue that complacency, agreement, and safety characterize

responses to teaching that centers on students' ability to memorize and

internalize an authority figure's pre-determined interpretation of materials.

The short term effects of traditional teaching methods are clearly and by far
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more comfortable, and thus by their training, by routinel and perhaps even

by nature students often don/t like and-in fact-usually resist a teacher

who demands that they critique, evaluate, and synthesize information rather

than passively bank it But the long-term effects of critical pedagogy promise

better dividends. Bell hooks explains that

.. .lilf one primary function of such a pedagogy is to prepare

students to live and act more fully in the world, then it is usually
when they are in that context, outside the classroom, that they
most feel and experience the value of what they have shared

and learned. For me, this often means that most positive

feedback I receive as a teacher comes after students have left
the class and rarely during it. (103)

Though dividends for teachers investing in the long-term response of

their students do accrue, their short-term payoffs can be meager. Thus, an

ilaspect of radical pedagogy that has been difficult," hooks explains,

is learning to cope with not being seen positively by students.
When one provides an experience of learning that is
challenging, possibly threatening, it is not entertainment, or

necessarily a fun experience, though it can be. (103)

If adjusting to this feature of critical pedagogy is difficult for a teacher

with hooks' professional experience and repute, imagine what it requires of

the untenured professor, the forward-thinking secondary school teacher, the

newly-appointed graduate teaching assistant. And yet that distress is

precisely what some of our professional practices perpetuate: compositiC?n

studies inculcates student-centered and/or liberatory pedagogies in its

literature as well as in most teacher-training programs; meanwhile,

institutional reliance on conventional, performance-model teaching

evaluation methods countermand that scholarship and training. Thus,

teachers, trainers, even the profession to a certain extent-they all "lose."

What can we do to change the stakes of this game, to cut our losses?

We have seen how business needs, our professional literature and teacher

training practices, and even social ethics urge us to teach students to

analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the authority and relevance of

information. Teaching critical thinking skills, insisting that students take

active responsibility for their own education, fostering collaborative and
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mediation skills-these are all pedagogical practices that more teachers

could and would incorporate if they were required, inspired, supported by

a system that rewarded them. The next logical questions, then, are these:

How might the system do that? How might we revise our instruments for

evaluating instructors in order to foster liberatory pedagogical practices?

Re-vision
Constructing An Alternative Evaluative Instrument

Closing the gap between what our theory contends is important in the

classroom and what our assessment practices actually support must involve

constructing reliable teacher-evaluation methods that validly measure the

kind of teaching that our profession values. In the language of the principles

governing measurement, this term "validity" refers to the correspondence

between what we say we value and what our instruments actually measure.

According to Ed White, expert in writing assessment,

[aIlthough validity is a complex issue-colleges offer advanced
courses in it-one simple concept lies behind the complexity:
honesty. Validity in measurement means that you are measuring
what you say you are measuring/ not something else/ and that
you have really thought through the importance of your
measurement in considerable detail. . . .The difficulty comes
from the questions behind validity- that is, the questions about
what we want to examine. (10-11)

In Evaluating the Teaching of Writing, editor Christine Hult also

advocates "tak[ingl a careful look at our evaluation goals and match[ing]

goals with methods"; she further explains that lithe authors [of Part II,

Evaluation Methodsl advocate multiple measures of teaching performance,

not single measures, to give a more complete picture of a teacher's

effectiveness" (9).

Unfortunately, however, most institutions-for example, all of the

three large state universities and the two community colleges where I've

taught composition-rely on single measures of teaching performance;

further, many insist that those measures yield quantitative results. To make

matters worse, the single score that such measures produce may well be the

only evidence of teaching effectiveness that personnel committees consider.

In these situations-ones in which institutional contexts demand

quantitative measures of teaching effectiveness-an instrument that fosters
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student-centered teaching and yields quantitative results could be

indispensable to supporting disciplinary goals. To construct such an

instrument, however, we must first determine the essential practices of an

effective liberatory teacher and how to enumerate them.

In most current evaluative instruments the operative definition of an

effective instructor seems to be "producer of authoritative texts" and/or

"master of a particular body of knowledge." I contend that a more apt

definition of a professional teacher (as opposed to scholar) is "one capable

of modeling and facilitating particular conceptual habits of mind." A critical

teacher's professional charge is not necessarily and certainly not only or

even primarily to demonstrate her command of a body of knowledge, i.e.

the reified "canon" of her particular expertise. Rather she should model for

her students her professional habit of mind, her disciplinary problem

solving abilities. Most importantly, she must make possible students' own

problem-solving abilities. In order to do that, it's often necessary to engage

students in dialogue, not just with her but with each other, not just with

others' texts but with their own conflicting ideas. The conceptual habit of

mind most crucial to writing instruction, perhaps to any instruction, I call

"contextual meaning-making." This quality distinguishes a critical teacher as

professional as well as effective.

"Contextual meaning-making" as a determiner of an instructor's

effectiveness in a student-centered classroom is best measured by her ability

to make meaning out of the particulars of any specific educational moment.

As I see it, two key qualities comprise this conceptual habit. One is the

capacity to analyze effectively the particulars of the context within which

one is making meaning, that is, to observe the "scene," gather the

information, and assess the available means and forms of argument

appropriate to the particular context. The second key quality in "contextu~1

meaning-making" is the ability to connect and synthesize the particulars of

the context within which the teacher is making meaning.

Thus, within the specific context of the classroom and the course she's

teaching, the instructor should present to the class specific examples from

students' work (e.g. journals, assignments, previous papers, comments in

class) and then be able to recall and refer often to them herself and

encourage students to do the same. In this way, she facilitates dialogue and

problematizing students' existential situations at least with respect to their

coursework and-if students' assignments ask them to utilize their personal

experiences-to their everyday lives as well. Furthermore, the instructor

should be able to make connections between students' earlier work and the
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points being made in subsequent class discussions or assignments, and then

to categorize and re-categorize that work as it demonstrates or exemplifies

new points. Such teaching ability assists students in understanding how the

same texts, the same perspectives, come to mean differently depending

upon the contexts within which they are applied. After modeling this

recontextualization, this re-situating and therefore re-constructing of

meaning, the teacher asks students to do the same. Thus, she fosters

students' ability to develop and evaluate multiple interpretations and uses of

information, to perceive from a variety of perspectives.

In keeping with this capacity to create the conditions for dialogue and

to promote students' abilities to develop various viewpoints on one topic,

liberatory teaching also calls upon a teacher's ability to exhibit her own and

foster students' cultural mediation skills. Such skills are crucial for a

practitioner of any pedagogy that problematizes the unequal power

relations between people of varying languages, classes, and genders who

inhabit the same social space. In discussing her early experiences with the

Western Civilization course at Stanford known for its revolutionary

emphasis on such power relations, Mary Louise Pratt explains that "the very

nature of the course put ideas and identities on the line" (454). In such a

setting, students and teacher must perceive and negotiate myriad points of

view, must mediate conflicts and contradictions if they are to be effective in

that contact zone.

In summary then, we've seen that the values and goals that distinguish

student-centered teaching highlight collaboration, problem-solving,

dialogue, mediation of conflicting points of view, and active critique of

dominant points of view. The skills that support these values are modeling

one's own skills in contextual meaning-making and fostering students'

development of their own. A teacher best realizes these skills by recall.ing

and referring often to examples from students' own work; by modeling the

re- and de- contextualization of texts; by engaging students in dialogue not

just with her but with each other; and by requiring students to develop,

evaluate, and mediate their own and others' diverse points of view on a

single topic.

I've constructed a unique student evaluation form intended to

measure these practices, values, and goals that support effective, student

centered teaching. Consisting of 27 Likert-style questions in two major

categories, the instrument's purpose is to assess teaching effectiveness in

terms general enough to apply across disciplinary boundaries and to yield

the quantifiable and statistically reliable formats required by most
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institutional procedures (See Appendix A). Most importantly, the evaluation

form is designed to achieve two major revisions in institutional evaluative

practices: 1) measure and reward student-centered teaching and 2) re-shape

students', teachers', and administrators' attitudes about the qualities that

define effective teaching.

Reshaping these attitudes is crucial to sustaining the philosophical

shift central to the distinctions between performance-centered and student

centered teaching. As David Bleich points out in his discussion of the

questions of ideology associated with the evaluation of teaching, even in

recent studies committed to improving teaching in postsecondary

education, I/[Ernest L.] Boyer and others who have addressed the matter of

teaching in a constructive spirit nevertheless remain tacitly tied to the

language and assumptions of competitive individualism" (13). Thus, Bleich

argues, with respect to the teaching and evaluating of writing, we must

conceive of a "friendlier ideology-friendlier to all as well as one more

responsive to feminist thought" (11). First-time results of the instrument I've

developed could conceivably satisfy the "friendlier" goal of supporting

student-centered teaching. The goal of revising institutional attitudes about

teaching effectiveness is more slowly realized, however, since it necessitates

internalizing the values reflected in the instrument. Nonetheless, first-time

results of the instrument may be able to predict the likelihood of students

(and others) adopting a "friendlier ideology" of evaluation of teaching.

Probably most crucial of the innovations in the evaluative instrument

is its inclusion of an entire section entitled "Questions about the Student's

Experience." This set of eleven questions asks a student to consider how the

course has improved her own knowledge and understanding, her ability to

express her thoughts, and her capacity to perceive differences in her ideas

and others. She's also asked to judge the extent to which the course required

her to think for herself, interact with her classmates, engage with the course

materials and with others' points of view, and change her mind about her

opinions. Clearly, this section of the instrument is meant to improve the

validity of our measuring effective student-centered teaching by directing

students' attention to relevant aspect of their own performance in the

course, not just the teacher's.

This intent is sustained even in the instrument's section entitled

"Questions about the Teacher." Like its traditional predecessors, the revised

instrument asks students to judge certain aspects of a teacher's performance

such as her ability to present clearly the goals for the assignments and to

explain the inter-relation of individual units of the course. However, the
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alternative evaluation form's questions also ask whether or not the teacher

included students in decisions about course goals, assignments, and reading

materials. In further attempts to support the practices of a student-centered

teaching, this section requires students to rank the teacher's familiarity with

individual students' work and her ability to relate course material to

students' interests and experience; her response to students' input in

classroom interactions; her capacity to give students feedback that fosters

their improvement and supports their taking risks in their coursework; her

encouragement of opposing and divergent viewpoints; her expectations of

students to act responsibly. To an extent then, these questions-like those in

the first section of the revised instrument-also assess students' experience,

for they rank a teacher's ability to facilitate student learning rather than to

demonstrate her level of knowledge and/or preparation. In fact, other than

its focus on an instructor's ability to explain the goals and structure of the

course, the only attention this section gives to teacher performance as it

exists (more or less) independently of students' participation is in its concern

for whether or not the teacher uses her authority and her humor to promote

learning and for her capacity to admit her mistakes and accept constructive

criticism.

Thus, the validity of this alternative evaluation form resides in its focus

on student performance as well as on the conceptual habits and practical

behaviors that characterize critical teachers. By requiring students to

consider their own functioning in the classroom as well as their teacher's

capacity to facilitate their learning, this evaluative instrument should yield

teaching-effectiveness scores that prize student-centered teaching. In

addition, its original and provocative questions initiate efforts to re-shape

students' attitudes about their instructors and their educational experiences.

Possibility: Testing the Revised Instrument
With the support of a Ford Foundation seed grant administered

through Southwest Institute for Research on Women (SIROW), my colleague

Kari McBride and I were able to test the instrument at our respective home

institutions, the University of Arizona (UA) and San Diego State University

(SDSU). Responses were gathered from 1420 students enrolled in 79

different sections, six of which were Professor McBride's AY 96-97 courses

in Women's Studies (five lower division, one upper) and the remaining 73

of which were from SDSU's Department of Rhetoric and Writing Studies.

Responses from SDSU students were collected at the end of the

Spring '97 semester within 22 developmental writing courses, 42 lower and
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7 upper division writing courses, and one graduate course. The 47 total

instructors of these various sections ranged in their background and training

from first and second year lAs (26) to seasoned lecturers and tenure-track

professors with muhiple years of teaching experience. Forms were

distributed to students at the end of a class session during the last two weeks

of the semester and at the same time as the traditional evaluation form. All

student respondents were anonymous.

Individual instructors of sections utilizing the new instrument were

not anonymous: for the purposes of including statistics regarding individual

teachers' professional status and experience, it was necessary to track the

identity of each individual instructor. This tracking also made it possible to

compare and isolate an individual's score on the revised and the traditional

evaluation instruments. However, all participating instructors were assured

that-for the purposes of any publication or administrative review of the

results of the study-their identities would not be revealed.

The method for recording the data collected during instrument testing

was as follows: values were entered for each student response to each

question on the revised evaluation instrument, with "5" assigned to a

"strongly agree" response and "l" to a "strongly disagree." (These values

were reversed for the negatively worded questions, e.g. 14,18, 23.) With

respect to students' responses on traditional evaluation instruments used in

the same courses, the only raw data available were SDSU instructors'

composite scores on the institutional form used at that time. The composite

score on this form reflects the overall mean of the mean scores for each of

the ten Likert-style questions on the traditional form. (Appendix 8 itemizes

these ten questions. Appendix C contains a sample printout of evaluation

results distributed to instructors and administrators.)

As you'll recall, the primary goal of this study was to construct an

instrument that would validly and reliably measure and reward effective

student-centered teaching. Secondarily, the evaluative instrument was

intended to alter attitudes about what constitutes quality instruction. Results

of McBride's and my test of the revised evaluation form indicate that it does

indeed meet these two goals.

The particularly high Cronbach's alpha coefficient of the revised form

(.92) speaks to its degree of reliability: compare it to, for instance, the .94

coefficient that Daly and Miller found for their Writing Apprehension lest

(Lauer and Asher 137). Such a score suggests that the instrument's 27

questions have been well-conceived and that they assure respondents'

interpretations of the single ability or achievement isolated by each question
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as well as the inter-relatedness of the constructs being measured.

However, and as Lauer and Asher explain, "[w]hile the questions of

reliability can be rather definitively answered,", "the question of validity can

never be fully resolved" (141). We've seen that validity in assessment

generally depends on the ability of the instrument to measure what it

purports to measure and consequently on a careful consideration of what is

being examined. Indeed, current instruments' dubious capacity to measure

teaching effectiveness-rather than teacher performance-is the problem

which prompted construction of an alternative instrument in the first place.

With respect to that revised instrument, the type of validity most at issue is

"construct validity," which is "the measure's congruence with the theoretical

concepts of a field" (Lauer and Asher 143). To that end, the questions on the

new instrument are based on my understanding of the values and goals our

discipline most commonly attributes to student-centered teaching. Because

Lauer and Asher tell us that "validity depends in important ways on social

consensus," readers' val idation of my understandi ng is crucial (141). My

exploration of the specific behaviors and conceptual habits likely to

manifest student-centered teachings' goals and values and my application of

those concepts are meant to earn readers' validation of these constructs.

Achieving the goal of privileging student-centered teaching methods

depends in part on the revised instrument's capacity to measure qualities

different from those measured by the traditional instrument. The analysis of

statistical significance of the difference in the scores generated by the two

forms suggests that the notions of teaching effectiveness implicit in each

form do indeed differ (cf. Appendix D, Figure 1). It appears that requiring

students to rate particular aspects of their experiences in the course itself

results in evaluations of teaching effectiveness less likely to center on

teacher performance alone and more likely to foreground student-centered

teaching.

However, I cannot be entirely certain that this difference is the one

being measured. The lack of any traditional-evaluation-form raw data other

than individual instructors' composite scores by section precludes verifiable

conclusions about the nature of the statistically significant difference being

measured by the revised instrument and about any possible trends related

to the significance of difference in individual instructor's scores on the two

instruments. Thus, comparative analysis can be done only on the basis of

means, but not with respect to variance.

However, anecdotal evidence (based on my review of the Jist of

individual instructors' composite scores received on the traditional form and
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on review of the total as well as the individual sections of the form) indicates

that writing instructors are less likely to receive exceedingly low scores on

my instrument. This conclusion is supported by a comparison of the range

of mean scores generated by the revised instrument (3.2-4.4) to those

generated by the traditional form (2.5-4.6) This informal evidence further

suggests that the higher an individual teacher's score is on either form, the

less likeJy it is that her scores on the two will differ. These possible trends,

however, may in part or in whole be explained by the fact that many of the

instructors who participated in this study are trained in and experienced

with the techniques of student-centered teaching.

In addition to the goal of constructing a reliable and valid alternative

instrument for measuring and rewarding student-centered teaching

effectiveness, a proposed goal for the revised instrument was to alter

students' attitudes about what constitutes quality instruction and about their

responsibility in their own education. That long-range goal will require

consistent and repeated use of the revised instrument so that students are

exposed to and then internalize the characteristics of effective teaching

valued by their teachers and by administrators (as those values are reflected

in institutional evaluative practices). Nonetheless, the probability of the

instrument's attaining that goal is suggested by the results of students'

responses to three questions about the evaluation form itself. Those three

questions asked students if the revised form was "significantly different from

others used at this university," if it was "appropriate to this course," and if

they "would like to use this evaluation form" in other classes. These figures,

as well as the summary of mean and mode responses to each question about

the evaluation form (cf. Appendix D, Figure 2), seem to indicate students'

willingness to shift their attitudes about teaching effectiveness and their

support for revising evaluative instruments.

It seems clear then, that this instrument is definitely a step in the right

direction. Statistical verification of the internal reliability of the revised

instrument and of the significant difference in is measurement from that of

the traditional instrument certainly warrants further implementation and

further development of this alternative method for assessing teaching

effectiveness.

However, and as I explained above, a limitation of this study was its

lack of raw data reflecting students' responses to individual items on

traditional teaching evaluation forms (SDSU instructors' composite scores

on that form were the only data available). Thus, comparative analysis of

scores yielded by the two evaluative instruments could only include tests
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using the mean of the mean student responses. Future tests of the instrument

should collect more complete interval measurement data for students'

responses to Likert questions on both, not just the revised, instruments.

In particular, analysis of variance, which measures variances in

scores, could analyze the difference in students' responses to particular

questions on the traditional as opposed to the revised instrument. More

complete data on students' responses to individual items on traditional

evaluations could also enable a multivariate analysis of variance, which in

turn could help us assess the relationships between the two instruments'

responses given to individual questions. Further, with regression we could

predict if and when positive responses to the revised form's questions, such

as "My teacher included student participation in deciding on the course

goals, assignments, and/or reading material," are associated with negative

responses on a traditional form question, such as one regarding the

effectiveness of the instructor's selection of course materials. In short, more

analysis of variance and regression techniques can help us better determine

the nature of the relationship of the two instruments' measurements. Such

analyses could thus ensure that the revised instrument does indeed reward

effective student-centered teaching by generating high scores for the

practices supporting those methods and lower scores for teaching practices

centered more on teachers' performance.

In addition, further testing of the revised instrument should include

instructors from a wider variety of departments and disciplines as well as a

larger sample size. This expansion will increase the likelihood of diversity in

teaching styles and training reflected in the instructors who participated and

therefore improve the quality of our explanations for the statistically

significant difference in scores generated by the two evaluation instruments.
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Conclusion
WPAs' Roles in Revising Assessment Practices

Like most administrators in higher education, WPAs have been greatly

involved in the systemic revision of general education curriculum. This

institutional trend responds to public demands for "better" graduates and

"more qualified" employees who can demonstrate critical thinking and

collaborative working skills and to upper administration's call for teaching

that will improve the retention and success of minority students. For

decades, we in writing studies have been theorizing, developing,

implementing into our own classrooms and departments the very

curriculum and pedagogy that our colleagues across campus and around

town now insist upon. Thus, and as many of us have already witnessed, our

disciplinary knowledge and experience can facilitate our assuming

leadership roles in curricular trends.

In this strategic position, we must not lose sight of the social mission

informing our pedagogical theory and practice. Our politics are in our

methods for evaluating and responding to what we and others are doing in

the classroom. No matter what we may profess about the values and

effectiveness of student-centered, liberatory, critical, radical, feminist and/or

even banking pedagogies, our practices prove what we are for or against in

the long run. We must recognize the habits and values we indoctrinate in

our practices.

Like many other WPAs, Ed White focuses scholarly attention on the

history and consequences of our practices. Within a profession notoriously

resistant to change, he contextual izes the remarkable national and

institutional shift in only one decade from the practice of multiple choice

testing of writing proficiency to essay testing:

Something happened to the essay test on the way to the
miJlennium/ and I think it was a matter of power as well as
naivete. By calling for essay testing and more recently for

portfolio assessment/ teachers have hoped to gain power over
assessment and hence over the definition of what is to be
valued in education. (292)

Clearly, that instance of writing teachers asserting power made a

difference not just to the quality of and opportunity for students' education,

but also to the ways that the institution, indeed the nation, conceives of

instruction. In our current context, we are again presented with an
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opportunity to change institutional practice, in this case the practice of

relying on students' responses to teacher-centered performance as an

accurate indicator of teaching effectiveness. Predicting the future politics of

assessment, White gives us the hope that "we as a profession can affect the

way our society defines and measures its goals, and the evaluation of writing

has an important, perhaps central, role to play in that process" (297).

Likewise evaluation of teaching can and should playa central role in

the way we define and measure educational goals. We have seen here a

specific method for revising institutional practices that define and measure

teaching effectiveness, a method WPAs are in a position to institute and

refine. Because we in writing studies devote so much of our scholarly,

creative, and classroom energies to improving the quality of instruction, we

can and should play crucial leadership roles in the process of assessing

instruction. If WPAs were to capitalize on this role, as well as on writing

instructors' curricular and classroom skills and on the public's current

attention to critical thinking and communication skills, perhaps their efforts

would support effective student-centered teaching. As an essential result,

WPAs' efforts could also be instrumental in reversing current practices'

tendency to subvert the empowering and counter-hegemonic objectives of

education for liberation.
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Appendix A
Revised Questionnai,e fo, Evaluating Faculty

Students were instructed to circle the one response that best described their answer to each of the following
questions. Available responses to each question were these:

strongly agree agree unsure disagree strongly disagree

Questions About the Student's Experience

The work I have done for this class has paid off in increased knowledge and understanding of the material.

This course improved my ability to express what I am thinking.

This course has value in my life outside of school.

This course required me to see concepts/arguments from multiple perspectives.

The course enabled me to realize how my thinking differs from the authors we read.

This course changed my mind about at least one opinion I had.

This course challenged me to think for myself.

This course required me to interact with my fellow students.

I value constructive criticism from my teacher and peers.

My fellow students were interested in the subject materials and assignments of this course.

My fellow students treated my teacher and me with respect.

Questions About The Teacher

My teacher clearly stated the goal or objective for the assignments of the course.

My teacher clearly explained how the individual units or readings related to each other.

My teacher is NOT familiar with my work.

My teacher gave me enough feedback to improve my work.

My teacher supported my taking risks in my thinking and writing.

My teacher encouraged me to develop opinions different from hers (or his).

My teacher did NOT listen and respond to students' questions, comments, and complaints.

My teacher included student participation in decisions about the course goals, assignments, and/or the
reading materials of the course.

My teacher responded to signs of puulement, boredom, curiosity from the students.

My teacher presented and/or encouraged divergent viewpoints on topics or issues.

My teacher related the subject material of this class to students' interests and experiences.

My teacher did NOT treat students as adults.

My teacher used her authority in the classroom to create an environment conducive to learning.

My teacher was willing to admit her mistakes and/or insufficient knowledge.

My teacher respects constructive criticism.

My teacher's use of humor was positive and appropriate.

Questions About The Form

This evaluation form seems significantly different from others used at this university.

This evaluation is NOT appropriate to this course.

I would like to use this evaluation form in my other classes.
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AppendixB
Traditional Faculty Evaluation Form

This particular "Evaluation of Faculty Questionnaire" was used in all San Diego State University Department
of Rhetoric and Writing Studies courses during the Spring 1997 semester, the time when the study was
conducted. Though students' narrative comments are maintained on file, few students respond in the
Ucomments" sections; fewer still actually review those comments. While comments are made available when
faculty submit their materials for annual review and/or promotion and tenure purposes, students' narrative
remarks are not reflected in scores reported to instructors, departments, deans, and review committees.

Students were instructed to fill in a circle corresponding to the response that best described their answer to
each of the following questions. They were advised to focus on the course rather than the instructor's
personality. Available responses to each question were these:

1 Very low 2 Below average 3 Average 4 Above average 5 Outstanding

How would you evaluate this instructor's teaching?

Given the nature and objectives of the course, the instructor's organization appears to be ...

The instructor's selection of reading and other outside class activities in relation to the objectives of the class
was ...

The instructor's statement of the specific objectives of the class was ...

The evaluation process (e.g. tests, papers, etc.) in relation to the material covered in the class was ...

Interest created by in-class activities, such as lectures, discussions, and group work was .

Clarity of assignment requirements and purpose of writing and reading assignments was .

The instructor's knowledge of the subject appears to be ...

The instructor's ability to communicate the subject matter of the course clearly and effectively, whether by
lecture, discussion or other means was ...

As a personally enriching educational e)(perienceJ this course has been ...

What was most valuable about this course? What recommendations would you make for improvement?
(please comment)
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AppendixC
Report Of Responses To Evaluation Of Faculty Questionnaire

In the interest of anonymity, this particular report represents scores for all instructors for the Department of
Rhetoric and Writing Studies' course 92A during the Fall 1997 semester. Though no individual instructor's
course is represented here, the report demonstrates the format of the report that an instructor receives and
then references as evidence of her teaching effectiveness. The lIscoren the instructor reports is the mean score
in the last line uComposite of Questions 1-1 o.n In addition to this score, the only other items of significance
to committees reviewing faculty's teaching effectiveness are the Ildepartment meann score (on the same line)
and the difference between the instructor's mean and the department's. In this particular report, for instance,
we see that the mean score of instructors of 92A in Fall 1997 is higher than the mean score for all instructors
of all courses within the department that semester.

Course Evaluation Department of Rhetoric and Writing Studies,
San Diego State University Fall 1997

Response Marked

Median
1 2 3 4 5 Mean No. Resp.

1. This Instructor is knowledgeable about 2 7 57 239 396 4.46 4.61 701
writing and the writing process. % 1% 8% 340;0 56%

2. The Instructor communicated the goals 4 14 80 240 363 4.35 4.53 701
of this rhetoric and writing course. 1% 2% 11% 34% 52%

3. The course materials (texts, handouts, 22 55 180 231 211 3.79 3.90 699
etc.) helped me achieve these 3% 8% 26% 33% 30%
course goals.

4. The Instructor came to class prepared. 6 18 72 208 398 4.39 4.61 702
1% 3% 10% 30% 57%

5. The Instructor communicated the subject 8 33 105 225 331 4.20 4.41 701
matter clearly and effectively. 1% 50;0 15% 32% 47%

6. The assignments (reading, discussion 15 38 139 242 268 4.01 4.15 702
and writing) helped me learn. 2% 5% 20% 34% 38%

7. The Instructor's comments on my work 14 25 87 237 338 4.23 4.44 701
helped me to evaluate my progress and 20;0 4% 12% 34% 48%
to imporve my reading, writing, and
thinking skills.

8. The Instructor reliably met with the class, 9 18 47 180 447 4.48 4.71 701
kept office hours, and kept scheduled 1% 3% 7% 260;0 64%
appointments.

9. The Instructor encouraged students to 7 15 81 194 405 4.39 4.63 702
think, ask questions and express 1% 2% 12% 28% 58%
their views.

10. Overall, how would you evaluate the 7 16 89 243 348 4.29 4.48 703
Instructor's teaching? 1% 2% 13% 35% 50%

Composite of questions 1-10 94 238 937 2239 3505 4.26 4.49 7013
1% 3°k 13% 32% 50%
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AppendixD
Results Of Testing Of Evaluative Instrument

Analysis of the reliability of the revised evaluative instrument involved determining the internal consistency
of the questions on the form. The Cronbach's alpha test, considered appropriate for assessing interval data
such as the one through five responses students choose on the questionnaire, was applied to students'
responses to the original 30 questions in five scales. After dropping the three items with the lowest reliability,
I found a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .92 for the remaining 27 items.

In order to determine the statistical significance of scores generated by the revised and the traditional
evaluative instruments, a paired samples t-test was used. A comparison of the "Questions about the Student's
Experience" section of the revised instrument to the traditional form yielded a t value of 6.47 (p <.001). The
total revised instrument compared to the traditional form at a t value of 2.08 (p < .05). A comparison of the
"Questions about the Teacher" section of the revised instrument to the traditional from was not statistically
significant. These results are summarized in Figure 1 below.

figure 7
T-test comparison of scores on traditional and aJternati~'e e~JaJuat;~:e instruments

Evaluation Scores Comp.ared Sig. (2-taHed)

Revised form & traditional form ·2.07 .038

Revised form's "'Questions about
SWdent's Experiencel1 section
&: traditional form -6.46 ,000

Revised form's "Questions about
Teacher" section & traditional form 1.30 .193

We can predict the source of this difference in teachers' scores on the two different instruments by noting
where it is greatest: no statistically significant difference was found in a comparison of the responses to
the "Questions about the Teacher" section of the revised form with responses on the traditional form.
However, a high significance level (.000 where p < .05) was found in the difference between responses to
'JQuestions about the Student's Experience" and those on the traditional form. A significant difference (.038
where p < .05) was also found between total responses to each instrument.

Frequency statistics regarding the mean answer for each question in the "Questions about the Form" section
and the valid percent of particular responses to each questions indicate that even though 70% of students
agree or strongly agree that the revised instrument is significantly different from others, 77% of students agree
or strongly agree that the form is appropriate to the course and 59% agree or strongly agree that they would
like to use it in other courses.

figure 1
Frequency Statistics for responses to questions about Rer;~ed Instrument

Mean
Mode

h'al Diff
3.81
4.00

Eval Appro
3.91
4.00

Other Uses
3.57
4.00
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One of the most difficult tasks faced by
any writing program administrator is

developing an assessment mechanism

that fairly and accurately rates the writing

of students in a college or university's

writing courses. Increasingly, the

mechanism of choice has become some

form of portfolio evaluation-an

assessment practice that has been both

widely praised and, recently, critically

questioned in the pages of this and other

journals and books in our field.' Despite

an ongoing critical stance towards

portfolio assessment in our field,

however, Susan Callahan has noted the

degree to which some teachers (and

writing program administrators) still

possess utopian expectations about the

"power of the portfolio":

Portfolios are currently

being offered as the solution

to a startling array of

educational problems:

Apathetic students? Try

portfolios. Students obsessed

with grades? Use portfolios.

Inconsistent departmental

grading practices? Require

portfolios. Culturally biased

tests? Replace them with

portfolios. Want to stimulate

creativity? Process instruction?

Reflective teaching and

learning? Portfolios, portfolios/

portfolios. (118)

This enthusiasm for portfolios is

Lean} Jv(ean

9rading
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a 'Bourdieuian
~eading of

J'iovice
Instructors in a

'Portfolio-'Based
Writing
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also apparent in communal portfolio evaluation, a form of evaluation in

which portfolios are viewed not just by a student's own teacher, but by other

instructors as well who read and score the portfolios in teams. This

particular type of portfolio evaluation has been commonly portrayed as a

useful way to build community among teachers. For example, Pat Belanoff

and Peter Elbow, who designed the first widely imitated portfolio assessment

program for first-year writing students at SUNY-Stonybrook, have routinely

characterized their assessment program as one that draws teachers together

(Belanoff and Elbow 17). Though they acknowledge some conflicts in the

portfolio evaluation process, writing program administrators at the

University of Cincinnati have also described the interactions of teaching

teams, which are made up of novice and experienced teaching assistants,

adjuncts, and administrators, as ultimately beneficial to all participants

(Durst, et al.).

Trouble in Portfolio Paradise
But there's trouble in portfolio paradise. Compositionists are

beginning to acknowledge that conflict, sometimes profound dissent, does

occur within these scoring teams. As Bob Broad has put it bluntly,

"Disagreement is a fly buzzing crazily around the clean white room of

communal writing assessment, and we seem bent on exterminating the

insect no matter what precious objects we break and no matter whom we

bruise in the process" (263-4). Like Broad, Russell Durst, Marjorie Roemer,

and Lucille Schultz have also called for more acknowledgment of dissensus

and conflict within communal portfolio evaluation, but they do so

ultimately to reaffirm the value of such dissensus for the teachers in scoring

groups. Particularly for new teaching assistants, they suggest, "portfolio

negotiations can serve as an important means of faculty development, ~an

help ease anxieties about grading and passing judgment on students' work,

and can provide a forum for teachers and administrators to re-think the

goals of a freshman English program" (Durst et al. 287).

I agree with Durst and his colleagues that it certainly can have these

benefits, but in the rest of th is essay I present research that demonstrates

how local institutional practices can preclude such benefits.1 This research

comes from data I collected during an ethnographic dissertation study of

new teaching assistants at a state university, all of whom were teaching

writing for the first time. The focus of the larger study grew out of my interest

in writing program administration, for I was examining how new teaching
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assistants construct authority for themselves as writing teachers when they

have entered graduate school with a desire to learn to profess literature. In

particular, I was looking at the ways institutional practices helped to shape

these new teachers' sense of being authoritative and competent writing

instructors. Obviously, the practice of evaluation and assigning grades is

deeply entrenched in authority issues between a new teacher and his or her

students. What I discovered in this program, however, was that communal

portfolio assessment as it was practiced on that campus shifted the primary

site of authority negotiation for new composition teachers from their

relationships with students to their relationships with their more

experienced peers and with the writing program itself.

Pierre Bourdieu and Portfolios
The work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu offers an especially

fruitful interpretive framework for the vast amounts of data I gathered, for his

understanding of how power and authority work in society supports the idea

that new teachers are agents in their own enculturation rather than simply

subjects of a vast educational machine. Unlike the work of popular

reproduction theorists such as Henry Giroux and Michael Apple, Bourdieu's

social theories insist on a balance between human agency and the influence

of cultural and societal factors.

Bourdieu's notion of "capital" plays a central role in my analysis of

the writing program I studied, so I want to take a few moments to review

briefly the way he uses the term. Although the term "capital" has Marxist

connotations, it is important to recognize how Bourdieu's use of the term

differs from that of Marx. Bourdieu has used the metaphor of aces in a game

of cards to explain his concept of "capital" as any kind of resource that once

possessed, gives its owner the ability to maintain and improve one's statu~

within a given social arena. His key insight is that there are immaterial forms

of capital---cultural, symbolic, and social, he calls them-in addition to

material or economic capital. He theorizes that, with varying degrees of

difficulty, it is possible to convert one of these forms into another. Most

importantly for my study, Bourdieu sees capital as a resource which yields

power (and the authority and respect that often accompanies power), thus

allowing holders of this capital to exercise some control over their own

future and that of others. Cultural capital, or "informational capital" as

Bourdieu has also called it (Invitation 119), is the linguistic, stylistic, and

knowledge attributes, including formal educational credentials, that can
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enhance one's standing in a given social domain or arena. Because cultural

capital also includes the kind of expertise that is valued in a field, it has

particular relevance when thinking about the new teaching assistants in my

study, for they were literature students asked to take on the less enviable role

of writing teachers.

A second Bourdieuian concept worth reviewing is his notion of

"field," for as he explains, "capital does not exist and function except in

relation to a field" (Invitation 101). Explaining a field as a site of constant

struggle over capital, Bourdieu writes:

In a field/ agents and institutions constantly struggle/ according

to the regularities and the rules constitutive of this space of play

(and, in given conjunctures/ over those rules themselves)/ with
various degrees of strength and therefore diverse probabilities

of success/ to appropriate the specific products at stake in the

game. Those who dominate in a given field are in a position to

make it function to their advantage but they must always

contend with the resistance/ the claims, the contention/
//political"/ or otherwise, of the dominated. (I nvitation 102)

Within these JJfields," these functionally differentiated domains of

social interaction, actors compete for social positions relative to each other

according to the overall amounts of capital available to them. In the larger

field of English studies, for example, literature specialists typically have

more cultural capital than those who work in composition studies.

In this essay, I want to take a more detailed look at a university's

writing program as a field, and in particular examine the practice of

communal portfolio assessment as a site of what Bourdieu calls "symbolic

violence"-the ability of dominant members of a field to wield their cultural

capital as a kind of weapon over a less dominant member of the field. As

my title suggests, I'll be focusing on novice instructors as less dominant

members of the field, though I must write about them in relation to their

more experienced teaching assistant peers. While communal portfolio

assessment can take many forms, in the program I studied it works as

follows: At the end of the semester, all student portfolios from 1DO-level

courses are scored first by the instructor of record according to a 3, 2, or 1

(highest to lowest) rubric, and then by two outside readers in order to

corroborate each instructor's evaluation of her own students' portfolios.
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Each scoring group includes about five or six experienced instructors and

one to three novice instructors. A disagreement among evaluators is

intended as a "reality check" for the instructor, who is then obligated to

reconsider her original evaluation. Often, portfolio scoring takes place in

the group leader's home, an act that attempts to lessen the drudgery

associated with this task. This form of portfolio assessment was put in place

to help alleviate problems with grade inflation; the theory went that the

outside readers could help the teacher of record see a portfolio with more

objective eyes and thus give it a more accurate (and often lower) grade.

That's what is supposed to happen, anyway. What follows is my

reaqiQg of the dynamics of those assessment interactions. Ultimately, using

the data I gathered in that Bourdieuian field, I argue against a common

assumption of writing assessment literature and suggest that this kind of

communal portfolio evaluation frustrates efforts to help new graduate

instructors feel authoritative about teaching writing.

One Writing Program as a Bourdieuian Field
A major part of my participant observation included taking part in the

pedagogy seminar required of all new graduate instructors. That seminar's

discussions about the group grading environment often revolved around

confessions of anxiety and dread the new teachers felt about having some

responsibility for grading another teacher's students and in turn, having their

students' work, and by extension their own accomplishments as teachers,

judged by more experienced instructors. Immediately before the mid-term

scoring sessions, the new instructors wrestled with the possibi Iity that they

might have misinformed their students about the quality of their essays. For

some, this self-doubt was so disconcerting as to cause them to question their

ability to teach writing at all. As one new teacher poignantly asked, "How

much of the sins of the father will be visited upon the sons?" She went on

to explain that "('m afraid it's my fault if students don't do well."

lhe new lAs' self-doubt was confirmed at a norming session held just

prior to the mid-term portfolio evaluation sessions. In this session led by the

director of the writing program, all lAs-new and experienced-were given

the assessment rubric for portfolios that new TAs had been working with all

semester in their pedagogy seminar. During the session, there was a clear

split between the ways the new TAs judged sample essays and the values

placed on those same pieces of writing by experienced lAs. The new lAs

followed the rubrics very closely, while the experienced lAs by and large
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judged the writing against more internalized and tacit "felt senses" (Perlp

about what good writing looks like. Noting this discrepancy, the writing

director admonished all lAs to stick to the rubrics carefully, and when the

papers were rated again, the whole group of teachers grudgingly came to

some consensus on the numerical score for each. But clearly, new and

experienced lAs were using different criteria to judge the students' writing.

After the mid-term scoring session, morale was particularly low

among the new teachers, for many, sometimes a majority, of their students'

papers had indeed failed. The new instructors were not only feeling guilty

for judging their students' writing more favorably than the veteran scorers

had done, and thus leading them to the evaluation slaughterhouse. They

were also feeling distrusted by the veteran instructors in their grading groups

and betrayed by the system, for in their minds, they had done exactly what

had been asked of them. As one participant wrote in his journal

immediately after participating in a group grading session at mid-term, "At

times I feel like I would rather be held accountable for grade inflation and

face some sort of lA probation than to go through group grading."

And no wonder. The atmosphere at the group grading sessions I

observed and participated in, while not hostile, was far from supportive to

the new instructors. In some groups, veterans and novices segregated

themselves within the host's home. In other cases, new teachers and

veterans mixed freely, but in each case the novices seemed more alarmed

when readers chuckled to themselves or laughed out loud while reading

their students' work and either insisted on knowing what was funny or sat

uncomfortably, looking in the general direction of the laughing reader, then

trying to put those self-doubts out of their minds and go back to scoring the

stack at hand. In fact, it was this lackadaisical atmosphere of the scoring

sessions that the new instructors found to be the most disturbing compon.ent

of group grading. Experienced readers moved very quickly through the

essays, and then sometimes literally stood over the new instructors'

shoulders to encourage them to finish up quickly so they could all go home.

In some groups, veteran readers simply walked out after a couple of hours

without a word to anyone.

By mid-term, the new lAs had heard experienced lAs routinely

belittle the program's portfolio assessment practice. As focused and

committed literature students, English department lAs had virtually no

theoretical grounding in writing assessment, and thus as a community had

grown to see "group grading" simply as busywork, a time-consuming chore
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whose main purpose was to alleviate grade inflation and as such, keep the

writing program director in the dean's good graces. In hallways and offices,

backyards and neighborhood bars, seasoned lAs regularly held self

described impromptu "bitch sessions" to bemoan "group grading" and to

appeal to the new lAs to adopt their mechanical and quick reading style.

Thus, by the time the lAs gathered in their group leaders' homes at

mid-term to read and score portfolios, the new TAs were predisposed to

think of themselves as less competent and more prone to feel intimidated by

the seasoned instructors' authority of experience. Bourdieu notes that this

kind of intimidation is "a symbolic violence which is not aware of what it

is" ~nd "can only be exerted on a person predisposed (in his habitus)

[culturally and socially-influenced state of being] to feel it, whereas others

will ignore it" (Language and Symbolic Power 51). Some of the new lAs

experienced this as conscious intimidation, though the experienced TAs

seemed not to intend it as such. Though the seasoned instructors were

wielding their authority of experience as symbolic violence, these actions

appeared to them to be yet another form of the advice they had been giving

new lAs all along: "lrust me, I've done this before. Forget the rubrics. Listen

to my experience-it's a better judge of these portfolios." Here, experienced

lAs were using what Bourdieu has called in another context "magisterial

discourse"-"the professorial ideology of student incapacity ... which

inherently implies poor reception of the best messages by the worst

receivers" (Bourdieu and Passeron 111). Dominant members of a field can

use such magisterial language as a status attribute and cultural code to

enhance their authority and legitimacy in the university.

The meeting of the pedagogy seminar immediately following mid

term grading was easily the most vocal class of the semester, for students

were eager to talk about their concerns with the group grading process. The.

primary focus of that class was the discovery new instructors had made

through the grading process: despite the myriad criteria they were supposed

to be scoring papers against, what veteran lAs really valued in student

writing was something that did not appear on any rubric-creativity and

imagination in both topic and execution. Several new instructors that day

expressed feelings of guilt for assigning paper topics that might have invited

"boring" responses and thus insured students a failing grade from the

anonymous raters.

Following the mid-term scoring session, the new teachers returned to

their classes faced with the daunting task of explaining to more students
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than they would have thought why the paper for which their own teacher

had praised them had been failed by the outside readers. In an attempt to

recapture authority in the eyes of their students, most new instructors

resorted to creating an "us vs. them" scenario in which they could present

themselves as teachers with reasonable expectations, but also align

themselves with the students against what one new instructor called the

"mean ole group graders." Another teacher explained to the pedagogy

seminar that "I do the big, bad group grader thing and it does work." While

these teachers were genuinely interested in helping their students do well in

the course, they were also concerned about the impact of the group grading

process on their own credibility as teachers, for as Herbert Kalthoff has

observed, "In doing grading, teachers construct their own achievements"

(109). One teacher, in the interest of trying to convince her students that this

mid-term grading process was indeed fair and useful, resorted to filling out

checklists for each failing essay and represented those slips to students as

documents the graders had marked.

This teacher, in fact, was so concerned about the group grading

process that for her seminar project, she surveyed both graduate instructors

and first-year writers to determine how both groups view the program's

portfolio evaluation method. In doing so, this participant, whom I will call

JlMichelle," took action to change the rules of the game and increase her

own capital within this field. Bourdieu writes:

Players can play to increase or to conserve their capita/.. .in

conformity with the tacit rules of the game and the

prerequisites of the reproduction of the game and its stakes; but

they can also get in it to transform, partially or completely, the

immanent rules of the game. They can, for instance, work to

change the relative value of tokens of different colors, the

exchange rate between various species of capital upon which

the force of their opponents rests and to valorize the species of

capital they preferentially possess. (Invitation 99)

By conducting this survey, Michelle did increase her cultural capital

within the field. The scholarly knowledge she gained while preparing the

survey positioned her as a kind of expert on portfolio assessment within the

group of new graduate instructors. And in a field where scholarly endeavors

matter, her new "book learning" about portfolios gave her a more valuable
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and appreciated species of capital in relation to those seasoned TAs who

had used only their experience reading portfolios as capital within the field.

Michelle's action here illustrates Bourdieu's point that

social agents are not //partic/es N that are mechanically pushed
and pulled about by external forces. They are, rather, bearers of
capitals and, depending on their trajectory and on the position
they occupy in the field by virtue of their endowment in capital,

they have a propensity to orient themselves actively either
toward the preservation of the distribution of capital or toward

the subversion of this distribution. (Invitation 108-109)

Michelle reported her results to the pedagogy seminar exactly one

month before final portfolios were due, and the information she presented

had a major impact on the way new instructors prepared their students, and

themselves, for final portfolio evaluation. Her poll indicated that during final

portfolio scoring, most graduate instructors read only one essay in these

three-essay portfolios, or the first and third essays only, or only the first page

of each essay. Experienced raters know that skimming essays is a necessary

skill to develop in holistic scoring if one is to get through the process in a

reasonable amount of time, but for these novice raters, this news was

astounding. Much discussion ensued, for this information confirmed for the

new teachers that their students' portfolios were being given short shrift by

the readers. Michelle's survey also indicated that the only piece raters did

seem to read carefully was the reflective cover letter, if for no other reason

than that it was the most interesting and readable component of the

portfolios. Another new instructor I studied, in response to an earlier draft of

this essay, also reminded me that the cover letter was the shortest item in

each po_rtfolio.

In her 1994 essay 'iportfolio Cover Letters, Students' Self-Presentation,

and Teachers' Ethics," Glenda Conway observed that teacher/evaluators

make judgments about students' selves from their cover letters. likewise,

many of the new graduate instructors in my study experienced portfolio

evaluation as an evaluation of their teaching selves by their more

experienced colleagues. Conway argues that the cover letter is a

performance piece for students, a mask through which to present the best

possible student self (89). In much the same way, the new instructors saw

their students' cover letters as vehicles with which to present their best
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possible teaching selves. Their students' letters became performance pieces

for themselves as well, but ironically ones that they had little control over,

for the quality of the new lAs' performances were deternlined solely-at

least as they perceived it-by the success of others, their student writers.

Michelle's findings had revealed the impact cover letters might have

on readers, so armed with that knowledge/ the new instructors tried to exert

more control over the way their students crafted the cover letter than they

tried to exert with any other assignment. In the last days of the semester,

these new teachers began talking with students about what the letter of

introduction was, what should go in it, and how it should look. Unlike their

approaches to the essay assignments, which had been largely mode

oriented and decontextualized, the rookie teachers each took a decidedly

rhetorical approach to this writing task. As one teacher put it, "I feel

obligated to give them some inside tracks on 'How to Win the Portfolio

Game."' That fact alone tells us something about the power they felt these

letters had over the students' (and perhaps their own) fates in the course.

Within an environment of portfolio scoring that many teachers,

veteran and new, labeled "arbitrary," "intimidating," "inadequate," and

"subjective," these new teachers looked for some way to gain control over

the evaluative process not only for their students' sakes, but for their own

reputations as well. One way they did that was to encourage students to

write a ritualized letter, for to be "different" in their letters of introduction

put students~and in the minds of these new, still somewhat unsure

instructors, put themselves-at risk of falling short of the veteran readers'

expectations and ideals. While there were no formal programmatic

guidelines for these letters of introduction, the new teachers had heard

enough veterans talk about the problems of reading so many portfolios

quickly that they discussed the letters of introduction in amazingly similar

terms. For each participant in my study, their instructions to students broke

down into a few primary categories.

Teachers spent the most time focusing on four areas: physical

presentation, content of the letters, the importance of writing a ilunique"

letter, and doling out cautionary advice. Letters, like essays they sai'd, should

be double-spaced, laser-printed if possible, and IIprofessional looking.1I They

cautioned students to avoid "fancy fonts" and "fancy-dancy title pages and

stuff," saying "that ain't gonna help you.1I Their bits of advice about the

letter's content were variations on the same themes: what they had gotten

out of the course, reflections on themselves as writers, and how their writing
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had changed or improved. Without exception, new teachers admonished

students never to summarize their papers in the letter of introduction,

explaining that summary in a cover letter is the "kiss of death." Ironically, in

the midst of trying to formalize this process for students (one teacher even

provided a boilerplate which outlined a four-paragraph letter and specified

the purpose of each paragraph), the advice teachers doled out most

passionately was to find a way to set one's letter apart from the pack. They

encouraged students to "sell your papers, your product" and to "have your

own voice and style." One new instructor even climbed on top of his desk

a fa Robin Williams' character in Dead Poet~5 Society to demonstrate the

point he had written in all caps on the blackboard: "STAND OUT FROM

THE CROWD." Like other new teachers, he reminded his students that

"you're trying to sell yourself." And in the frank words of another new

teacher to her students, "Trust me, you do not want to write a plain old

letter."

It is interesting that new instructors spent the majority of their

instruction time giving students lists of "don'ts" for the letters, and all of

these alerts were presented as ways to avoid offending the evaluators. The

new teachers warned their students against using the wrong kind of humor,

or addressing the letter IIDear Friends," for as one teacher explained

somewhat lightheartedly, "we are not your friends; we are your judges."

Others warned them away from asking for A's, saying sincerely, "this will

alienate the readers, and your grade is at stake." They warned them against

using the hackneyed phrases so common in first-year writing that they

become the butt of jokes for evaluators. Avoid at all costs, they warned

them, such lines as "welcome to my portfolio," "I hope you enjoy my

portfolio," and 'Isit back and relax as you read my portfolio." One teacher

explained very carefully the death knell for a student's portfolio that last

phrase rings in the minds of readers. When readers are faced with eight or

more hours of portfolio reading, he said, the last thing they want to hear is

to sit back and enjoy it. Though he acknowledged that students use this

phrase in an attempt to connect with the evaluators, and hopefully win

some bonus points in the portfolio game, he leveled with them that "It's not

cute to the readers./I

It was the detail with which these new instructors attended to the

matter of writing the letter of introduction that seemed most important to

understanding their perception of how grading occurred in this Bourdieuian

field. This detail was particularly noteworthy in their instructions about
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writing the salutation, the first connection students would make with their

judges. When a student asked his teacher, for example, whether to open

with the plural "Dear Graders" or the singular "Dear Grader," the teacher

suggested that he not use any form of the word "grader." "It would be softer,"

he explained, to use "Dear Evaluators." Li~ewise another teacher spent

several minutes in class one day explaining why a comma, rather than a

colon, would be a better punctuation choice after "Dear Reader," since it

would "soften it up a bit." I mention these examples not to suggest that the

teachers were too concerned with surface matters; in fact, it's just the

opposite. These new instructors recognized the powerful rhetorical situation

these letters represented, and they wanted to be responsible advisors for

their students.

The degree to which these teachers experienced portfolio evaluation

as something out of their control is also indicated by their consistent use of

the term "portfolio system." From my first contact with them in entrance

interviews, the new teachers referred to the local assessment method as a

portfolio "system." They had already heard from their veteran peers that it

was an unruly, difficult-to-manage behemoth that drove their process

pedagogies rather than existed as a more reasonable way to assess the

writing created when attention is placed on drafting, revising, and re

drafting. Michelle, who investigated portfolios on her own, was the only

new instructor ever to use the terms "portfolio assessment" or "portfolio

evaluation," even as she wrote about possible ways to revise the "system."

As my research progressed, I realized that at times the new teachers

also used the phrase "the system" to refer to the entire writing program,

especially when they were talking about its use of portfolio evaluation.

When they were content, or describing some component of the writing

program from a detached perspective, they called it lithe writing progr~m."

But when they were frustrated with its policies or philosophy, they inevitably

described the sources of this frustration as "the system." Their sense of being

"in the system" resonates with the ways prisoners talk about incarceration,

for the new teachers described feeling trapped, perceived themselves as

having little autonomy, and complained of working in an atmosphere of

distrust by their veteran peers. I should add that veteran instructors did not

generally refer to the evaluation method with the word "system." Often they

shortened it to "group grading" and left the word "portfolio" out completely.
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Conclusion
The slice of ethnographic data I have presented here paints a

substantially different picture of the ways new graduate instructors

experience portfolio evaluation from those presented in much of the

literature on communal portfolio evaluation. For example, while they admit

that new lAs often feel anxious about participating in communal evaluation,

Elbow and Belanoff argue that this kind of portfolio evaluation "draws

teachers together." They further suggest that such an evaluation practice

gives lAs added power, for it allows the teacher to "remove herself from the

role of enemy and decreases the chances of a student's getting mad at her

for all the work he has to do." Instead, they argue, the student can focus her

anger on what my participants called lithe mean ole group graders."

The data from my study, though, suggests that this good coplbad cop

scenario may actually be far less empowering for new graduate instructors

than we might have previously thought and hoped. Ultimately, all

instructors in the program I studied are responsible for assigning their own

students' grades, and while they might have resorted to the good coplbad

cop strategy to ally themselves with students during class and to deflect their

students' anger, the final result was that "group grading" contributed

significantly to these new instructors' diminished sense of authority.

From a Bourdieuian perspective, there are at least two explanations

for this phenomenon. First, in this field, pure experience rather than

theoretically-informed practice was the more highly valued species of

capital. By virtue of years in the program, then, veteran lAs continued to

monopolize the evaluation method, helped in part by Michelle's findings

that the portfolio evaluation method was indeed flawed. Thus, they

maintained their dominant position and their valuable capital-the ability

to read quickly and efficiently, to become "lean, mean grading machines'~

as one study participant noted. As far as the experienced lAs were

concerned, new lAs could gain equal status only by becoming such

mechanical readers as well.

A second Bourdieuian explanation of the new lAs' diminished ability

to increase their capital and thus their authority as writing instructors in that

program lies ironically in Michelle's scholarly attempt to question their

portfolio practice. In any Bourdieuian field, the "rules of the game"

established by dominant players work as symbolic violence to maintain

their positions of power and prevent less dominant players from

accumulating significantly more capital. Applied to the writing program I
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studied, Bourdieu's theory would suggest that despite her initiative and

research efforts, the nature of the local portfolio practice limited the ways

that Michelle could see the evaluation method and change the distribution

of authority among new TAs, veteran TAs, and the writing program itself. For

example, rather than beginning with the assumption that communal

portfolio evaluation has merit and exploring ways to revise their troubled

local practice, Michelle was predisposed to believe that communal portfolio

assessment was an irredeemably flawed evaluation method. Thus, her

research turned up only those sources that confirmed the experienced TAs'

disregard for the "system." As a result, while her perceived increase in

academic knowledge allowed her to nominally increase her own capital

within the field, other new TAs remained in the same dominated position

relative to their more experienced peers.

Given the arbitrary and dissatisfying nature of the portfolio evaluation

practice I have discussed here, one might reasonably ask what would have

to happen in order for a better practice to emerge? After all, no credible

writing program can simply toss out its assessment method without

replacing it with something. Writing assessment specialists might point to a

number of practical changes that would be crucial to make an alternative

portfolio assessment method more effective. First, teachers must be

accountable for their readings and behavior during scoring sessions. In an

effective program, graduate instructors would not be able to walk out of a

scoring session early, for example, without facing real consequences

concerning their teaching assignments or graduate careers. Second,

portfolio evaluation criteria must be made public. Students, teachers, and

administrators may not always agree that the criteria are fair, but they must

all have access to it, and raters must apply it consistently to all student

writing. These kinds of changes would certainly increase the credibility of a

writing program and those who teach in it.

But the improvements brought on by these practical changes belie a

more unsettling question: is it really possible to sustain a highly effective

writing program with instructors who have committed themselves to

studying literature and devaluing composition studies? To attempt to do so,

I think, one must find a way to help new graduate instructors in literature

based programs re-imagine themselves professionally in a way that

encourages the co-existence and even symbiosis of literature and

composition. In short, one must work to create within these departments a

"composition culture" in which the teaching of writing and the study of
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rhetorical theory is intrinsically connected to the work graduate teachers

probably do value when they enter the program-the readingl

interpretation, and appreciation of texts and their impacts on audiences.

Such a culture would also forefront an ongoing discussion of labor

issues, forcing graduate instructors to reckon with uncomfortable questions

regarding their personal choices, assumptions, and aspirations and requiring

faculty to examine their use of literature graduate students to teach writing.

Why, for example, are graduate students studying for years to do a job that

may not be there when they finish? To what degree are graduate students'

expectations about the job market realistic? To what degree might faculty be

more concerned more about staffing undergraduate writing courses than

providing graduate students with sufficient professional development and

allowing them to complete their degrees in a timely fashion? And how are

graduate students in programs like these, if they become faculty someday,

likely to mentor their own graduate students? Infusing a writing program

with an atmosphere that encourages these kinds of questions is a crucial

ethical move. Rather that encouraging graduate students to see themselves

as "grading machines" who grow more and more to resent their own

teaching of writing and to devalue composition studies as a whole, such a

move would promote a professional development program that invites

students and faculty to be more concerned with issues of professionalism

and students' futures in English studies.

Notes
1. Several scholars have cast a critical eye on the use of portfolio evaluation.

See especially journal articles by Elbow; Yancey "Looking Back"; Broad;

Durst et al.; Sommers et al.; and several pieces in Yancey and Weiser's

edited collection Situating Portfolios.

2 This research was funded by a grant from the Council of Writing Program

Administrators. I am grateful for their support.

3. Perl credits philosopher Eugene Gendlin with coining the term "felt

sense," but I cite her here to acknowledge her particular use of the term

in composition studies.
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Prologue: Begging Your Indulgence

In this article I ask a sometimes resistant

audience to consider the value of

consciously applying marketing language

to educational efforts. Please bear with

me. Increasingly, the university is

becoming a more market-driven

institution, whether anyone likes it or not.

True, the most avid "marketeers"

exaggerate both the value of being

market-driven and the extent to which the

current university, still largely a product

of patronage of various kinds, actually

responds to market forces. Yet it is in our

interests at least to explore what it wou Id

mean to be more market-driven.

Certainly, an honorably sophistic

rhetorician should at least consider such a

prominently suggested opposite case.

Moreover, perhaps certain

approaches to market analysis are more

compatible with composition's aims than

others, so that compositionists might wish

to co-opt them in defense against more

hostile kinds of market analysis. While

this is not the place for extended analysis,

there are particularly interesting

connections between some branches of

Quality Management theory and

composition theory. In particular, the

management practices loosely called

"TQM," or "Total Quality Management,"

favor broad contextual analysis,

empowerment of those actually doing the

work, and a focus on processes, not error

correction, as the key to better products

(Aguayo). Indeed, those interested in

further investigation might be struck by

Marketing
Composition

'For tfie

21st Century

Keith Rhodes
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the eerie similarity of Aguayo's whole list of TQM practices (124-25) with

better composition practices. It is perhaps not accidental that TQM theories

have had ready and useful application to vexing composition problems,

such as assessing WAC outcomes (Morgan).

Certainly, indulging in marketing language to talk about composition

imports highly dangerous alien attitudes. Even so, to avoid it entirely would

be much more dangerous, given the reality of our need to deal with others

who use it regularly to decide our fate. I will urge eventually that market

analysis might lead composition administrators to go with some flows that

at first might seem best resisted; and I will even suggest in a final, wrenching

twist that this result holds regardless of our confidence in the quality of our

products.

Introduction: Marketing Rhetoric
TQM marketing theories usefully ask providers of anything, even

education, to think of marketing in a "Total" way-as a transaction in which

providers look not just to their immediate "customers," but to the

"stakeholders" in their entire economic dynamic (Deming). Robert Maust,

in an article entitled simply "Marketing," writes that standard business

marketing strategies, applied by analogy to education, would certainly

extend to re-examining curricular choices with markets in mind. I will claim

that composition's best marketing plan, the one with the best ratio of reward

to risk, entails radical, seemingly dangerous, change in how composition's

"managers" do business. How dang~rous? Well, in short, implementing

many suggestions from Joseph Petraglia's collection Reconceiving Writing,

Rethinking Writing Instruction-shifting courses to being about composition

and rhetoric, making actual writing courses elective, telling people in other

disciplines to teach their own writing, cutting literature departments adrift

and working easier, shorter hours for more money to boot. That dangerous.

I contend that composition has marketed itself into a corner, much as the

old Jeep corporation had done before Chrysler bought AMC and got Jeep in

the package. AMC had made the mistake of holding down costs, cutting the

attractiveness of its products in the process. As Chrysler realized concerning

the Jeep, a significant upgrade of the right product can raise prices, sales,

and profits all at once. It is all in the marketing, broadly defined to include

how the product is packaged and placed. As the pioneer "SUV," the once

lowly Jeep is now a status symbol. Composition might be able to benefit

from a similar change in image.
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First, does composition really need such a radical change? Maybe

things are not great right now, but they could be worse. Why take risks?

Qual ity Management theories insist, on good evidence, that companies who

live by "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" tend to end up broke. Life changes.

Markets move. Apple thrived by building the best stand-alone home

computers, but it fell behind when home computing became networked,

multi-functional and more commercial, requiring Widespread compatibility

among random distant computers. College composition has fed off the

growth trend in general education, but now reformers, like the Boyer

Commission, want to change general education utterly, often specifically

targeting normal composition either for changes compositionists do not

want or for the ax. Just as Apple created the market in user-friendly

computing that made Microsoft rich at Apple's own expense, composition's

WAC successes are leading other disciplines to consider making writing part

of their own profit centers. That fortune is now turning back Apple's way

does not mean composition can blithely expect a similar renovation.

And the diminishment of composition within general education is just

the most immediate threat. Other studies, like those of David Breneman and

Robert Lisensky, question the very idea of general education. In response to

complex factors, higher education is changing its whole mission, mostly in

ways that make general education less relevant. College education is no

more profitable than before, but not having a college degree is becoming

much more dangerous. Thus, students with no interest in "liberal education"

come to college simply to flee the drying lower end of our national

economy. It still makes sense for them to come to college, since the work

they seek dem<ihds basic information handling, something that heavily

subsidized colleges can still teach more competitively than business

trainers. Mostly, though, this entails "basic" literacy and numeracy-the

things that supposedly ought to be learned in high school. Increasingly,

students come to college to get ready for this new phenomenon-what I will

call "education for followership," as contrasted with the "education for

leadership" for which general education was designed. These market trends

draw large numbers of students who do not care whether they become

enlightened and whose future employers are even less interested in giving

their new rank and file-much less their temps and part-timers-the

education originally designed to prepare an elite for leadership.

Even more broadly, the supposed economic advantages of college,

still quite real in terms of wages paid to degree holders, may not actually
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play out in terms of productivity, despite many superficial studies that

reassure us of this common wisdom. Eichanan Cohn found serious

problems in every economic study that purported to demonstrate a real

connection between college education and economic productivity, and

while his study is dated, the methods he critiques are mostly still in use. As

Ivar Berg has determined, more highly-educated employees are paid more,

but are not clearly better-and they clearly are more disruptive, more

dissatisfied, and more disloyal. As Ronnie Davis and John Morrall, III found,

investment in college education, in gross, is a worse deal than elementary

or high school education, returning to our economy as a whole only 15%

on the dollar-about as much as investment in ordinary alternatives like

equipment or infrastructure. Indeed, education may be like the defense

industry, roughly its equal in economic size: the over-all economic boost

from higher education may come largely from the business of maintaining

the industry itself, not from anything it produces. While large and

prestigious meta-studies have tried to put a good spin on all this (Bowen

433; Pascarella and Terenzini 500-05), they as readily permit an inference

that it is not enhanced abilities that produce the economic gains

experienced by college students, but rather simply the degree, an item of

cultural capital valued more for its ability to screen the labor pool than for

its reflection of enhanced abilities.

Further, higher education is designed for inefficiency. Most of the

direct consumers pay few of their own costs, while workers' rewards and

punishments are largely disconnected from the value they provide to those

consumers. In any other industry, one would expect scattered quality and

a good deal of waste-as there was in Soviet communism, a roughly

equivalent system. Absent a showing to the contrary, it is fair to assume that

education has a great deal of inefficiency and waste. Despite this, private

industry has still been loathe to do its own general training in literacy and

numeracy because general training is portable and does not necessarily help

the business that supplies it. Still, more businesses may become aware of the

argument that lower-education workers tend to be just as productive and

more loyal no matter how expert they become. They may then calculate that

losing a few trainees is cheap at the price compared to sustaining part of a

huge, waste-producing, tax-eating, discretionary income-depleting

enterprise like higher education. Finally, the civic arguments that once

supported, or even created, an inefficient model have withered in the face

of conservative arguments against liberal intellectuals, arguments that are
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interestingly consistent with the needs of industry.

Thus, composition faces existing, if quiet, marketing threats at three

levels-its own programs, the general education model in which it fits, and

the university model that contains it all. So composition may not be broken

yet, but there are many futures in which it could be. TQM counsels that the

only way to survive is to thrive. Let's look at how composition might thrive

by looking at its "total" marketing-marketing in the broad sense of

changing even the basic "product" to meet real market needs, but also just

plain better marketing of whatever it does. Doing so should enhance, not

replace, efforts to value composition's role in the preparation of citizens;

and for right now, marketing is the much stronger lever for positive change.

In making these suggestions, I will also take a "total" view of

composition as a business. In a very real sense the center of operations for

"composition" as an independent entity falls very much to its national

organizations; locally, most composition programs, still, are controlled by

English departments that offer them inadequate support. In response,

compositionists have learned to work effectively in nationwide affiliations,

creating new products, testing them, and training apprentices according to

shared understandings, all with a remarkable degree of cooperation among

themselves. Compositionists should want to move beyond that status,

becoming empowered in local situations to exercise their genuine expertise,

but until then, it makes great sense to take advantage of the unusual

opportunity compositionists have as essentially an inter-institutional

collective-or guild, if you will.

Examining the Current "Plan" for Marketing Composition and Its
Effects

Before looking at revising composition's marketing, we should look at

the current marketing of composition. I will caution at the outset of this

section that within it, like any good marketing consultant, I will look at

composition's glass as if it were half full, not half empty; without going to

irresponsible excess, I will accept claims that seem likely to be accepted by

others. I see three main initiatives in place, then, to forward composition's

best case. Most narrowly, there are the course descriptions and the programs

that contain them. Expanding a bit, there is "product positioning"-the way

composition courses implicitly define their product by where it is "sold,"

and to whom, and on what terms. Beyond that, we can look at public

relations, both locally and nationally. In a nutshell, the course description
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material is fine, maybe even good; as to PR, there is room for improvement,

but the key to that may be shoring up product positioning, which seems to

be where composition suffers the most harm.

Looking randomly at a large number of course descriptions on

microfiche and the Internet, I have found two interesting phenomena. First,

catalog descriptions as a whole indicate an apparent inconsistency among

programs that is routinely managed toward greater coherence in actual

course syllabi. Second, despite this seeming inconsistency among the

catalogs, their parts taken as a whole have a strong over-all coherence with

the Outcomes Statement currently under consideration by the Council of

Writing Program Administrators ("Outcomes"). Composition's objectives are

too large and diverse to be easi Iy contained, so no one course description

can contain them. But the average student looking at any particular syllabus

or a prospective student looking at descriptions from several schools could

usually gain a consistent and accurate view of the composition class as a

general phenomenon.

The dominant terms in the course descriptions were "critical",

"revision", "process", "practice", "analysis", "effective", "reading",

"multicultural", and even "rhetorical"-well, okay, and "themes." The

message on the whole is unmistakable: there is a lot to this, it is serious

academic business, and it is much more than knowing where the commas

go-though it is that, too. This informed coherence is even more common

in syllabus descriptions on the Internet, where a good hc:.lf the time

instructors either explain the official course description further or just

replace the officialese with their own more complete description. Thus,

despite a difficult situation, compositionists seem capable of defining a

coherent profession of rhetorical composition, and they seem inclined and

authorized to do so. They do need greater consistency in the effort, and

perhaps an official Outcomes Statement can help a great deal there. Still,

compositionists are already at a point where they could dare to ask their

"customers" and their administrators to undertake the scan 1did and expect

them to come away better informed about what composition, at its best, can

do.

To reserve the most interesting point for last, let us skip to national

public relations next and treat it briefly. There is clearly a great deal more

that composition administrators could do in that arena. People largely do

not understand the full meaning and import of language, literacy, or

rhetoric, but when they do come to grasp more of it, it holds their interest.
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I will never forget a time when, the muse being with me, in three minutes

flat I got a state hi-ghe~ education official to shift his view of composition

from a site of grammar drills and error correction to one of genre analysis

and rhetorical strategies. As he said, he had simply never thought about it

that way before, but it made sense once he did. Of course, he still thinks it

can be tested in a universal, state-wide timed writing. There is more to be

done, certainly.

But the subject is dense and unusual, and opportunities to explain it

are limited by composition's professional circumstances. Composition does

not have many high platforms. Still, as David Schwalm, Susan Mcleod,

Charles Schuster, and other former WPAs now elevated to upper

administration exemplify, administering a rhetorically informed

composition" program is a great preparation for mid-level academic

leadership. The administrative talent being developed by Writing Program

Administration and Writing Across the Curriculum experience, especially as

accelerated by the growth in WPA and WAC graduate school preparation,

will keep percolating up the system, even in the face of individual

difficulties with academic reward systems. Composition will have higher

platforms, from which it can get bigger splashes. So here the need is mostly

for patience, as long as other parts of the marketing plan are working.

Even right now, there are opportunities, and compositionists are

taking them. WAC and service learning introduce not only students but also

other faculty and community members to what is really up with writing. And

despite initial stories of resistance to WAC, by now it has gotten to where

the prestigious Boyer Commission wants WAC as a sturdy part of their "next

wave" of university education.

Unfortunately, they also may want to eliminate first-year compo Here

is where we get into product placement, but first let's listen to what the

Boyer Commission had to say on its web page:

The failure of research universities seems most serious in

conferring degrees upon inarticulate students.

Unfortunate/~ today's students too often think of composition

as a boring English requirement rather than a life skill. ...

Faculty too often think of composition as a task the English or

composition department does bad/~ . . . . In evaluating

examinations and papers, faculty members are often willing to

forgive grammatical and stylistic blunders, thinking such
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matters the responsibility of composition teachers, as long as

they believe they can grasp the essence of the student's text;

that behavior reinforces the assumption on the part of students

that clear communication is not important. ...

Recommendations:
7. All student grades should reflect both mastery of content

and ability to convey content. Both expectations should be

made clear to students.

2. The first-year composition course should relate to other

classes taken simultaneously and be given serious

intellectual content, or it should be abolished in favor of an

integrated writing program in all courses. The course should

emphasize explanation, analysis, and persuasion, and

should develop the skills of brevity and clarity. ...

I have made some unfair cuts; the Commission says quite a bit that

compositionists should like hearing. But I wanted to highlight the part that

gets seriously screwy. Above all, they seem not to consider that there might

be "serious intellectual content" in the work that it takes to get students to

where they develop the "skills" of brevity and clarity and style-and to write

substantially enough that grammatical and stylistic blunders sometimes can

be forgiven. But on the whole, the Boyer group members downgrade

composition despite their outright enthusiasm for WAC, rhetoric, research,

and just about everything that well-informed compositionists want to do.

Every composition administrator has local stories to tell of equal ignorance

closer to home-often just down the hall or even next door.

Why do so many intelligent people miss what the best elements of the

best composition programs are trying to do? We can argue many causes

the persistence of current-traditional theories, etc. But I blame mostly

product placement, not bad products or even bad PRo The Boyer

Commission and its local counterparts are looking for a sleek, powerful,

versatile, high-tech higher education machine. Compositionists offer instead

an entry-level, low-budget model-that is, admittedly, powerful, versatile,

and increasingly high-tech. It is the sleeper education product of the next

millennium. It is time compositionists started building and placing this

product accordingly.
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Focusing on Product Placement
Notice how composition is usually offered to "buyers"-a required,

1OO-Ievel course, the only pre-requisites being those that supposedly should

be finished before college; a course usually staffed with cheap labor, much

of it with little teaching experience, even more of it with no visible research

portfolio or expertise in the larger professional field; a structure that

combines all the worst features of mass-production (e.g., distant centers of

control and assessment) with the worst features of boutiques (e.g.,

unpredictable offerings). These are cliches, of course. But as composition

administrators also know well, these cliches are deceptive. These cheap,

inexperienced, sometimes whimsically chosen employees often have better

training in pedagogy and research processes than expensive tenure-line

equivalents in other departments. Composition administrators use low costs

to support dynamic, interactive pedagogical systems, quickly produCing in

their teachers more of the abilities that the Boyer Commission and others

want. The "bargain-basement" profile does not indicate well the real quality

in terms of sheer teaching talent, especially not as the burgeoning increase

in rhetorically informed WPAs enhances these programs. But the low profile

is undeniable, and it prevents WPAs from contacting their real

constituencies: the communities, employers, students, and concerned

educators who want rhetorically skilled employees so badly they want to

reconstruct higher education to get them.

How does the low profile create this effect? Look at its consumer

dynamic. Who actually "buys" composition? Students? No way! They go

because it is required. The university, then? Yes, technically. But for what

reasons? The historical answer, according to Connors and others, is that the

university "bought" cover for its embarrassment when entering students,

even Harvard's elite of the elite, were not "Iiterate"-meaning they made

grammatical mistakes. Interestingly, there is no sign that any real success of

this grammar-focused course contributed to the heavily expanded business

it eventually has drawn. Rather, as with the famously inefficient "QWERTY"

keyboard, economic habits just kept the engines churning. Finally, the

assessment juggernaut arose when calls for accountability on behalf of the

new wave of college-educated "followers" converged with compositionists'

own new claims of rhetorical expertise. The resulting studies did not reveal

that the system was prodUCing the grammatical output that the university

was buying. Thus, paradoxically, while our teachers and attitudes are just

what Dr. Boyer and others have ordered for the next wave of education, our
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courses largely fail to produce what is currently being "bought" from them.

And yet the university continues to buy-for nO\'v. But the purchase

seems mostly a product of habit and confusion, a bad decision that a routine

examination of business as usual should counsel against for the future.

Unless compositionists simply want to admit defeat in such a possible (and

increasingly likely) future, it is time to think "totally," asking which other

"stakeholders" want the university to buy such courses, and for what

alternative reasons. Here I believe we will find why seemingly high-risk

product placement strategies-beyond being actually no more risky than

the status quo, particularly when all of composition's secrets are found

out-make plain sense. Composition should be marketed more directly to

those who really hold the purse strings, and for the reasons those

stakeholders prize.

The customer is not always who it seems, nor do customers always

want most what we first believe we mainly offer. I hark back to my former

career as a construction lawyer for an analogy. We had a client who prided

himself on making the best concrete block in the region, believing this to be

the path to better sales. While better block was important, a Quality

Management analysis would focus on the fact that his main "stakeholders"

were the masons, not the homeowners who ultimately paid for the

materials, and that masons prized above all quick del ivery on short notice.

He was, in effect, in the delivery business; and thus he needed to learn from

UPS and the daily newspaper as much or more than from the fly ash

companies. After focusing more closely on delivery, the company came to

dominate its entire urban market.

Similarly, compositions' own main "stakeholders" have been

employers with very different agendas than the elitist grammatical "literacy"

dreams of the university. The employers of college-educated "followers"

as well as their parents-have been after two abilities that are more basic. It
is a fair inference from Richard Haswell's study of the features of valued

workplace writing that they want students just to be able to get language out

and down in thoughtful form. Further, the value attached to the university

credential indicates that they want students to survive the university-a

place many of the employers and parents had never encountered

themselves, even second-hand. As Haswell records, many composition

students themselves would say at once that their composition courses were

wrong-headed and very useful. They did not want, in Richard Haswell's

perfect phrase, the "ungrounded English Teacher vision," the residue of the
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old university dream of "literacy." The students valued their own

advancement in just getting words out and down, and in figuring out how

the game was played. They valued it highly because the real

"stakeholders"-parents and employers-did. This dynamic has actually

been around for a very long time, but it is now becoming the dominant force

preserving the composition course. And the apparently meager gains under

this vision are no trivial accomplishment, whatever our seeming failure to

reach grander goals.

So the real "customers" turn out to be employers, using universities

and students and parents-as buying agents. This arrangement necessarily

puts a great deal of distance in the transaction, espec~ally remembering that

the course they are buyi ng comes at the far, early end of college, at least as

viewed by the ultimate "consumers." There is even more distance between

seller and consumer created by having to go through a "retailer," the real

seller of the goods: the English department, a "store" trading mainly in other

goods. Notably, English has often sold composition as a sheer commodity

anything in demand that brought in money, cheaply. It literally has not

mattered what the product was as long as somebody was buying it-and as

long as English could maintain its monopoly by positioning the product as

something only it could sell. That "bargain-basement monopoly" sales mode

fit well with the old universiW's reason for purchasing the composition

course-after all, who but English people could learn all those grammar

rules? But as that reason for purchasing the course has both changed and

been revealed to be misleading, the rationale for the English monopoly over

composition has faded.

That is where the very idea of composition administration came in at

first. It was patently a way for English to raise the stakes, scaring away the

general education competition by making its offering look a bit more

substantial and expertly mysterious to outsiders. But this move to

professionalize composition administration, at least, had an effect that has

been treated by most English departments as an unintended consequence.

By restoring the forgotten educational power of rhetoric, this move raised

the actual value of the course, making it harder and harder to keep

composition in that "cheap commodity" bin. The course itself had so much

potential that composition programs ended up producing the equivalent of

a monster engine in a light chassis, and cheaply-cheaply enough that it

seemed like a good idea just to buy all that raw power without thinking

through all the consequences. As with the old AMC Javelin AMX and other
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muscle cars of the early seventies, no wonder so many courses-and

composition directors-crashed and burned. Kids were much safer with

Ramblers.

Now, composition administrators are learning to channel all that

power into better uses. Admittedly, the product still sits in the English

department bargain bins, and it is often still analogously an ill-fitting casual

gift, given by a distant relative. There is, however, now an enormous, actual

market that wants fully rhetorical composition badly. It simply does not

realize that composition and rhetoric is what it wants! I first began to see

this on my former campus, a gung-ho Quality Management shop if there

ever was one, when "teams" started developing campus-wide "Key Quality

Indicators" (KQI)-a small list of competencies that, if they were produced,

would tell us that the system as a whole was doing well. Generated very

much with future employers in mind-and even in the loop-the listed

competencies read like a regular outline for rhetorical composition:

Communication, Problem-Solving, Critical/Creative Thinking, Self-Directed

Learning, Personal/Social Development, TeamworklTeam Leading,

Multicultural Understanding, Cultural Enrichment; even a Safe, Attractive

Campus didn't seem too far-fetched as a goal for composition classes. Only

one KQI was clearly out of composition's bounds: Competency in a

Discipline. We need to come back to that last thought when we devise a

new plan, but for now the key point is that rhetorical composition at least

promises to offer the very central ideal of what "stakeholders" want from

college.

In sum, if there were to be only one college course in the new,

market-savvy university, it would probably have to be composition; and yet

as a result of composition's marketing "plan," many informed reformers

think composition is the one course that can be eliminated, pushed back

into high schools or up through the entire curriculum.

Composing the Marketing Plan
The deeper reason why universities are doing things like come up

with KQls relates to the real market-what Robert Reich identified as far

back as 1988 as the "next wave" economy-and the increasing plainness

with which our current educational system serves it poorly. It turns out that

these college-educated "followers" have to be semi-leaders. As Reich

explains, the next wave of economic development, in which we are now

fully caught up, requires an improvement in the value of labor much more
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than decreases in its cost. The entirety of the liberal arts used to aim at

producing more valuable labor, using the lavish inefficiency of a broad,

subject-oriented buffet. Now, as the Boyer group nails down, higher

education needs to get that result much more reliably and efficiently,

leaving space for technical proficiency and creating the genuine ability to

engage skillfully within and across advanced, research-based discourse

communities. Specifically, the Boyer group asks research universities to:

I. Make Research-Based Learning the Standard

II. Construct an Inquiry-based Freshman Year

III. Build on the Freshman Foundation

IV Remove Barriers to Interdisciplinary Education

V Link Communication Skills and Course Work

VI. Use Information Technology Creatively

VII. Culminate with a Capstone Experience

VIII. Educate Graduate Students as Apprentice Teachers

IX. Change Faculty Reward Systems

X. Cultivate a Sense of Community

Now, who can do that better than a discipline of rhetoric?

So there is a tremendous opportunity for such a discipline-for a full

division and product line, to use my commercial metaphor; and only as a

full division can rhetoric and composition both meet the market demand

and, perhaps most critically, appear to be the obvious candidate to do so.

To borrow loosely from Quintilian, composition programs need not only to

have the best rhetoric, but also to appear to have the best.

The sweet and easy deal would be to find composition's own Lee

lacocca-a buyer (that is, another existing department or program) that

believes in its potential and prizes what it could offer in return for an

enhanced investment. It is tempting to think of going right to the lead

stakeholder, private industry-to set up for-profit institutes, perhaps, or work

inside corporate walls. That should be a growth market for composition and

one that composition programs should prepare their graduates to enter, but

the analogy breaks down. "Private industry" isn't a unified market, and

while there is more competitive advantage in training one's own employees

than many business leaders think, there is much less advantage than in the

intelligent use of a unified supplier market like the university system. That is

why industry still wants to support a unified buyer and supplier of general
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education and general training, even at some cost of inefficiency and loss of

control.

That suggests another tactic: a direct link with the upper reaches of

the university-as with WAC, of course, but more pointedly as in full,

independent disciplinarity, the thing our local Key Quality Indicator analysis

revealed to be so glaringly absent from the profile of composition. Of

course, many institutions have already moved this way, and as prominent a

figure as John Trimbur has made a thorough enough case for this on grounds

that are more direct. This is dangerous ground, however; and composition

programs may need resort to the greater resources of English, especially in

the transition, but a Department of Rhetoric is much better positioned to

meet the Boyer call and at the same time place the composition product

prominently among university offerings. The word is out on English as a

discipline. As Lisensky puts it in a critique of general education, written for

general audiences:

The commitment to quality faculty usually is related not to the

appropriateness of faculty skills to the functions performed but

rather to a set of traditional criteria. The hiring of English

department faculty who meet the qualifications for research

and graduate education, or who have specialized in literature

when a vast amount of work is in lower-division writing

courses, provides the basis for problems not only of morale but

also of curriculum structure. (23)

Those morale and curriculum problems would continue for a

Rhetoric department that dealt only in low-end products, but not for a

discipline that claimed general education as a continuing, not strictly basic,

aspect of university education as a whole.

In other words, composition should want to position itself to be the

superstructure for new wave general education, not the submerged structure

of WAC and the loss leader for English. That means developing upper level

courses, elective courses, sequences, the whole works-and charging the

real price of admission, if compositionists have the collective courage.

Composition administrators can start insisting on selling their products at

apparent full value-even if costs are low! I have yet to hear an explanation

of how running massive cheap labor shops for composition furthers the

prospects of rhetoric and composition. The prospects of the largest number
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of rhetoricians are best served by full disciplinary prospects, whatever the

occasional, anomalous local effects to the contrary.

True, if composition administrators refuse to play along with the

"anybody can teach composition" game, many English departments will

find someone who will. But the English bargain-bin game is playing out. The

logic of English composition devolves eventually into no composition,

especially since we know that the implied promise of "literate" writers are

met most poorly with the approaches uninformed teachers are most likely

to use. Engl ish departments have problems nobody may be able to solve,

especially in a time of aggressive and largely reductive assessment. Instead

of maintaining a decaying English game, composition administrators ought

to push-and even take some falls-on behalf of fully supported expertise

in all composition classrooms. If that means drastically fewer sections can

be covered, then so be it. Make them elective and let the market sort out

who gets scarce goods. As much as the larger market wants the abilities we

purport to offer, it should not be satisfied with scarcity for long. But again,

this only works out if composition and rhetoric programs keep pushing the

upper reaches of the possible discipline-not only to build a better "store"

for itself, but, frankly, to have a better chance of actually delivering the full

menu of Boyerish goods. Advanced placement testing and dual credit

classes-students getting their composition in high school, as everybody

used to say they should-is going to eat the bottom out of the composition

market. Fortunately that is a bottom that belonged to the Engl ish model

much more than to a rhetoric model, and one that, as Trimbur writes, is

"oversaturated," bearing curricular expectations that have been pushed

"long past the breaking point" (14-15). In sum, compositionists ought to

welcome the phasing out of cheap, basic composition as the very thing that

frees composition from being the English department's loss leader and lets it

become the Composition and Rhetoric department's foundational course.

And finally, a fully professional composition can tone down the

absurd culture of workaholicism that has grown up around composition.

Few markets yet are paying the full price of that advanced course

compositionists are striving to deliver; and fewer still are genuinely paying

the full cost of the Sisyphian "literacy" model, with its requisite stack of

"themes" for "correcting." Most markets are actually paying for the

"followers" model of just getting some words on paper and seeing how the

game is played. To borrow from Haswell, taking him a bit out of context, in

that "followers" model teachers mainly need to emphasize fluency, good,
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open-ended introductions, sentence combining, and the more advanced

forms of logical structure-and none of it to perfection. The trick lies more

in preparing savvy teachers who can focus efficiently on what matters than

in finding na'lve teachers willing to hurl themselves into useless all-night

theme-grading sessions. There is absolutely no reason to ask a savvy teacher

to spend more than three hours per credit hour per week on the actual

mission of first-year composition. Instead, composition workers should be

spending their remaining time on two more hopeful things: helping

composition expand its upper-division markets and getting their own

degrees and research agendas in order. After all, it is that upper-level agenda

that is going to prepare students not only for the Boyerish mission, but for

finally overcoming the advanced lexical difficulties now too often called

"basic" or "developmental." Yes, the university, in its crisis-driven

schizophrenia, is temporarily trying to become more exclusive even as it

can least afford to be, putting all programs under intense economic

pressure. Composition teachers should not "enable" that kind of

disfunctionality with their own martyrdom; they should prepare for an

eventual, rational, professionalization of the work that could do real, long

term good for the very students in the most need-and pay them more

money for less work in the bargain.

Conclusion: A Cruel Twist
That is, composition programs should aim higher if their

administrators and professional members believe their own rhetoric. Let us

take a moment to examine the glass as if it is half empty. From the viewpoint

of every buyer, compositionists look as if they do not believe their own

rhetoric. Composition programs more often look as they would if

composition administrators believed that English departments could meet

massive customer needs without expert help; as if higher education could

let the bottom fall out of "remedial" work and thrive; as if rhetoric were

capable of being only the handmaiden to WAC efforts, not once again the

center of the university; as if composition and rhetoric's every aspiration to

being more than English's bargain bin is just hollow boasting. Indeed, little

in our own assessment literature offers hard evidence that our claims to be

the center of the Boyerish, market-focused university will prove out. Indeed,

compositionists publish entire volumes on assessment that do not once

venture to demonstrate that students are learning to write better.

Certainly, if composition cannot meet the Boyerish call, if full rhetoric
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and composition departments cannot demonstrably improve student

abilities, then by all means compositionists should continue to hide. If the

real goals of composition programs are non-economic, and if

compositionists believe so strongly in such alternative goals that they are

willing to practice deceit upon both their institutions and their students,

then they should eschew all economic analysis, deriding and castigating it

at every turn. In such a scenario it matters little whether we call the glass

half-full or half-empty; indeed, there is no glass, just the illusion of one. In

that event, the current state of composition would be something of a

blessing, offering great latitude for invisible-if by that same token often

ineffectual-subversion. But most likely conditions are not going to stay that

way as the university becomes increasingly market-driven.

If instead compositionists just give in to their apparent fears about the

state of their art, then the proper action has interesting parallels with what a

more aggressive and optimistic profession would do, even if with a different

spirit. Composition could still become elective, in this case because it is not

vitally important. The adjuncts can still all be let go; those adjunct jobs are

no plums, and their holders tend to be talented and resourceful, able to

make it through to other careers. Composition teachers could still cut back

their expectations of writing ability in their first-year classes; what little

anyone would actually want from composition either could not be done or

could be done easily. Compositionists could prepare their graduate students

for work in areas other than first-year writing teaching or even English

department work at all. Compositionists could then look to advance not in

the English department, but in the general university structure-perhaps in

the newly evolving Boyerish general education mission, as manifested in the

burgeoning "first-year experience" courses. Such compositionists as remain

could push WAC, WID (Writing in the Disciplines) and even WOD (Writing

outside the Disciplines, anyone?) to give students the lateral experiences

they really need. It is mostly a matter of doing the same things, just as

passive flotsam rather than as engaged agents.

I prefer to think the glass is half full, and that composition and rhetoric

have uncovered the beginnings of interesting and valuable knowledge.

What is more clear is that market forces are moving us toward either filling

or emptying that glass. It is highly unlikely that we will make the right

choices without facing more squarely than we have just what it is that

people really want to buy from us and whether we really have it in stock.
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Satires about life in the academy-Jane

Smiley's Moo, Richard Russo's Straight

Man-typically skewer members of

central administration. On Jon Hassler's

fictional campus, the president believes

that a good motto for his northern

Minnesota state school is "Paul Bunyan's

alma mater," and wonders what Bunyan's

fee might be when a faculty member

facetiously suggests him for the

commencement speaker. Robert Grudin

in his biting Book defines administrators

as those who fulfill the

timeworn obligations of his

profession: bullying his

subordinates and cringing

before his superiors, stifling

talent and rewarding

mediocrity, promoting

faddishness and punishing

integrity, rejecting the most

impassioned and justified

individual plea yet

acquiescing to every whim of

political interest; ... shirking

decisions and articulating

such decisions as had to be

made in memos so vague,

obHque and c~cum

navigational as barely to

deserve the name language.

(70)

Traditionally, administrators of

writing programs have joined in the

president-as-buffoon conversation,

probably without reflecting much on the

eyfie
administrative

audience:
a ~fietorical

'Problem

Joyce Kinkead and
Jeanne Simpson
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implications of doing so. Writing Program Administrators tend to continue

to regard themselves primarily as faculty, perhaps without understanding the

implications of the administrative role they have undertaken. We encourage

WPAs to find the common ground they share with other administrators-to

reckon with them.

As administrators ourselves-one at the college level and one in

central administration-we would like to share what we have learned about

the administrative audience, what we wish we had known when we were

directors of writing centers and writing programs. Had we been more savvy

about administrative rhetoric, we believe we could have negotiated more

dollars, more space, more options for expanding and improving services.

We naively assumed that because we directed programs that we saw as

intrinsically "good" and ethical that support should flow to them from

university coffers.

Rather than work against the institution, we need to acknowledge that

we are part of the institution and can be effective change agents. Our

success in writing programs can translate to success for the university at

large. By communicating well with the administrative culture in the

terminology of administration, we stand to gain resources and respect. For

our purposes here, we will assume that the usual administrator is reasonable

(we recognize that Darth Administrator does exist, but rarely) and also has

funds that could be allocated to a writing program. As Diana George notes,

administrators are "more interested in the workings of writing centers [and

writing programs] than we think they are. Many are enlightened. Many want

to work with us" (38).

How do we work with them? The first step is to understand

administrative culture. WPAs know how to administer, how to "walk the

walk," but they may not achieve their rhetorical goals because they do not

know how to "talk the talk." The perception of WPAs as lacking

administrative skill or experience may stem from their ignorance of the

frames of reference higher level administrators use. To move closer to

solving this problem, it is helpful to know some of the key terms that pepper

a typical provost's meeting. The following glossary includes the most

important of these terms. Each institution will have others, often in the form

of acronyms to be deciphered, that refer to processes and units unique to

that place. Using this common language in reports and proposals written by

the WPA is part of finding common ground. Following the glossary, we'll

talk how to use these terms as well as other strategies.
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Key Administrative Terms
Student retention refers to steady progress made toward degree.

Before a student even enters the institution's doors, significant funding has

been spent on the student. Consider the staffing required to handle student

applications, loans, scholarships, registration, and housing. While students

invest tuition dollars, on many public campuses, tuition does not begin to

pay for the price of a student's education. Moreover, state support may not

cover the cost of education either. (The standard joke is that state schools

have moved from state-supported to state-assisted and finally to simply

state-located.) Retaining students is much less expensive than maintaining

enrollment through a constant revolving door of recent recruits offsetting

high attrition. A strong retention rate also enhances reputation and generally

correlates to shorter time-to-degree, another statistic used to evaluate

institutional strength. Retention is the only route to a reliable alumni base

for developing endowments, and keeping students is also important in other

ways-the National Merit scholar who may be the university's best chance

at a reputation-enhancing Rhodes Scholarship, or the athlete whose

completion or non-completion affects graduation rates monitored by

athletic association watchdogs. Retention rate is one of the institutional vital

signs that all administrators attend to.

Student attrition, the flip side of retention, creates questions such as

"why is this institution losing 50% of its students after the first year" and

casts a shadow on the institution's efficacy and efficiency.

Student credit hours (SCH) is the essential figure on credit hours

generated. State allocations are often indexed directly to student credit hour

production, in combination with another member of administrative

alphabet soup, HE, or full-time equivalents. Although a headcount of

students is taken, HEs represent how many students would be enrolled if all

of them took a full load. Thus, a university might have a headcount of

20,453 students but only 17,343 HE. To calculate HE, it is necessary to

know what is considered a "full load" for a student. On a semester system,

a student carrying 12 hours may be considered full-time; two students going

to school part-time in such a system, each carrying about six credits, equal

one FTE student. The 17,343 student FTE in our example would generate

208,116 student credit hours. Why is this number important? Because it is

the basis for projecting tuition income and, in many instances, for

determining the size of a state budget allocation. For that reason, programs

that do not generate credit hours are regarded as cost liabilities. In order to
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get support, such programs need to prove some other kind of cost

effectiveness, such as contributing to a high retention rate. A program with

a high cost per student credit hour produced may have to justify itself
similarly.

The term FTE may also be applied to faculty full-time equivalents; for

instance, someone who teaches half-time is considered .50 FTE faculty. A

faculty member who teaches 24-27 credit hours (approximately 3 or 4

courses per semester) over the academic year might be defined as one FTE;

thus if the writing program needs someone to teach 12 credit hours, a .50

FTE would be requested. Using the term faculty HE encourages more

efficient thinking about staffing needs than counting individual people. The

cost per faculty FTE is the "exchange rate" in the economy of staffing plans.

This approach is not intended to dehumanize faculty, though it may be

perceived that way. Ultimately, all academic issues boil down to budget

decisions, and if the goal is to encourage a beneficial decision, the first step

is to use the language of budgets.

Understanding this terminology will help a WPA to see how the

economics of the institution work. Some institutions distribute funds

according to the number of student credit hours (SCH) generated so that a

department that opts for teaching large-enrollment sections of courses may

be rewarded financially while a writing program that maintains relatively

small class sizes needs to look elsewhere for funding justification. One

alternative "currency" is contact hours between faculty and students.

However, in a standard, three-semester hour writing class, there is no

particular advantage to using this measure of faculty productivity. A WPA

may need to consider carefully which measure to use, to present the writing

program in the most advantageous way. Fortunately, for most institutions,

courses that teach good communication skills are bedrock foundation

courses. Given that institutions know that employers seek graduates not only

with good communication skills but also those who are problem solvers and

computer literate, writing programs should be in the catbird seat. Another

rationale for supporting writing programs is that composition courses may

be the only small class a first-year student enrolls in-the one class in which

a student does not feel lost in an uncaring, anonymous lecture hall-which

has a direct effect on retention rates.

On occasion, an administrator may believe that money could be

saved by cutting required writing courses, thinking, "Just look at all of the

graduate teaching assistants and part-time instructors funded to staff this
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program." In point of fact, the writing program is one of the least expensive

programs to fund since TA and part-time salaries tend to be lower than the

average salary of a full-time, tenure-line faculty member. Or, conversely, an

administrator might look at the relatively small number of seats in the

average first-year writing course and wonder how the department can afford

such a luxury. Using full-time, tenure-line faculty might indeed be beyond

the department's reach, but using temporary faculty with no obligation for

research and service makes the small class size cost-effective. A tenure-line

FTE costs upwards of $35,000 (not including an additional 35% for benefits)

while a temporary faculty FTE might cost $28,000 or less.

We are not arguing that this kind of calculation is always appropriate,

especially at a significant sacrifice of quality. However, a WPA needs to

understand how this equation works and why it appeals to central

administration. To make the case for an alternate staffing plan, a WPA needs

to be able to demonstrate how a similar-or at least acceptable-cost-to

benefit ratio can be achieved in other ways. The WPA needs to realize the

administrator up the line is going to ask, "Why shouldn't I just hire a batch

of part-timers?" And the WPA needs to have an answer framed in terms the

administrator understands and uses.

Productivity is a legitimate concern for central administrators as

public institutions feel pressure from funding agencies to produce the most

students (which may be defined as completed degrees or as student credit

hours) for the least cost. Productivity is often figured as SCH plus tuition plus

faculty load. The institutional data officer will also calculate cost per SCH

for each program, a calculation by which the writing program turns out to

be a bargain. Legislators tend to care more about teaching than scholarship

or research, not least because teaching loads are more easily quantified than

research or service activities. They scrutinize faculty workload, also derived

from HE and SCH numbers. It is common these days for the media to report

research taking a beating on the floor of state congress as a member asks,

"why is our faculty spending time on researching the digestive system of

bottle flies when they could be teaching more classes?" While productivity

may have a factory connotation offensive to some faculty, the input-output

construct is a fact of life for administrators answerable to external

constituents and agencies.

Mission statement defines the goals of the institution. A land-grant

institution, for instance, generally has an outreach or extension mission,

which means providing service to the state at large, while universities
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created under the normal school banner have a teacher education mission.

Tying writing program goals to the mission statement is a savvy way to

demonstrate that the program supports institutional goals. An institution's

general education program may feature its own mission statement (also

supporting the larger statement), and its goals usually are integral to those of

the writing program. In fact, the WPA is a logical person to sit on any

general education oversight committee. Taking a page from other units, it is

wise for the writing program itself to have its own mission statement as

administrators will immediately recognize this familiar concept. If possible,

a WPA also should draw on language from the region's accreditation

handbook. (For example, the writing program "identifies student

competencies, sequences its courses, provides synthesis of learning, and

assesses learning outcomes." From Commission on Colleges Accreditation
Handbook, Northwest region.)

Assessment is required for accreditation by regional and national

bodies. The WPA organization has been clever to establish its own review

and campus visit protocol-again, a recognizable process valued by

administrators.

The larger institution has a plethora of assessment data to gather;

however, writing programs are responsible primarily for program review
in brief, is the program achieving its goals and objectives? This means that

the WPA and any governing committee are responsible for defining program

objectives, putting them in place, reviewing effectiveness, and then revising

as needed.

Assessment is typically one of the weak points of writing programs.

Numerical assessments of student writing skills are notoriously crude, and

qualitative methods may be perceived as too subjective. Even so, central

administrations frequently experience strong pressure to use assessment to

document "value added" or "productivity." The demand for assessment of

programs means that WPAs must consider how they will address assessment

issues.

Accreditation teams that visit a campus determine if there is evidence

that students who take required writing courses or engage in writing across

the curriculum (WAC) program really are better writers at mid-career and

end-of-career. If there is no WAC program, then students might show gains

in writing skill from first year to mid-career and then show losses in skill by

graduation. Administrators may be surprised to learn that writing courses do

not inoculate the student for the entire undergraduate career and that
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writing skills may actually atrophy if not reinforced and expanded to include

disciplinary discourse conventions. In fact, administrators may blame the

writing program for declining writing skills among students unless they

understand this concept.

According to accreditation standards, the responsibi Iity for program

development and assessment is vested in the faculty, but the WPA has the

responsibility to see that these tasks get done. Knowing the assessment

methods and formats used in the rest of the institution, and especially by

central administration, can help the WPA to guide the process and prevent

faculty from pursuing dead ends. The unique assessment problems of

writing programs should be made clear but with due attention as well to the

institution's common assessment models.

Accountability refers to reports to off-campus authorities or

stakeholders, such as the institution's governing board, the state governing

body, the commissioner for higher education, the governor, or the

legislature. Given the erosion in public trust and respect for universities,

accountability receives increasing emphasis. The WPA can join in the cause

to regain public trust by contributing information and narratives about

successes. This activity may vary from "hometown news" releases about

students who win writing awards to public readings of stellar first-year

essays, from bulleted reports to the department chair and dean to invited

presentations before governing boards.

Administrators use these terms frequently. Their meanings are well

understood and so embedded that, as with a nation's currency, everyone is

expected to know how to use them and how they relate to each other.

Words in Action
Using a vocabulary recognizable by administrators is one part of

solving the rhetorical problem of communicating with administrators. WPAs

need to study the data, politics and protocols of their institutions. Giving

evidence of being an uninformed amateur can end your efforts to get

support suddenly and prematurely. Another way to fail is to submit a

document blotched with errors; writing professionals are held to a higher

standard of correctness. In brief, proofread carefully. Likewise, be sure to

calculate your own data accurately, drawing on institutional planning and

research facilities. Make friends with the chief information officer (at least

know the correct title and the name of the incumbent); obtain a copy of the

university's annual data report-a volume too often unfamiliar to faculty.
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Educate yourself about budget lines and the rules regarding them. Be aware

of any constraints such as freeze dates or rules about transferring from one

budget category to another. (Some universities offer primers about

institutional rules, perhaps in a code, in a department head handbook, or

through on-site workshops. Harvard and Higher Education Resource

Services (HERSJ-an organization that promotes women in administrative

roles-offer summer workshops focused on understanding institutional

finances for those interested in administrative careers. Year long fellowships

in administration that encourage a macro view of the institution are

sponsored by the American Council on Education.)

An isolated WPA is a WPA ineffective at getting resources and

support. Find out who is doing what on your campus that might dovetail

with the writing program in order to combine efforts with others and avoid

duplication of efforts. For instance, if your department seeks an

undergraduate major in writing, a likely question will be "how does this

duplicate what the Communication department is already doing" or "how is

this similar to the corporate communications major in Business." Making

friends with colleagues in other departments also means finding allies who

will support proposals when they come before institutional curriculum

committees.

Perhaps the most important advice for getting what you want as a

WPA addresses the format of documents you send forward. Consider that

80% of an administrator's day is scheduled, which leaves precious little time

for reading. As a result, administrators value proposals-not essays or

editorials-that are short, communicate effectively, use graphs, figures, and

lists. The subtext of the proposal is "1 am a team player; we can help each

other; we have mutual goals." Data should be pictured graphically; for

instance, a writing center that wants to expand its funding sources might use

one pie chart to demonstrate that majors using its services come from Arts

& Sciences (40%), Education (30%), Technology (20%), and Business (10%)

while in a second chart, funding sources are defined as Arts & Sciences

(85%) and all others (15%). Clearly the message here is that the writing

center serves a university-wide audience and should receive funds from

central allocation. Or, a retention bar chart might demonstrate that students

who use the writing center are more likely to stay in college than those who

do not.

The proposal should be worded in such a way that administrators

have reasons to say "yes" to the request. Any project that results in tangible
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success stories-bragging rights for them-has a greater likelihood of being

funded. Consider that a president, provost, or dean spends considerable

time in fund-raising activities and needs academic "stories" and big dreams

to share with potential donors. It's the WPNs job to provide content for these

stories and dreams to the administrator and give her the opportunity to make

the school and the program look good. If the administrator cannot say yes

at the moment, then she may be able to say yes later if the proposal includes

a plan for stages of development, including seed money for year one,

increasing over a five-year period. Or, the plan might include viable

alternatives, offering three options, so the administrator may choose the one

most attractive or most fundable at the moment.

Even if the proposal does not earn a yes the first time, a WPA should

not give up a good idea. Not being able to say yes is not the same as saying

a final, definitive no. A good proposal should be kept "on the table" with

regular revision and submission.

We often find that administrators have neither time nor patience to

read beyond page one, but if a report must be longer than that, then it is

wise to begin with an executive summary (again, no longer than one page).

Bullet points (e.g., • the writing program introduced on-line instruction)

offer essential kernels of information not to be overlooked. Headings

provide signposts for the reader and make the document easy to follow.

Likewise, the title should be written in such a way to make the document

easy to file-and then easy to find. The focus of a document should be

simple, especially if it is a request for funds. A request for money buried in

a 20-page document is unlikely to be fulfilled. Exact figures for funds should

be used whenever possible, and relevant institutional pol icies and reports

should be cited with date and page.

WPAs particularly should be sensitive to the issue of chain of

command. Making "end runs" is frowned upon in the academy, and on

some campuses is a "capital" offense. Thus, any report or proposal may pass

through departmental curriculum committees, department chairs/heads,

deans, college curriculum committees, provosts/vice-presidents. Not only

does this process follow the communication links, it also builds support for

the request as each group or body approves. Knowing the chain of

command helps the WPA identify the persons who need to be lobbied for

support. Not following chain of command can have disastrous results. One

dean told us the story of a faculty member who went around him to make

a request of the provost, a request that did not fit in college priorities but was
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funded centrally; as the dean ended the story, he added, "doesn't he know

that I can hurt him?" The perils of end runs.

This group of committees and administrators will include a variety of

audiences with multiple interests and priorities. They should be kept in mind

as you collect data, process it, and then write it up. What do they not know?

Why should they support your ideas and requests? Does any of them have

a vested interest in NOT supporting your proposal? Why? How could you

change the situation to make it more advantageous?

Given the chain of command, a proposal may take some time to

travel through this process, so planning ahead and knowing dates for

requests is also important. For instance, on some campuses, annual budget

requests for the fiscal year following the upcoming one are made in March;

yes, that's a two-year lead time for requests for state funds. Last minute or

late budget requests generally go to the bottom of the priority list, and being

late or untimely with requests creates a negative impression. And a realistic

understanding of the budget process allows a WPA to do effective planning.

College-level administrators typically need ideas for budget requests,

especially for programmatic requests. The format for proposals may be rigid,

but models should be available in departmental or college offices. Keep in

mind that new programs are more likely to be funded than ongoing

programs, and no administrator wants to sink money into a weak or dying

enterprise, so the language should always focus on how a program is strong

or adds value to the institution or to the curriculum.

As you prepare proposals, think big and for the long term as well as

considering immediate, smaller scale needs. Nickel-and-dime requests

often disappear in the shadow of more glamorous, big-ticket items. A good

rule of thumb is to ask for everything you want, know what is not really

essential so you can revise your plan quickly, and then take what you can

get and build on it. Have some proposals ready to revise up or down

quickly.

Training Your Staff to Use "Admin-Speak"
Using cases with program staff and committees or in the graduate

courses offered to doctoral students looking to careers in writing program

administration can help identify problems, avenues for resolution, and

routes for requests. Rather than waiting for the next request to come along,

by discussing cases, the staff can anticipate problems, share solutions, and

plan for improved writing program practice. The efficacy of cases allows
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staff to exchange ideas and also rehearse administrative talk. Cases may

range from how to deal with ethical situations (e.g., plagiarism, harassment)

to how to position the program for fund-raising. We offer the following

case-a request for technology proposals asap-for discussion in staff

meetings. In doing so, we use the term staff rather loosely, acknowledging

that a center's staff may vary from undergraduate to graduate students, from

paraprofessionals to volunteers. Consequently, appropriate topics for the

case depend on the type of staff. And, in fact, members of the staff may write

cases at year's end for use in future meetings.

As WPA at Upstate Tech University (UTU), you are frustrated to see

funding and overhead monies lavished on the engineering and science

colleges as they get cutting-edge equipment. Meanwhile, your writing

program/center has a dozen outdated computers whose drives goes "clunk,

whirr, sputter." What you would really like is increased space with more and

newer computer stations so that the students enrolled in writing courses

could use word processing, e-mail, software that promotes classroom

interchanges and oral presentations. Your department head has just heard

that UTU will receive some one-time monies from the state legislature

earmarked for technology. Of course, the deans of science and engineering

assume that it will come their way. As WPA, how do you go about getting

part of the technology pie? At the college level-your department is housed

within the College of Liberal Arts-the Dean determines how the college

allotment will be parceled out while the provost divides the funds among

the colleges. In an emergency writing staff meeting, you ask your colleagues

QOw to position the writing program to channel part of the funds to the long

dreamed-of computer addition.

When we have used this case with our own staffs, they have

enthusiastically brain stormed, corning up with the following ideas:

• if a foundation has not already been laid to establish university

allies, it may be fruitless to apply; have interdepartmental alliances

been formed?

• read and review the legislative document and use its language in

any request;

• use key words from the institution's strategic plan (e.g., retention,

computer literacy);

• structure the request so it is clear that it is not only the writing

program that will benefit from the new computer addition but that
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it will also have an impact university-wide;

• stress the benefits of a new writing computer room to engineering

and science colleges;

• suggest that a student from science or engineering will be employed

as technical support;

• provide data with a breakdown of student majors enrolled in the

writing program;

• demonstrate that electronic classroom could help the university

overall with desktop publishing applications;

• survey faculty computer needs and assess student need by working

with director of computer services;

• demonstrate how this request will provide seed funding that allows

the writing program to seek additional extramural funds;

• bring in outside consultants to help develop a vision statement for

the program;

• compare the program to "peer" institutions to demonstrate we are

falling behind our competitors; or, conversely, show how the

program has national status but is in danger of losing that if new

program is not approved;

• show that this is a cost-efficient plan-that the committee has

discarded more expensive proposals;

• if the department or college is financially able, suggest matching

funds;

• draw on national studies or alumni surveys that show computer

skills need to be emphasized;

• gather statistics on the writing program (e.g., SCHs) and develop a

multi year plan;

• avoid whining.

The brainstorming approach developed a strong selection of options

for our imaginary WPA while providing practice in honing "admin-speak."

The same process can be used for actual circumstances, allowing the WPA

to draft written requests built on the suggestions generated once the group

understands the administrative audience.

The Common Ground: Stable or Volatile?
At anyone time, states vary in their financial stability; some

institutions may be downsizing (or "right-sizing" as it is euphemistically
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termed) while others are facing enrollment surges. Still others are changing

institutional personality and philosophy, some turning to a corporatization

of academe. For the WPA, it is important, in flush times or hard times, to

report consistently on the writing program's work and to make requests for

support. Even in financially-difficult times, unforeseen opportunities may

arise.

Harold Shapiro, President of Princeton, believes that the central

administration exists to "serve and to lead," freeing the faculty of

"administrative chores" (74). He recalls, though, President (of Princeton)

Woodrow Wilson's analysis of college faculties as "sometimes touched with

as much sensitiveness and personal jealousy as church choirs" (82). In other

words, satires of faculty and faculty life can be as biting as those of

administrators. The tension between the two worlds exists, in part, because

of a language barrier. WPAs stand on' the boundary between them, often

implementing administration policy and transmitting faculty concerns, and

therefore have a significant opportunity to improve communication and to

diminish the stereotypes and perceptions that cause so much frustration. We

suggest that WPAs need to be translators and mediators, and to do so, they

need to know the terminology and values of administration as well as those

of faculty.

Even when faculty present rhetorically savvy requests, additional

funding may not be forthcoming. A WPA may do everything right and still

not get needed support-even if the administrator is sympathetic. Perhaps it

is the year that the chemistry program needs federally-mandated safety

equipment or health insurance costs skyrocket. The university must respond

to multiple needs simultaneously.

When do we know that the WPA has been an effective

communicator? When the provost supports funding for a new

communication across the curriculum program. When the department head

understands that the new writing center director must be a tenure-track

position, not a staff position. When the computers in the writing lab are

upgraded or replaced every four years. When the faculty senate supports an

increased writing requirement in general education. When the president

invites the WPA to make a presentation at the governing board meeting.

When the development officer offers a naming opportunity for the writing

program. When the dean turns down a new writing position request

regretfu IIy.

As WPAs we have the opportunity to shape and reshape the institution
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In ways that matter. We share with presidents and vice presidents the

responsibility to "serve and lead."
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'Within the growing discourse of

writing program administration, the work

of Writing Program Administrators

at small colleges and universities

goes under-reported and generally

unaddressed. Disciplinary efforts to piece

together who and what the WPA is

ranging from recent statements of the

WP!\s intellectual work to more general

descriptions of the health and wealth of

the collective WPA enterprise

continually omit the material conditions

of small-school WPAs, the nature of

composition programs at small

institutions, and the small-school

contribution to the growing WPA culture.

This gradual process of collective erasure

may have started as early as the turn of

the century when the universal first-year

composition course became a common

feature at large institutions (see Brereton).

Certainly the invisibility of small-school

WPA work grew with the rise of large

composition programs at these

institutions, their flowering in the 1960s,

and the growth of organizations such

as College Composition and

Communication, established to provide

a forum to discuss the needs of big

university programs. What has become

known .as the "period of

professionalization" of our field, which

began shortly thereafter and has

continued into the present, seems to have

eclipsed almost entirely the small-school

composition scene. / I want to claim here

that this erasure has proven detrimental to

small- and large-institution WPAs alike.

W'PaWork
at the Small

College
or University:

'Re-Imagining
'Power and

Making
the Small

School Visible

Thomas Amorose
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Not only have small-school WPAs been thus under-served, through this

erasure, by the discourse on WPA work; large-university WPAs have also

lost out, missing ways to enlarge their vision of their work and strengthen

their role within their institutions.

This is not to say that differences between small-and large-school

writing programs have gone unnoticed. Some of the writing-program

surveys that began appearing in the 1980s found that the type and size of

the institution in which a writing program is situated can affect that

program's fundamental nature. Generally, these studies find that campus

environment-more than professional standards, graduate preparation, or

other such external factors-determines to a surprising degree the

effectiveness and content of writing programs. For example, in their 1981

report, Stephen P. Witte et al. conclude that, while programs differ

dramatically from institution to institution, they "are each designed to

address primarily the local needs of the institution, the department, and the

student body" (120). Following up on this observation, Carol Hartzog, in her

1986 study of writing programs at diverse institutions, says that "the forces

closest to home seem to be the strongest," with each program "being

tailored to or resulting from its particular circumstances" (9, 14). Among

local forces exerting such definitive pressure on programs, Hartzog cites "a

tradition of liberal education" at some campuses and quotes writing

directors who claim that the fact that their institutions are "small" or

"committed to a humanistic education" (a feature of most small institutions)

affects their programs in a major way (9). Edward M. White is even more

comprehensive about the small/big difference. Reviewing studies earlier

than his own, White reports that "campus size" is a factor "in determining

what takes place in classrooms and who is doing the teaching," and that

there exists "a relationship between campus size and staffing patterns," with

"small colleges" tending to hire differently than large ones ("Developing"

19, 20). Citing at one point the findings of Stephen P. Witte and Lester

Faigley's Evaluating College Writing Programs, White states that disparities

even in faculty development opportunities "are in part related to the size of

the institution" (23). Finally, Linda G. Polin and Edward M. White's findings

on institutional goals and faculty retraining indicate that "the smaller the

size of the staff" of a writing program, "the more readily they can be affected

by composition program decisions" (25). Moreover, Polin and White find

that, as staff-size increases, "the role of the writing program administrator

changes" (25). Difference in size, then, corresponds to a panoply of
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qualitative differences in a writing program and its administrator's material

conditions. To the extent that small programs are most often found at

correspondingly small institutions, these and other differences from the

practices common at large universities are most pronounced at the small

school.

It is therefore all the more puzzl ing that such differences from the

usual pattern of large-school WPA work go generally unreported in the WPA

literature that has blossomed over the last decade or so. Although small

school WPAs do represent a portion of those who ought to be served by that

literature, as we shall see in at least one crucial area of discussion, the

literature may actually provide a disservice to the WPA at the small

institution. 2 Perhaps more importantly, failure to include and examine in the

literature the story of small-school writing programs may inadvertently

imply that these programs have not participated in the progress that the

emerging narrative of WPA work chronicles. Whatever the reason, the

omission renders incomplete that narrative and prevents the WPA discourse

community froni seeing the small-school minority in its midst.

Since only one example of this unconscious omission and inadvertent

disservice can be examined in the limited space of this essay, I will focus

here on the way that the dominance of large-school culture within the more

recent WPA record has resulted in the over-valorizing of power as a tool for

the WPA. I will argue that this over-valuation has led to inexact description

of the concept of WPA power in the record and, as importantly, has

overshadowed other political instruments available to the program

administrator. As it turns out, power, accurately described or not, proves of

limited use to the WPA at the small college or university, while those

political instruments neglected in the WPA record prove to be the essential

tools of the small-school WPA. So, to the degree that these instruments are

rendered invisible by an over-emphasis on power, small-school WPA work

is rendered, in this crucial area at least, invisible also. Perhaps worse, the

small-school WPA feels written out of the record, the growth of which ought

to strengthen her purpose and role, not diminish it. Absent more articulate

discussion of other political instruments than power, the WPA record is

made that much less applicable, and useful, to the small-school WPA.

This is only one, though a critical, example of the discursive neglect

of the small-school WPA in our profession, so I am using it "merely" as a

window onto the small-school WPNs political culture, which is different

from the majority WPA culture in countless other ways as well. In other
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wordsl my purpose here is not to summarize all differences between these

cultures in such short space but to crack open this covered-over dissonance.

My hope is that this opening will urge others to investigate more fully the

world of small-school programs and their differentness from the large

school programs whose presence dominates the WPA record. Movement is

already underway to investigate this Jlsmaller/' culture and its unique

features. Along with colleagues at other small institutions, I have created a

CCC Special Interest Group on composition in the small college/university,

which held its first meeting at the 1999 Atlanta conference. I have also

created a listserv <smallcomp@spu.edu> to encourage small-school

compositionists to support one another and begin gaining a larger voice in

the profession. My intention in doing these things is not to be divisive. In

factI it is just the opposite: I wish to enlarge the record to include small

school programs and their WPAs not just to benefit small-school WPAs but

to help their counterparts at large institutions as well. In the specific case at

hand here, I hope to show that recording the small-school WPA's use of

political tools other than power will enlarge the repertoire of instruments

available to all WPAs for addressing their political scene. All WPAs stand to

gain any time the current excellent record on WPA work expands to reflect

the diversity of WPA work, since with this diversity comes a multiplicity of

new options for doing our work well, regardless of our institution's size.

Power as Theme in WPA "Advice" Literature
A dominant concern in the WPA record is the political

marginalization and general diminution in status of the writing program

administrator within the structure of institutions and in the teaching

profession generally. Prime expressions of this concern are contained in the

Ilstatements'l over the last decade or SOl ranging from the Wyoming and

Portland Resolutions to the CCC's "Principles and Standards," andl more

specific to the case here, the WPA's own JlEvaluating the Intellectual Work

of Writing Program Administrators." Developing alongside these statements

and, in many respects, elucidating them, a body of literature has grown up

to advise the writing administrator on how to claim and use power to offset

threats and dangers to her program. Perhaps this emphasis on power has

resulted from the hostile institutional climate that has historically faced

WPAs at most colleges and universities, large and small, and the quite

understandable need for this literature to show WPAs how to get hold of the

biggest, heaviest weapon they can, just so they can survive. Or perhaps it
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results from the development, within composition as a field, of a more

valued and fully explicated identity of writing program administrator. (For

example, Christine Hult finds scholarship on "power and the WPk' to be a

good gauge of the healthy growth of the WPA status on campus and within

the profession at large ["Scholarship" 126].) Whatever the reason, this

emphasis is not particularly helpful for the small-school WPA, given the

cultural conditions under which she works. Power is not the primary

instrument of her political success, and exertion of power in the small

school setting may often be counter-productive, leading to the erosion of the

WPA's effectiveness. The problem is exacerbated by the way the "advice

literature" uses the term power to mean influence and authority as well.

Often, the three terms are used interchangeably, leading to inexactness and

definitional confusion but, more problematically, to the overlooking of

influence and authority as political instruments for WPAs.

This confusion of influence and authority with power may derive from

the prominent status in composition studies of Michel Foucault's claims

about power's broad reach, as evidenced in, among other texts, The

Archeology of Knowledge. While not wishing to challenge these claims on

a systemic level or their general value until now to WPAs, I find more

helpful, for the issue at hand at least, David V. J. Bell's articulation of the

differences among power, influence, and authority, a differentiation which

effectively allows for these terms' more discriminating application to the

political conditions of WPAs. We can therefore use Bell to build upon the

work-to-date on WPA power. Although, as Bell indicates, "in everyday

speech, their meanings overlap" and "the terms are sometimes used

interchangeably," power, influence and authority "each consists of a special,

distinct form of communication" (15, 12). Power is based on

"communications which involve either threats or promises" and "rests on

the ability to manipulate positive or negative sanctions" (21, 26). It

expresses itself as a hypothetical proposition: If you do (or don't do) X, I wi II

do (or won't do) Y.
According to Bell, authority and influence operate quite differently

from power. Authority rei ies not on threats and prom ises but on tradition

and social institutions. Persons in authority, says Bell, resort (and need to

resort) to power only when authority fails. Power, as understood in this

distinction, may be direct and overt, but authority seems far "cleaner" and

in some sense superior to power, especially when it rests not on the

potential for violence or reward ("political authority") but on expertise
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("expert authority") (Bell 40). In order to bolster its effectiveness, says Bell,

authority "surrounds itself with symbols designed to inspire admiration and

awe" (36). Further, authority relies on "credenda"-"things to be

believed"-that stand behind and legitimize it (42). Authority's ease of use

(with it, one can sometimes simply decree what one wants to have happen),

its basis in deeply held, pre-existent beliefs, and its ongoing support by

symbols may make it a better instrument than power for establishing the

legitimacy of a position, from which benefits (including power) can then

flow.

Influence (here in Bell's rendering at least) is, like power,

propositional in nature, but the proposition is quite different: If you do (or

don't do) X, you-and not I-will (or won't) experience Y. Influence, in other

words, uses persuasion, in this case persuading people of the benefits that

could accrue from their own acts. According to Bell, influence is the attempt

to "affect the action" of someone "in the absence of sanctions (i.e., threats

or promises)"-in other words, in the absence of power (24). It may take the

form of advice, encouragement or even warning. Like authority, influence

has the advantage of resting on pre-existent bases: prestige (either personal,

positional, or a blend of the two) and obligation, a kind of debt (though not

the threat of debt, which would be the effect of power) to which the

influencer can appeal as she seeks to persuade. While non_e of this is to say

that power lacks its uses, nuancing the discussinn of WPA politics by

including the subtler and perhaps more long-lasting tools of authority and

influence can only enhance the repertoire of a writing administrator.

With these distinctions in hand, we can turn now to seeing how the

advice literature, in its perhaps historically necessary emphasis on power,

inadvertently may overlook or muddle the value to the WPA of authority and

influence. Advice essays seem to fall into three categories. The first category

contains essays that urge the WPA to seek power overtly. In doing so,

however, they expand the definition of power until it engulfs the definitions

of influence and authority. As a result, authors in this genre end up talking

about influence or authority when they think they are describing power, or

vice versa. For example, White, in urgingWPAs to overcome their resistance

to power and begin using it against the "enemies" laying "siege" to their

writing programs, recommends what he says are "three basic weapons" of

power: "good arguments, good data, and good allies" ("Use It" 6, 7). But

where is the threat of punishment or promise of reward (Bell's essentials for

the exercise of power) in offering arguments or data?-Aren't these really the
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tools of influence, and not weapons at all? Similarly, Gary A. Olson and

Joseph M. Moxley advise WPAs to "remain sensitive to the subtle

transactions of power [...J so that they can take actions to prevent the

erosion of their authority" and "influence such things as budget allocations,

commission reports, and legislation" (58-59). While we certainly could

imagine taking separately any of these pieces of advice, the question that

they together beg is how the terms relate to one another. When am I

supposed to assert authority rather than power, power rather than influence?

What's the difference between the terms anyway? A similar muddling exists

in Rebecca Moore Howard's advice on how to exert "institution changing

power" by developing the ability to communicate orally and in writing, and

the knack for knowing when to use one or the other (37). But aren't these in

fact the tools of influence? Then Howard says that no one except the WPA

will carry out responsibilities in the writing program "unless you hound her

into doing so, but find polite, cheerful, even indirect ways of hounding"

(41). This statement inadvertently combines power and influence by using a

metaphor of power-hounds threatening a prey-to describe an act of

influence: polite, cheerful and indirect urging.

The second category in this literature features articles advising the

WPA to share her power with others in the program. But since these articles,

like those in the first category dwell on WPA power, they undervalue,

misunderstand or ignore the authority and influence that, along with power,

are available to the WPA. For instance, Barbara L. Cambridge and Ben W.

McClelland argue for a WPA role that is the opposite of campus "icon/, to

use David Bartholomae's term (quoted in Cambridge and McClelland 157).

In recommending that the WPA become a partner instead of an icon,

Cambridge and McClelland would have the WPA share power with others

under a "federalist model" and serve only as the "center" and the "cultural

glue" of the program (155, 157). But will true "federalism" occur when

power and only power is distributed, while program authority might still

reside mainly with the WPA, whether she wants it or not? Or does

renouncing the role of icon mean giving up authority as well as power?

Might it be beneficial to remain the writing icon while sharing power with

"partners," since iconic status gives the WPA authority through supplying

her with Bell's "credenda" and symbols of expertise? Such authority might

make the WPA a more effective "cultural glue." Moreover, what is the role

of influence-for rhetoricians like us, perhaps the most valuable political

instrument-in the life of WPA-as-hub? As helpful as its idea of power-
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sharing may be, the Cambridge/McClelland model, by encouraging the

WPA to disperse her power without considering the potential role authority

and influence can play in her effective leadership, might inadvertently leave

the WPA without political tools. She could then end up being not the center

of campus writing efforts but a peripheral functionary, her program

vulnerable to political assaults from outside.

Other authors in this power-sharing category also help the WPA deal

with the problematics of power but may prove less helpful in determining

power's exact relationship to other political tools. Jeanne Gunner writes

that, in a "truly professional program," "authority would come from a

synthesis of informed instructors and the program they develop" and not

from "a single person assigned [...J autocratic power" (13). A welcomed

way of describing a good program, but some questions nevertheless arise.

Does distribution of authority lead automatically to distribution of power?

While the ideas of sharing authority and sharing power have real value for

a program, how does this casual equation of authority and power help the

WPA understand the precise natures and specific uses of these very different

political instruments? Hult also recommends the dispersal of power as she

argues, using political systems as analogy, that the best form of a writing

program is a "constitutional democracy" populated by a staff of "well

trained, professional writing experts" for whom the WPA is a

"representative" ("Politics" 48). This WPA seems neither "icon" nor

"partner," so it is difficult to say exactly what relationship exists between

distributed power and authority. Note also that, all matters of authority

aside, neither Gunner nor Hult conceives of a role for influence and its

relation to either power or authority. Once again, a quite natural pre

occupation with power (here casually blended with authority) muddles

examination of all the political tools available to a WPA and how they might

work together.

The final category of advice literature, characterized as feminist or

"post-masculinist" by its authors, recommends giving power away entirely,

with Iittle if any reference to the benefits or drawbacks of authority and

influence. It rejects the Olson/Moxley "patriarchal/bureaucratic model

because it [the model] emphasizes control rather than collaboration" and

instead urges the feminist WPA to forego "the illusion of control" (Dickson

144, 148). In this construction of writing program administration, "faculties

should collaboratively direct writing programs themselves," and "the

concept of community in which leadership is shared can be substituted for
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the notion of hierarchy" in a writing program (Dickson 140; Miller 55).

Ironically, in its pre-occupation with power-if only to stand over against

it-the feministlpost-masculinist political model provides helpful antidotes

to the abuse of power but seemingly fails to imagine other political tools,

and specifically the tool of influence, that might be more attractive than

power to a non-patriarchal, non-hierarchical WPA. It also seems to overlook

the possibilities inherent in the authority stemming from a WP!\s iconic

status. Would a feminist WPA, by definition, need to renounce authority

along with power, or could she develop a new and exciting kind of program

authority, based on WPA as icon of post-masculinist administrative

methods? Absent authority and influence and having renounced power,

does the feminist WPA become, from an institutional standpoint at least,

thoroughly de-politicized? The way out of this win-but-Iose dilemma may

reside in examining small-school political practices with reference to the

political instruments under discussion here.

Small Campus Political Culture and the WPA's Role
In its assumption of general applicability, the advice literature has

come to stand as totalizing statement of the WP!\s political condition. At

this point, it is helpful to recall, however, that the earlier-cited program

surveys from the 1980s noted how programs vary in dramatic ways

according to their size and the size of their institution. This being the case,

we should focus on the small campus and its WPA in order to enlarge the

WPA record. In the process, we can offer a potential corrective to that

record's inscribing of power as the pre-dominant, if not sole political

instrument available to the program administrator. Once we focus on the

small-school milieu, we see that the importance of and availability to the

small-school WPA of power, authority, and influence runs in reverse of this

ordering. The three also relate to one another in complex ways. Of the three,

influence is easily the most necessary to the small-school WPA, while

authority may be the most available. The solo exertion of power when it is

available, which isn't often, can prove problematic and even dangerous.

Understanding the political culture of small institutions can thus deepen

and enrich general understanding of the WPA position.

Authority
The first difference between small-school composition programs and

those inscribed in the majority of WPA narratives relates to the political
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status of the small-school WPA. As much as some small-school WPAs, like

their large-school counterparts, might like to rid themselves of it, there

seems no way for the small-school WPA to abjure the role of writing "icon"

or composition's symbolic authority on her campus. But, perhaps unlike the

large-school WPA, the small-school program administrator can benefit

enormously from willingly accepting this position rather than resisting it, as

the advice literature recommends. For composition can be far less

marginalized in the small institution-particularly if the institution is based

in the liberal-arts tradition-than in the large research university because its

image, its symbolic presence (if not its pedagogical reality) remains part of

the way that smaller institutions continually discover how to mean and to

affirm what they are. That is, writing instruction is often so enmeshed in the

small school's self-enacting discourse-from its marketing and admissions

materials to its claims of "certifying" graduates as "writing-proficient"-that

its sacredness as part of the institution's mission is unquestioned. So to be

an-icon (the religious nature of the metaphor is appropriate here) of such an

invested enterprise as the teaching of writing and administration of writing

programs is also to become potentially a venerable symbol (but not merely

a symbol) in and of oneself, if one wishes to be. This status can then secure

the trappings that, as noted by Bell, support authority. In turn, the WPA can

use this authority and its trappings to her advantage.

However, it is important to be clear about the WPA:s iconic authority

on the small campus. Like the cherishing of writing instruction that

underlies it, this authority may be primarily, or even exclusively, symbolic,

which makes it different from the authority based in power discussed in the

advice literature. At a recent ecce panel on the small-campus

compositionist, one small-school WPA introduced himself as his campus's

director of composition, only to add that his is largely a titular position, in

that he does not actually "direct" anything. This status might seem ridiculous

to someone used to WPA work at a large institution, but at a small one it

indicates that composition is valued sufficiently that faculty and

administration feel a need to personify it, to make composition the charge

of a "keeper of the flame," even if that charge brings with it little real power

and diminished direct authority. But this case also reveals that the position

carries with it significant moral authority (Bell's authority based in

expertise). This latter kind of authority gets exercised not in the hiring and

training of TAs or adjuncts, the operating of an office solely dedicated to

composition, or any of the other functions or arrangements that indicate
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hierarchical authority, although many small-school WPAs may have some of

these duties aSSigned them. Rather, this kind of authority gets exercised at

those junctures in the cultural life of the institution where issues or plans

essential to how the institution defines itself are being considered. Because

small schools are, well, small and therefore smaller than the program type

embodied in WPA literature, the WPA can playa larger role in this cultural

life; it is a matter both of mission and of scale. Given her iconic status, the

small-school WPA is more frequently asked to be involved-indeed,

expected to be involved-in this bigger sphere than is her large-institution

counterpart. For this reason, the moral authority possessed by the small

school WPA can be enormous compared to the direct authority of a

large-school WPA, precisely because the small-school WPA operates not in

a bureaucratic structure of offices and TAs, but at pivotal points in

institutional life, remaining detached perhaps from significant, direct

programmatic power (the desideratum of Olson/Moxley and the bane of

Dickson/Miller) and therefore able to appe?1 to higher institutional values

than "turf." This also means that authority can be potentially long-lasting,

the WPA less subject to the threat-and-promise marketplace of power.

Influence
The influence-that term most neglected in the advice literature-the

small-campus WPA possesses can also be long-lasting, and is the WPA's

most effective tool. The reasons that influence is so valuable to the small

school WPA range from the obvious to the complex. First, we should note

that influence, if it is to be successful, relies on opportunities for persuading

or convincing. The greater the number of occasions for persuading, the

likelier the possibility of successful influence. A corollary to this observation

also holds true: the more frequent the occasions for persuading, the greater

the likelihood that influence-not power or authority-will be expected or

required. So, on the simplest level, influence assumes a greater role than

power or authority in the small-school WPA's role because the campus's size

creates more occasions for interactions with colleagues and administrators

than does the larger campus. Many small colleges or universities are located

in small communities (e.g., college towns), and, even when this is not the

case, many small schools become their own small communities. Colleagues

from many disciplines may be neighbors, either literal or figurative, or close

friends of the WPA, may belong to some of the same civic organizations,

churches or temples, and perhaps share the same small locker room or
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work-out class. Even moral authority can only go so far in these situations,

where familiarity de-mystifies even the most cherished iconography. The

small-school WPA is as likely to talk to his college's president as his large

university counterpart is to talk to her dean. The president may even be, as

has been the case at one point in my career, a friend, precisely because

(among other things) the small-campus climate allowed him to see my work

in building a composition program. The opportunities for influence (within

the bounds of friendship) were therefore enormous. The use of what little

power I possessed-by making threats or promises-would have been

shallow and ineffective, and certainly would have ended a productive

relationship. Of course, the use and abuse of power is a daily occurrence

on small as well as large campuses. But when, on a day-to-day, relational

basis, one must face colleagues she has just threatened or to whom she has

just promised reward, the stakes and risks of power plays grow exceedingly

high. And institutional memory tends to be far more durable on small than

on large college campuses, in part because small-school players tend to

remain in place far longer than do their counterparts at larger institutions.

To sum up: if we wanted to adapt White's article to the small-college WPks

situation, it would need to be re-titled, "Very Limited Power: Use It Often,

and You'll Lose It." Influence, on the other hand, seems a near-limitless and

longer-lasting political resource.

Perhaps influence's effectiveness at the small institution derives

ultimately from the more uniform and more consolidated campus culture

found there, a culture arising frequently from historical roots in, and the

ongoing valuing of, liberal-arts education. This consolidation around core

liberal-arts values leads to fewer struggles about the fundamentals than one

might find on the larger, more mission-diverse campus. However, since

nearly everyone on a small campus is invested in these values, there are

likely to be more struggles around translating them into practices. The small

school WPA, the first-year composition program in particular, and the

writing program in general can become either victim or beneficiary of this

reversal of what might seem the typical large-school situation, depending

upon how well the small-school WPA reads her scene and uses infl uence

effectively. For example, the idea that teaching first-year writing is central to

the small-school enterprise is generally not worth disputing on many small

college campuses because such teaching is regarded as embodying a

fundamental campus value. If an abolitionist were to try to dismantle first

year writing at many of these institutions, she would likely find no one
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interested even in struggling over such a (rightly or wrongly) uncontested

good, and would get nowhere fast. But if the WPA seeks to make changes

to the first-year program, then she may actually face a struggle because so

many institutional players are invested in the program as an expression of

deep institutional values. Paradoxically, the same campus-cultural

investment in the first-year program that may provide the WPA with iconic

authority also limits her power. (Note how the marginalization about which

many large-institution WPAs might complain is not, for the small-school

WPA, the source of powerlessness; it is the exact opposite, the centrality of

her institutional role, that diminishes her power.) Perhaps this situation

results from first-year composition's function, within the small school, as the

place where students are expected to "invent the university" to a degree that

Bartholomae probably did not imagine when he made this observation

about the purpose of the first-year writing course (134). The situation shows

how crucial it is for you, as the small-school WPA, to resist the advice

literature's recommendations about seizing power and acknowledge that

uniformity in institutional values renders you powerless in crucial areas. But

you must also realize that all this attention to writing instruction as a

fundamental good gives you a position from which you can influence all

sorts of key players to assist and support you.

The same pattern applies to small-school WAC programs, which can

seem both more feasible and more difficult to administer than their

counterparts at larger institutions. Again, depending on how this

administrative responsibility is played, a small-school WAC administrator

can reap the benefits or inherit a perennial burden. Certainly, writing's

centrality requires that the WAC administrator accept a greater level of

campus exposure and perhaps higher personal expectations from others

than her large-school counterpart is required to accept. This fact, coupled

with two features of the small-school environment mentioned earlier-its

relatively "flat" organization and smaller number of players, many of whom

work in intimate settings with the WPA-makes the art of influence all the

more important in WAC work. Calling on moral authority and citing the

value of writing instruction is a start, but the success and survival of small

school WAC lies in the WP/'\s ability to accept "givens" about small-school

writing programs and then shape, by using influence, the way colleagues

and administrators invest in them.
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Why the Small-School Narrative Matters to Composition at Large
All of these observations about the political practices of small-campus

writing programs and their differentness from their large-campus

counterparts do more, however, than point out an area where the literature's

advice proves inapplicable to small-college composition. They also point to

the many potential benefits of incorporating small-school composition's

ethos into WPA practices and the small-school narrative into the WPA

record that inscribes those practices. As stated early in this essay, the most

obvious benefit is that our literature will become more accurately

representative of all WPAs and thereby reflect the diversity of practices that

come under the heading of WPA work. The fuller the record, the greater its

richness and utility. Besides aiding current WPAs, "large" and "small," this

enlarged awareness of what constitutes the WPA role and milieu may in turn

enlarge the scope of graduate preparation received by future WPAs (many

of whom may get jobs as small-school WPAs).

An equally important benefit comes in the way this move toward

greater inclusion can interrogate large-school assumptions about WPA

work. Taking the above discussion of WPA power as example, the small

school narrative might deconstruct the discourse of power found in the

majority record. Simply put, one comes to wonder what the over-emphasis

on issues of power tells us about the professional culture of WPAs. Are we

unempowered liberatory pedagogists trying to improve our programs (the

attractive self-portrait we frequently invoke), or are we really "boss

compositionists" fixated on the means for strengthening our positions (Sledd

5)? Or even when we recommend sharing/giving away power, do we really

just want to get rid of it because the idea of being powerful goes against this

liberatory self-image, and not because we genuinely want to empower

others? Our own discursive pre-occupations may disguise our intentions

superficially but reveal them on a profounder level. Tempering our power

talk with observations about authority and influence might instigate a

profound cultural shift in our work. Greater attention, by all WPAs, to iconic

"expert" authority and especially to influence could not only make us more

effective in our positions by complementing our awareness of power's role;

it could also make us potential agents in a larger political sea-change in our

institutions. Instead of accumulating power or even distributing it among

those we choose, we could try to transcend the marketplace of threats and

promises altogether and rely on "expert" authority and influence to get our

work done. Using these far more equitable and participatory political
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instruments might help make the politics of our programs and institutions,

in turn, more equitable and participatory. Moreover, discussion of the values

related to the liberal-arts orientation frequently associated with small-school

composition might counteract tendencies in composition/rhetoric to

acquiesce in literacy education aimed merely at preparing students for the

world of work. I have in mind here the approach to literacy training that

assumes it is egalitarian because it helps students gain an employment skill

which, in turn, supposedly enables them to participate more fully in the

world at large. The underpinnings of this approach often go ideologically

unexamined in the discipline (d. Crowley). No doubt, to someone

advocating this purpose for literacy training, a liberal-arts approach to

teaching writing could feel the opposite of egalitarian: elitist and

impractical, in the original sense of the word. What Gee, Hull and

Lankshear show, however, is that students, whatever their preparation, are

going to be entering a "new work order" that is hardly an egalitarian place

to live or labor and looks more like a place where the possession of skills

merely guarantees life-long exploitation (xi). Given this new "order," literacy

training that is de facto vocational may unwittingly cooperate in students'

oppression. In contrast, writing instruction with a liberal-arts orientation

which, like all liberal-arts practices, is founded in critique-could prepare

students to offer resistance to newly emerging oppressive labor

configurations and contribute strongly to a liberatory pedagogy. All these

visions or re-visions of dominant assumptions in our work, then, might not

just stop our profession from believing that large programs are the norm and

their practices therefore normal; they also might aid the WPA, "large" or

"small," in creating institutional political cultures and pedagogical practices

that model a truly just public sphere, one in which critique, influential

persuasion, and appeals to reliable authority help all of us resist the raw

exercise of power and avoid becoming inadvertent agents of the oppression

we claim to despise.

Nor should we overlook the benefits to small-school WPAs and their

programs that this newly enlarged disciplinary record might provide. Unlike

many of their colleagues at research institutions, most small-college

professionals receive only modest support for research and publication. Yet,

increasingly, they are expected to undertake a full program of research and

active engagement with the profession. Given the fact that most small

school WPAs must still carry heavy teaching loads, full committee

assignments, and advising responsibilities-all on top of writing-program
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duties-the material conditions of their employment often conflict with

these increased research expectations, and small-school WPAs can feel

pulled in too many directions at once-even more so than their large-school

counterparts. The unfortunate result of this over-multiplication of tasks may

be denial of tenure or promotion, and the compiling of a record of

achievements in areas honored and valued at one's home institution (e.g.,

"service") but of diminished value on the job market, even when applying

for openings at other small institutions. This situation needs public airing at

professional meetings and in the profession's journals; it may well be one of

the greatest difficulties in material conditions extant in the field, yet it

remains discursively unexamined. Needless to say, increased receptivity at

those meetings and in those journals to scholarship based in the small

school setting would both inspire small-college WPAs and provide them

with ready-made avenues of research to enter. Writing the small school into

the WPA record will benefit both the profession and all its diverse members.

Notes
1. I realize that "small school" is an easily contested term. I am using

it here to identify four-year institutions that offer undergraduate

education primarily, if not exclusively, and therefore rarely employ

teaching assistants in large composition programs overseen by the

WPA. Instead, small schools frequently use full-time tenured or

tenure-track faculty (including literature faculty) to teach

composition on the first-year as well as other levels, using only a

small pool of adjuncts (though this practice is changing). These

institutions often adhere to some ethos associated with being small

or relatively small in size-e.g., a teaching (vs. research)

orientation, a liberal-arts mission, individualized student attention.

Typically, they enroll 2,000-3,000 students, though some "small"

regional universities may have as many as 5,000 undergraduates.

No single Carnegie Foundation category captures entirely the

diverse small-college/university cohort as I and others conceive of

it, however, and small schools range in ranking from "elite" to

"non-competitive" in student selection. In any case, the institutions

I am describing here all regard their smallness as a feature tied

centrally to their identity. So, in essence, I am considering an

institution "small" if it considers itself so, and acts according to

practices it associates with its small size. A working definition only!
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2. Determining just how many small-school writing programs exist is

difficult if not impossible, given current data. In the Modern

Language Association's most recent survey of English departments,

243 of the 524 departments responding to the survey, or 46%, were

departments in institutions with enrollments under 5,000, which

qualifies them as "small" as defined in Footnote 1. However, since

30% of respondents to the survey were departments in two-year

institutions, it is impossible to determine how many of the 243

small institutions are four-year colleges/universities-the subject of

this essay. The MLA survey goes on to report that over 95% of all

four-year institutions offer courses in "English composition." For

what it is worth, then, it is safe to assume that nearly all small

colleges/universities have writing programs (and most of these a

WPA?), whatever the actual number of those programs may be

(Huber 37).
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Theory is autobiography. Exposition is
narrative. (just the opposite of the classic
developmental schemes for writing-or
maybe one step beyond them.) These
paradoxes have structured my writing ever
since, as conflicts and tensions, not
achievements. I'm not alone. (vii)

Louise Wetherbee Phelps

~ere is, by now, a considerable body

of scholarship wrestling with the

intersection of persona I va lues,

epistemological goals, and institutional

realities in the life of writing program

administrators.' These three books, edited

collections of essays by a combination of

well-known scholars and newer voices,

add to that body of scholarship in distinct

ways.

Each of these books works to enact

Phelps's insight, although for different

audiences and purposes; each fulfills its

purpose well. Rose and Weiser's The

Writing Program Administrator as

Researcher represents a productive take

Review

Mothers)
'Researchers)

and Mentors:
Writing

'Program
administrators

~edefining 'their
'Professional

Lives

William B. Lalicker
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on the problem of translating personal and institutional history into a form

the traditional academy can recognize and respect; the untenured WPA will

find useful models for making WPA knowledge into published scholarship.

Hayes's Creat Beginnings draws on memoirs to instruct mentors; it's a

practical how-to for those WPAs focused on faculty development. George's

Kitchen Cooks most boldly moves into the riparian zone where personal

values and institutional political aims engender creativity and conflict for

the WPA; this book does not shrink from showing the difficulties many of us

have encountered in that problematic place. Its most appropriate audience

is, in my opinion, experienced WPAs: those of us who might take some

comfort in comparing our well-earned wounds, speaking a language at the

intersection point of pathos and ethos, even as we strive to make productive

use of what we have learned through the struggle. The common thread in

these books is that they all recognize and honor the role of the personal, of

the WPA:s direct experience, in our academic lives.

Shirley K. Rose and Irwin Weiser's collection WPA as Researcher

presents the experience of the WPA as starting point for generating theory,

history, and practice. Although WPA as Researcher does not always resort to

the storytelling mode, the individual perspective of the WPA retains

primacy. As Rose and Weiser say in the introduction, "The critical

significance of both WPA agency and subject position is demonstrated in

the accounts of the research projects discussed in this collection. The

position of the WPA itself authorizes and legitimizes the inquiry," because

WPAs "develop an intimate knowledge of the program through the lived

experience of their own experience over time, which enables them to

investigate and understand their own (multiple) subjectivities" (viii). Within

this framework-the WPA:s experience as starting point for disciplinary

work-the first part of the book, "Writing Program Administrators' Inquiry in

Action," ranges widely through the concerns of compositionists and

program administrators. Muriel Harris focuses on writing center methods;

Betty Bamberg and Wanda Martin, in separate essays, analyze assessment in

the context of pedagogy; Mark Schaub examines how sociolinguistic

profiling creates site-specific c,ontexts for a program; Sarah Liggett assesses

teacher preparation; Irwin Weiser demonstrates the use of local knowledge

for writing in the disciplines. All of these essays are eminently practical, with

the kind of buttoned-down, social-science case-study-style data orientation

(abetted by APA documentation and a sprinkling of charts, graphs, and

surveys) that deans and tenure committees can appreciate-while the essays
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stay rooted in WPA experience. This is a rare and admirable combination.

Two essays stand out as representative of the range of discussion in

this part of Rose-and Weiser. Kathleen Blake Yancey and Meg Morgan, in

"Reflective Essays, Curriculum, and the Scholarship of Administration,"

reframe scholarship for the WPA around-the term "causal inquiry" to show

how WPA program research, like students' reflective essays, is most

productive not when the program reproduces ideal models, but when it

proceeds from the articulation of actual experience (92). As Yancey and

Morgan say, "The claim of administrative scholars is that the very stuff of

their work has epistemological value; that from this work knowledge can

be-and is-created" (92). Yancey and Morgan apply this approach to

revise their curriculum and course exemption. In doing so, they expand the

notion of "reflective" research: just as the most effective student "reflective"

essays articulate the generation of discourse rather than simply producing it,

the most effective WPA research reflects on and articulates curricular

experience as a basis for curriculum revision. Program revision thus reflects

the knowledge-making qualities of the best student writing. In a similarly

provocative take on WPA research, Julia Ferganchick-Neufang's "Research

(Im)possibilities: Feminist Methods and WPA Inquiry" sets out to "identify

the problems positivist empirical research standards create for WPAs and

describe how those standards serve as hindrances to our attempts to define

the work of WPAs as intellectual" (19). Basing her analysis on a wealth of

feminist questions about traditional epistemological assumptions, the author

challenges research methods that "perpetuate androcentrism" by depending

on "false assumptions about generalizability" (22). She suggests, as.a

productive substitute methodology, an emphasis on "situated knowleages"

that explicitly reveal the subjective conditions of all research, providing

equity for the personal as a legitimate means of investigation (23-24). This

essay thus nicely defines an appropriate methodological standard by which

the other essays in this volume might be assessed. Ferganchick-Neufang's

critique of traditional research, set in the midst of a collection of essays

striving to use traditional research formats to justify an epistemology rooted

in the personal, shows the complexity of the WP/,\s research challenges.

The slightly shorter second part of Rose and Weiser, "Writing Program

Administrators' Inquiry in Reflection," focuses largely on histories. Shirley K.

Rose, Ruth M. Mirtz, and Louise Wetherbee Phelps, in separate essays, show

how WPA perspectives illuminate individual writing program histories;

Barbara L'Eplattenier argues for historical study of the roles and methods
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WPAs (especially women) have mustered to negotiate against disciplinary

marginalization; Tim Peeples uses postmodern mapping to illustrate the

complexities of WPA subject positions (using a fascinating analysis of

Wendy Bishop's subject position in an administrative struggle at Florida

State). An essay presenting a particularly incisive summary of the

problematized place of WPA research is Chris M. Anson and Robert L.

Brown, Jr.'s "Subject to Interpretation: The Role of Research in Writing

Programs and Its Relationship to the Politics of Administration in Higher

Education." Anson and Brown point out a contradiction in the bisected

research identities expected of WPAs: we are assessed on the basis of

personally-experienced, locally-produced and disseminated program

research that justifies the quality of our administrative practices; but we are

also assessed (especially for tenure and promotion) as producers of

nationally-published research. The contingencies of producing program

research may interfere with the goal of larger-scale traditional research and

publication. Moreover, "a WPA's research may be anchored on an

unrecognized substrate of disciplinary ideology and practice," at least in the

opinion of many traditional academics of an objectivist bent (148).

Necessary program research may also be interpreted, by competing power

centers in the institution, as mere "data-gathering in support of a service

unit" (151). Anson and Brown counsel WPAs to succeed by negotiating a

credible local persona, based on research practices rooted in careful

observation of the complex culture of the local institution; simultaneously,

they counsel us to recognize that personally-grounded local research

provides cases and contexts for research with national implications. Good

advice.

The book Creat Beginnings, on the other hand, provides equally good

advice, but with a different audience in mind. This collection of essays,

edited by 35-year 1<-12 teaching veteran Ira Hayes, has plenty of

autobiography, but theory is mainly implicit; teaching (rather than research

or administration) is its central concern. Hayes's book takes the notion of

"reflective practice" quite literally: these essays are largely autobiographical

stories about teaching, person-to-person stories that include practical

advice. The first of three sections is called "Memoirs." The second two

sections, "For the New Teacher" and "For the English Leader," take on the

tone of intergenerational wisdom, shared unpretentiously, to guide novices

in the 1<-12 educational system. The result is a volume that feels like an ideal

faculty lounge-one that may not exist between the walls of the average
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school, but provides abundant practical help between the covers of this very

approachable book. The book's 27 short essays (too many to list here) have

quite a few incisive suggestions relevant to WPA practice. For instance,

Mary C. McMackin and Judith A. Boccia's "Gone but Not Forgotten:

University-Based Support for Beginning Teachers" and Rebecca Foehr's

"Avoiding Burn-out: New Teachers Dialoguing with Experienced Teachers"

remind us that creating a supportive teaching community is a necessary step

toward developing a quality program, and both essays outline practical

steps for helping new teachers do their job confidently and competently.

Paul Heilker's "What I Know Now: The Personal and the Emotional in

Teaching English" shows that the way we care about and respect our

students has a profound effect on the success of our teaching (a lesson many

a WPA has wished more faculty would learn). Thomas Philion's "A

Storytelling Approach to Beginning Teacher Evaluation" outlines a minimal

stress method for assessing teachers, and this personal approach represents

a useful model for composition programs. Although Great Beginnings is

aimed for K-12 teachers and language arts supervisors rather than WPAs, it
will serve WPAs well in that large part of our jobs that consists of teaching,

training teachers, and mentoring.

Of the three books reviewed here, Diana George's Kitchen Cooks,

Plate Twirlers, and Troubadours focuses most intently on the peculiar

subject position of the WPA as a person and as an institutional creature.

George divides the book into three parts: "Who We Are; What We Would

Be"; "WPAs at Work"; "WPAs in Collaboration." But these section titles

hardly suggest the extraordinarily wide range of these essays: confessional

and cautionary autobiographies; translations of the personal into the

theoretical; examinations of how private life mixes with institutional

politics; stories of effective personal administrative practice; analyses of the

affect of subject position on disciplinary ways of knowing.

As if she wants readers to swallow the bitterest medicine first, George

begins Part I with Richard Miller's "Critique's the Easy Part: Choice and the

Scale of Relative Oppression." Miller defines the WPA's tasks as essentially

social and dialogiC; personal desires for the program must be subordinated

constantly to the needs and interests of others; 'I/free choice' is an

illusion ...all we ever have at any given moment is 'constrained choice'" (7).

This isn't all bad; such constraints leave a "space of creativity and

imagination" where the WPA "learns to make the best of what's at hand"

amid "endless opportunities for innovation, negotiation, and collaboration"
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(7). Yet Miller cannot leave this silver lining untarnished, for the dominant

epistemology of our discipline itself problematizes writing program

administration. Citing Freire and Macedo on the "disciplinary predilection

to cast the world of social relations in terms of the writing process," Miller

reminds us that the world does not always agree to be "revised," or

regressed in revision, especially when the WPA divides the revision options

into right and wrong. "On the one hand, there's compliance, complicity,

toeing the party line, selling-out, kissing butt; on the other, there's fidelity,

artistic integrity, staying true to one's vision, speaking truth to power," Miller

says. This false binary, Miller says, leads to a view of writing program

administration as "a process of corruption, whereby what is pure and good

is sacrificed to what is venal and expedient" (9). Miller notes that this is a

"handy way to make sense of the world, since the success of others can be

dismissed as mere pandering to the lowest common denominator, while

one's own failures can be infused with a kind of quixotic heroism" (9).

Fortunately, Miller the kitchen cook doesn't just serve up this delicious

sarcasm for others. He admits that his own entry into English studies

represented an ill-informed choice of "the pure life of writing over the

compromised life of the professional" (9). There's good advice here, too:

"the first step in becoming an effective WPA involves recognizing the fact

that openly expressing moral outrage about working conditions is actually

counterproductive, since this discourse exercises almost no rhetorical or

institutional power in the academy at this historical moment" (12). Wish

somebody had told me that about fourteen years ago-not that I would have

been ready to hear Miller's talk of operating effectively within "the scale of

relative oppression" in which "there is no right answer" (13). I know Miller's

telling a truth that needs to be told, and he does provide practical

suggestions: become fluent in the voices that do exercise rhetorical force

(statistics, accounting, standardized testing), and make contact to reap "the

best of whatever ends up happening" (12-13). But will new WPAs or would

be WPAs be scared away from the profession by Miller's blunt tale-and

should they be?

A close look at another essay may illustrate how the perspectives of

Kitchen Cooks, even where they are questionable, elucidate most richly and

usefully the value of the personal in our understanding of composition and

writing program administration. In "Taking It Personally: Redefining the Role

and Work of the WPA," Alice Gillam says that most discourse about WPA

work "denigrates the personal in relation to the professional" because "(1)
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efforts to legitimize the WPAs' professional status and identity have resulted

in coding the WPA as male; and (2) these same efforts have required that

personal concerns be separated from and subordinated to professional

ones" (67). Much of Gillam's story elucidates the complexity of

decisionmaking that WPAs have to make when weighing personal and

institutional values. But in moving from personal story to generalization, she

cites nine-year-old quotations from Edward M. White's "Use It or Lose It:

Power and the WPA:' to prove masculinist bias in the ideal imaging of the

WPA. According to Gillam, "Not only does White associate power with

male sexual prowess in this title, but he also employs military metaphors in

describing the behavior of the strong and successful WPA:' (68). What would

Gillam say of Kate Ronald's repeated use of Tim O'Brien's "How to Tell a

True War Story," from The Things They Carried, in her review article "How

to Tell a True Teaching Story"? Ronald's essay recommends several books on

personal and reflective teaching (the Bishop, McCracken et al., and Trimmer

books I cite in note 1 below); Ronald is co-editor of Available Means: An

Anthology of Women's Rhetorics (Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh P,

forthcoming). Is Ronald participating in coding the WPA as male? I might

wish White had refrained from the military metaphors, and I'm not

convinced that White's essay title, though clearly suspect as double

entendre, is necessarily sexual-or necessarily male. I might Wish, equally,

that Gillam had complicated and qualified her analysis of a real problem to

honor the struggle of so many of us WPAs, women and men alike, who must

operate within, but seek to subvert, the mascul inist hierarchy of traditional

administration.

Mara Holt presents, in her own essay in the George volume, another

personal perception of WPA work: "WPA work provides an opportunity for

an engaged, feminist work ethos in the profession, a place where many of

us can speak about what we care about and then become stronger voices

for change in the academy" (40). Gillam's perception is richly true as it

expresses what so many of us WPAs, women and men alike, have

experienced sometimes in our institutional autobiographies; Holt's ideal is

also richly true as it represents the personal ideal many of us WPAs, women

and men alike, have equally experienced. Actually, most of Part III, "WPAs

in Collaboration," demonstrates how structures respecting the personal have

supplanted the vertical hierarchy of traditional academia and have enacted

feminist-oriented theory. Kathleen Yancey's "The Teaching Circle, the WPA,

and the Work of Writing in the University"; Toby Fulwiler et al.'s "The
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Writing Committee at Work"; Beth Daniell's "Envisioning Literacy:

Establishing E-Mail in a First-Year Program"; and M.L. Tiernan's "Writing

Program Administration and (Self)-Representation: Paradoxes, Anomalies,

and Institutional Resistance" all demonstrate this collaborative ideal in

practice. What is most provocative and valuable about George's Kitchen

Cooks is that it recognizes and honors the differing reflections of the

discipline provided by Gillam, Holt, and many others in order to

demonstrate that personal values are, indeed, integral to the academic lives

ofWPAs.

To touch on the rest of George's book: it's full of good stories, and they

quite frequently bring autobiography and theory together to illustrate

effective administrative practice. Many of the essays suggest personal

administrative practices to counteract the relative marginalization of

composition or the WPA: in the writing center (the essays by Barbara

Conroy, Nancy Maloney Grimm, and Ralph Wahlstrom); for the graduate

student administrator (an essay by johanna Atwood Brown and an essay by

Stephen Davenport jukuri and W.j. Williamson); for the new WPA (the essay

by Mary Pinard). Finally, three essays are even more personal than the rest.

Doug Hesse's essay is an affecting confession; Keith Rhodes provides a

cautionary tale tinged with the blackest of humor; and Marguerite Helmers

provides what appear to be entries in a travel journal on a jagged trip to the

center of a WP!\s being, where life and work coexist creatively.

Which of these three books would I recommend for a graduate

seminar on writing program administration? The most useful and judicious

for the WPA-to-be would be Rose and Weiser's WPA as Researcher. For the

WPA whose task is not so much to restructure a program as to guide new

composition faculty (especially neophyte teachers), I'd recommend Hayes's

Great Beginnings. The book I'd recommend most carefully to a new WPA

happens to be my personal favorite: Diana George's Kitchen Cooks. I found

myself wanting to quote long wonderful passages from some of its

contributors, to argue at length with others, and to cite my own story in an

fully-engaged dialogue with sisters and brothers speaking as family, all of us

in the WPA clan. As I write this, I am nearing the end of a tenure and

promotion year in which I will be successful, but not without having tasted

the pain of which some of George's contributors write. I am afraid that some

of the essays in the George book may leave too soon a bitter taste in the

mouths of new, as-yet-unseared WPAs. And as the deadline for this review

article approached, I had to postpone writing (and sleeping) for a couple of
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days because my university's Curriculum and Academic Policies Council

suddenly proposed the cancellation of half the writing program, to coincide

neatly with my 14-month-old daughter's resumption of teething: the writers

in George's book would understand perfectly what such an episode means

in the life of the WPA as parent, theorist, teacher, and administrator. It's the

George book, even as its stories leave questions as well as answers, that

speaks to me most completely.

Finally, what will make all of these books important and useful in the

history of our discipline (whether we call it Composition, Written Rhetoric,

Writing Program Administration, English Language Arts, or English Studies)

is that they redefine our work in ways far more integrated-more

recognizant and real-than the ever-narrowing visions of academic life

represented in the traditional image of the institution. These books all, in

differing ways, connect living and teaching, thinking and acting,

epistemology and praxis, public and private life. As Patricia Bizzell says in

the foreword to Kitchen Cooks, /lIn theory, I admire writing that does serious

intellectual work by combining the personal, the professional, and the

political. ... But in practice, I often find it hard to read, and even harder to

write" (vii). Or, to return to observations Louise Wetherbee Phelps made a

dozen years ago in Composition as a Human Science,

We're working, all of us in theoretical discourse from

anthropology and psychology to composition and literary

theory, toward new genres with the expressive power to

represent in their very form what we now believe and feel

about the personal nature of knowledge. Meantime we are

seeing hybrid, tortured, mixed, and often unsuccessful

discourse forms .... But theory is autobiography. (viii)

Our professional lives as WPAs will be richer for the hybrid, mixed,

but finally not unsuccessful autobiographical theorizing the writers of the

stories in these three books share. These books must be recognized as

serious intellectual works, continuing to define the special disciplinary

epistemology of composition and writing program administration as a

creative dialectic of knowing, in which the personal and the intellectual

earn equal authority.
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Notes
1. See, for instance, besides Phelps, more recent books by Wendy

Bishop, Teaching Lives: Essays and Stories (Utah State Up, 1997);

H. Thomas McCracken, et aI., Teaching College English and English

Education: Reflective Stories (NCTE, 1998); Duane Roen, et aI.,

Living Rhetoric and Composition: Stories of the Discipline

(Erlbaum, 1999); Joseph F. Trimmer, Narration as Knowledge: Tales

of the Teaching Life (Boynton/Cook, 1997). A large number of

articles also explore the intersection of the personal, the

professional, and the political; see, for instance, Wendy Bishop and

Gay Lynn Crossley, "How to Tell a Story of Stopping: The

Complexities of Narrating a WPA:s Experience," WPA: Writing

Program Administration 19.3 (Spring 1996); and Laurel Black, et

aI., "Writing Like a Woman and Being Rewarded for It: Gender,

Assessment, and Reflective Letters from Miami University's Student

PortfoIios," New Directions in Portfolio Assessment: Reflective

Practice, Critical Theory, and Large-Scale Scoring, Laurel Black, et

aI., eds. (Boynton/Cook, 1994).
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We are maturing. And as we mature,

we experience bittersweet moments

when we are treated to glimpses of our

past and possibilities for our future. Now,

instead of positing our assumptions in

strong statements that prom ise un lim ited

success, we articulate tentative scenarios,

fragments of differing realities shaped by

emerging institutional and social forces.

As we describe our struggle to work with

these forces, we qualify our imperfect

solutions with voices that encourage

readers to use fragments of our fragments

when the need arises. Our efforts reflect

our need to understand the widely

recognized indeterminacy, decanoni

zation, and hybridization of the academic

culture and support our disciplinary

struggle to find a favorable position in the

changing university. Two books which

contribute to this process are Ad

ministrative Problem-Solving for Writing

Programs and Writing Centers: Scenarios in

Effective Program Management (NCTE),

and Good Intentions: Writing Center Work

for Postmodern Times (Boynton/Cook).

Both books advance discussions

about two common disciplinary

concerns: how we define our discipline
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and how we define WPA work. Both books enrich our collective position

while maintaining a healthy respect for the forces that define, support, or

inhibit our development. The texts differ in that Myers-Breslin's offers a

practical approach to writing program administration while Grimm's

presents a reflexive and theoretical approach, but rather than detract from

the reading, these differences attest to the complexity of our discipline. In

presenting solutions to multiple problems in multiple settings, Myers

Breslin, et al. offer future WPAs ample material for analysis, discussion, and

evaluation. In questioning what she terms Simple views of writing and

Writing Center work, Grimm opens the way for probing reflection. In

referencing the authority that guides their thinking, Myers-Breslin and

Grimm provide ample connections between WPA concerns and the forces

that shape these concerns. In this sense, both accomplish what they set out

to achieve. Yet, in spite of their success, both authors reveal an underlying

sense of discomfort, a sense of being held in place by what is left unsaid. It

is the latter sense that currently concerns our profession.

To begin, Grimm and the collective authors of Myers-Breslin's

Administrative Problem-Solving project very strong images of WPAs. Myers

Breslin accomplishes this task by featuring solutions to common WPA

problems in three areas: the selection and training of Teaching Assistants,

program development and curriculum pedagogy, and departmental

authority and professional development. The book contains 19 scenarios

written by 24 authors. Each scenario is accompanied by an institutional

overview, a program overview, a definition of the WPA:s charge, a

summation of challenges, and an author's commentary on the solutions.

Although meant to generate discussion in graduate courses, the text also

articulates the breadth, complexity, and disparate realities that shape the

work of a Writing Program Administrator and in doing so, creates an image

of WPAs as efficient, flexible, talented individuals capable of addressing the

most difficult administrative problems. As we read through the details of the

WPA:s charges, we see that WPAs manage a plethora of assignments and a

number of different positions in a variety of programs and departments,

doing everything from monitoring budgets, scheduling courses, training and

supervising personnel, and advocating for students and colleagues, to,

among other things, mediating among multiple disciplinary discourse

communities, obtaining the goodwill of those who allocate finances,

supervising WAC initiatives, and promoting the image of the university. We

are a versatile lot, capable of fulfilling the most difficult charge. What is left
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unsaid, however, is that we do not always receive recognition and support
for this work.

Grimm takes the WPA image in another direction by questioning the

ways in which literacy teaching replicates the social structure. Working from

a postmodern perspective, Grimm sees the postmodern forces of

fragmentation and complexity as conflicting with the modernist imperative

for correctness and coherence; accordingly, she views the WPNs task as

threefold-to promote identity construction, to understand how literacy

both dominates and liberates, and to see beyond the needy individual to a

less than perfect social structure. As we read Grimm's book, we realize that

WPAs are not only engaged in mapping their individual and collective

subject positions within the university, but that they are passing this

mapping ability along to their students as they encourage writers to question

the very standards by which their writing is being evaluated. Grimm claims

that by engaging in this questioning, WPAs are in a unique position to help

the academy adjust to the postmodern world.

Both Myers-Breslin and Grimm present an inspiring, insightful

articulation of WPA concerns. Anyone reading these books will see

themselves in them. We have all been there. We have tutored students,

admiring the beauty and complexity of their thinking while at the same time

guiding them towards a coherence that simplifies and perhaps even

sabotages original thought. We have also all found ways to subvert the

modernist mandate, thereby problematizing our own positions. Similarly, as

program directors we have lost our way in administrative mazes of

conflicting charges and loyalties and like our colleagues in the Myers

Breslin text, we have forged innovative pathways home. We are a versatile

group. We perform many roles and we are well accustomed to rapid shifts

in the forces that affect our decisions. Most of us love what we do, yet for

every program administrator that has found a rewarding position as a

program or Writing Center director, another has succumbed to the

frustration of a heavy workload and very little support. It is the plight of latter

that we must address.

We need to refine the grammar and geometry of our discipline.

Perhaps the best place to begin is the notion of service. Most WPAs are

evaluated in the traditional faculty categories of teaching, professional

activity, and service. This is understandable. Many of us began our careers

teaching what is commonly perceived as labor-intensive "service" courses,

thereby linking service to teaching. As we created the new programs, built
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the Writing Centers, and revised the curriculum described in Myers-Breslin,

we settled for ill-defined administrative positions with limited release time

and vague promotion standards. Rather than separate service from

administration or administration from teaching, we reconceptualized these

categories as we argued that service equals administration, administration

equals teaching, and teaching equals professional activity (Council of

Writing Program Administrators; Cain and Kalamarasl In doing so, we

unwittingly made it difficult for some to negotiate viable contracts and/or

obtain tenure and promotion.

Perhaps it is time to redefine the role we play in higher education. If

as the essays in Myers-Breslin suggest, WPAs routinely perform difficult and

time consuming assignments that involve establishing, monitoring,

promoting and revising programs, then perhaps we need to admit that we

are administrators and ask for partial or full administrative appointments,

appointments that will be evaluated by other administrators according to

administrative criteria. Perhaps tenured faculty and well-established

administrators could assist those entering field by defining their duties and

posting these definitions to a WPA website, thus providing some specifics

for the "it" in the phrase "get it in writing." In addition, in keeping with the

effort to help others gain appropriate recognition for their work, perhaps we

could document how much time we spend in tasks similar to those outlined

in Myers-Breslin, thereby providing data for the evaluation of the average .4

release time also suggested in Myers-Breslin. In addition, as most of us do

not want to give up teaching and scholarship, perhaps we could suggest

possible rotation models that would allow WPAs to devote uninterrupted

segments of time to scholarly and teaching duties. Finally, perhaps we could

take current WPA courses in budgeting, problem solving, negotiation, and

politics one step further by requiring a course in higher education

administration as offered by Schools of Education (Ebest). This would

encourage future WPAs, Deans, and Provosts to share their emerging

knowledge and better understand each other's concerns.

We also need to continue to work on our scholarship. In spite of our

efforts, most outsiders have very little sense of what future WPAs, those who

specialize in composition and rhetoric, study and practice. To most

outsiders, we are the caretakers of the comma, the magicians of style and

form, the tireless readers of countless drafts, the classical or medieval

scholars. Few realize that we are in a unique position to record changing

agencies and subject positions that occur within the academy. Few realize
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that our discipline has a rich body of theory that both supports and draws

from many other disciplines and in doing so, reaches into the very heart of

contemporary language, culture, and academia. Grimm's work eloquently

explores some of the ways in which we work with the conflicting forces of

authority, originality, cohesiveness, and coherence. Additional scholarship

suggests ways in which revising, generating, working with style, storytelling,

theorizing, and administrating shimmer in the light of postmodern theory.

The efforts of contemporary scholars have resulted in multi-level interactive

teaching models. As books and articles suggesting similar possibilities for

program models continue to be published, we will be well on our way to

creating a context that will account for the elasticity of our discipline as well

as elucidate the underlying structure of the knowledge that supports and

emerges from what we do.

We are now working on exploring the postmodern nature of our

discipline by positing ephemeral but nevertheless promising connections

between rhetoric and composition and its various theoretical, administrative

and pedagogical subdivisions. As we work on continual

reconceptualization, we are generalizing and concentrating in such a way

as to privilege both the practical and the theoretical. In this context,

problem solving is just as important as problematizing. Recognition and

support are just as important as reflection and understanding. Contracts and

evaluation criteria are just as important as pedagogy and theory. We have

yet to produce a comprehensive schema for contemporary scholarship, as

Stephen North did in The Making of Knowledge in Composition, nor have

we published many pieces that challenge the concept of postmodernism.

Yet, as we continue to discover what has been left unsaid, we are

transforming our image from a jack-of-all-trades, service-oriented faculty to

scholars and upper-level administrators who not only understand the larger

forces shaping the university but whose discipline makes them unusually

suited to assist in identifying, and coordinating these forces. We need to

continue mapping our positions and we need to continue encouraging

insightful connections to work in other discipl ines. Otherwise our case

studies will remain isolated incidents, our theories will be alphabetized and

forgotten, our administration will be lost in a monoscape of service, and we

will be overcome by a collective sense of deja vu.
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David Bleich. Know and Tell: A Writing
Pedagogy of Disclosure, Genre, and
Membership. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann
Boynton/Cook, 1998. 248 pp. $28.00

Darsie Bowden. The Mythology of Voice.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann-Boynton/Cook,
1998. 149 pp. $21.00

~ese two books address the

teaching of writing as a form of care for

the self. Darsie Bowden offers a stinging

critique of teachers who mystify the task

of writing by demanding that students

somehow forge "voices" that are uniquely

their own; David Bleich describes an

alternative practice in which he asks

students to examine how their

memberships in various communities

help shape what they have to say as

writers. Both books are publ ished as part

of Boynton-Cook's CrossCurrents series,

edited by Charles Schuster, and both are

composed in the clear, slightly informal,

teacher-oriented prose that has long

served as that publ isher's house style,

while also showing a theoretical and

scholarly edge that Boynton texts have

often lacked. They are impressive

books-pointed, well-versed, and

sensible. But they are also limited in a

way which the task of reviewing them for

WPA makes apparent, as both offer good

advice about teaching but little sense of

why such advice is so routinely ignored,

or of how one might work at a

programmatic (rather than classroom)

level to improve writing instruction.

In his great, originary set of essays

in cultural criticism, Mythologies, Roland
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Barthes argues that myth is a "second-order semiological system" (114) in

which the first, historically-situated meaning of a text is displaced so that it

can then function in service of an ideology-his key example being the way

in which the image of black soldier offering a military salute is transformed

into a benign symbol of the French empire (116). "The fundamental

character of the mythical concept," Barthes argues, "is to be appropriated"

(117). While Darsie Bowden does not invoke Barthes, she presents voice as

a myth in terms very similar to his, arguing that the concept as now used

refers less to the actual tone or register of a text than to the felt "presence"

of its author in its phrasings. Voice thus becomes a key term in a mythology

of writing as the expression of self-and more invidiously, of a certain kind

of self: controlled, unified, authentiC, idiosyncratic, sincere. Bowden

believes that the foregrounding of voice obscures key questions about how

writers locate themselves in relation to other thinkers, texts, and issues-that

such a focus in effect depoliticizes the activity of writing.

This is by now a familiar line of thought in composition studies;
indeed, the famous debate between Peter Elbow and David Bartholomae,

staged at the 1989 and 1991 CCCCs and reprinted in CCC in 1995, centers

in large part on questions of voice, with Bartholomae arguing for much the

sort of contextual, Bakhtinian approach that Bowden advocates. What

Bowden adds to this discussion is a useful tracing of notions of voice from

classical rhetoric to our time, showing how the concept ironically grew in

importance as the actual role of the human voice in delivering a speech or

reciting a text declined. Perhaps her most interesting chapter surveys

psycholinguistic research which suggests that readers must mentally revoice

the words of a text in order to "chunk" and parse its syntax, and that the

more complex or unfamiliar a text is, the more such "acoustic imaging" may

be required (88-95). But what is most intriguing about this literal view of

revoicing as comprehension is how little it connects up with the metaphor

of voice as self. The proponents of voice, Bowden makes clear, are not

concerned with how readers make use of internal speech rhythms to decode

texts, or with how writers use the same to help their readers understand

what they have to say, but rather with how authors imprint ownership on

their work, identify their texts as uniquely as their own. In the market of

ideas, voice thus functions not only as index of expression, but as a form of

copyright.

I enjoyed reading Bowden's book and agreed with much of what she

had to say, but in the end had some problems in figuring out what use to
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make of it. I suspect that she had something of the same problem, as she

closes her text with the hope that in re-examining voice and other common

metaphors for writing, we might "come to understand thereby a bit more

about ourselves" (140)-a goal that oddly echoes the sort of therapeutic

teaching she has spent her book in criticizing. Early on her book, Bowden

briefly describes a style of teaching that asks students not to be "authentic"

but to be "interesting"-that is, that tries to value writing not in terms of how

expressive, dramatic, or honest it may be, but rather for how well a writer

incorporates other views and texts and locates what she has to say in

relation to them, that defines her "interest" in the discussion (13-19). I wish

that Bowden had sacrificed some of her critique of voice to further

articulating this program for a different sort of teaching, especially since it

seems so well-attuned to the kind of work with texts that students are asked

to do when they enter college.

David Bleich's work on the uses that students make of language dates

back to the 1970s with his landmark studies of reader-response to literature,

Readings and Feelings (1975) and Subjective Criticism (1978). Since then, in

The Double Perspective (1988) and now in Know and Tell, Bleich has grown

progressively more interested in situating individuals within a social context

that accounts for how their work as readers and writers is shaped by gender,

ethnicity, and-especially-schooling. For the constant in Bleich's career

has been his interest in teaching-as shown in the respectful attention he

pays to the writings of students and the care with which he analyzes how

the dynamics of the classroom can shape their encounters with texts. "I

thought the academy was school," he muses at the start of Know and Tell,

before quickly asserting that he now realizes that "teaching is not valued"

(1 )-and much of his book can be read as an account of how Bleich has

struggled to retain a sense of mission as a teacher in an academy which

values research over work with students. Know and Tell contests this

hierarchy relentlessly, returning time and again to the classrooms that Bleich

has worked in and to his efforts to engage students in collaborative projects

and dialogue.

It's good stuff. Bleich comes across as a provocative teacher who

seems to have never tired over a long career of his rethinking his theoretical

positions, inventing new courses, and responding vigorously to the ideas

and writings of students. The specific examples in Know and Tell illustrate

his growing interest over the past decade with modes of collaboration and

the need for individuals to disclose themselves as members of intellectual
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communities and traditions But Bleich seems far less interested in forms of

collective work beyond the classroom; rather, he offers a view of the teacher

as a heroic individual bucking the system, holding out against the corporate

down-sizing of faculties, attacks on tenure, large-scale placement efforts,

the reduction of complex intellectual work to a single letter-grade, and other

"military, corporate, and bureaucratic interests" in education (173). What

this leaves Bleich with, it seems to me, is a pedagogy and politics of

charisma, in which change is almost always pictured as taking place at the

level of interaction between teacher and student, or between students under

the guidance of a teacher. How faculty and administrators might work to

revise programs and curricula, or to reform their institutions to support

teaching as well as scholarship, only gets hinted at in Know and Tell-with

a brief early discussion of the efforts of the Syracuse University Writing

Program to define a range of sites beyond the classroom where teaching can

be said to take place (9-11).

I don't mean to fault Bleich for what he did not write. But it is useful,

I think, to read Know and Tell against another recent study, As If Learning

Mattered, in which Richard Miller urges compositionists to admit to our

roles as middle-managers in a highly bureaucratized system of education as

a first step in trying use those positions to reform the institutions in which

we work. Bleich and Miller offer two competing modes of resistance to the

corporate university: the rebel and the critical insider. Know and Tell shows,

I think, both the appeal and the limits of the rebel, the dissident intellectual,

as an agent of reform. I'd jump at the chance to have an energetic and

innovative teacher like David Bleich on my faculty, but there is a somewhat

nostalgic tone to his book, a sense that he is one of a dying breed, a last

hold-out against big-money researchers and disciplinary careerists. We need

books that will help us create programs that will allow teachers to imagine

themselves not only as alien intellectuals but as members of a collective

project, a new sort of faculty. At the end The Mythology of Voice, Darsie

Bowden urges us to attend to the work of scholars in Women's Studies as

offering new perspectives on authorship and collaboration. I would make a

slightly different proposal, that we look carefully at how programs in

Women's Studies (as well as Africana Studies, Latino/a Studies, Urban

Studies, and others) have altered business-as-usual in many universities,

changing the paths that many undergraduates take toward their degrees and

putting pressure on the sorts of courses that traditional departments offer

and that we then try to imagine how writing programs might playa similarly

disruptive role.
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George Hillocks, Jr. Ways of Thinking, Ways of
Teaching. New York: Teachers College Press,
1999.168 pages. $22.95 paper / $47.00 cloth.

I n a speech del ivered in

December of 1854, Louis Pasteur noted,

"In the field of observation, chance favors

the prepared mind." Pasteur, a renowned

empiricist, apparently believed that the

observer who is open to data and their

interpretation will grasp implications and

insight thanks to intellectual preparation

for discovery. Pasteur's aphorism pertains

to the thesis of George Hillocks, Jr.'s new

book: teachers come to their classrooms

with prepared minds that profoundly

influence their teaching. Hillocks' data

establish that composition teachers

operate out of knowledge that is variously

defined and displayed; however, their

beliefs about how knowledge works and

whether their students are capable of

learning affect their teaching styles in

specific ways. Hillocks classifies four

"ways of thinking" that, in this study

population, connect predictably with

"ways of teaching."

The four ways of thinking are

derived from two epistemological

stances, the objectivist-knowledge is

"out there" to be apprehended and

understood-and the constructivist

knowledge is constructed actively by

learners as they interact with the world.

These positions are modified by the

teacher's attitude toward students. The

pessimist views students as defective

creatures unable to learn without close

supervision, whereas the optimist views
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students as capable and eager to learn. The four possible ways of thinking

become: 1) the objectivist pessimist, who believes that knowledge is readily

available in the world, but students lack the tools to apprehend it; 2) the

objectivist optimist, who believes that, with careful gUidance, students can

eventually apply what they are taught; 3) the constructivist pessimist, who

believes that students lack the ability to construct knowledge; and 4) the

constructivist optimist, who believes that knowledge is mediated and

constructed, and that students are capable of working toward knowledge

making. In Hillocks' sample, no teacher was found to be a constructivist

pessimist, and all pessimistic teachers were also objectivists. Optimistic

teachers displayed both objectivist and constructivist stances.

The study involves observations and interviews of nineteen

community college teachers of first-year composition and one high school

teacher over a period of two years. The observations and interviews were

transcribed, and all of the activities were coded according to an elaborate

scheme that allocated time to various kinds of knowledge, methods of

instruction, student questions and responses, discussion, procedural

activities, demonstrations, and other classroom "episodes."

Hillocks differentiates among several kinds of knowledge at work in

the classroom, particularly "declarative" knowledge, which corresponds to

a transmission mode, and "procedural" knowledge, which is more attuned

to discovery-or preparation for discovery. The pessimistic teachers

particularly with an objectivist stance-use a larger proportion of

declarative knowledge to correct their students' deficits, while the optimistic

teachers tend to allow students to explore and arrive at their own

conclusions.

Three chapters of the book are devoted to extended case studies

that include transcripts from classroom observations and interviews that

demonstrate the ways of thinking enacted as ways of teaching. One key

observation is that the objectivist-pessimistic teachers tend to employ the

modes of teaching (lecture, recitation) that purport to provide structure to

students who need the discipline of learning rules and applying them

through practice. As we all remember, Hillocks' 1986 meta-analysis of

effective methods of teaching writing demonstrated that these modes were

among the least successful. In contrast, the constructivist-optimistic teachers

employ modes of teaching that allow students to reflect on their learning as

it happens through group projects, discussion, writing to learn, and other

activities that Hillocks' meta-analysis found to be more successful.
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Hillocks emphasizes that the most telling implication of this study is

the likely resistance to change on the part of teachers with pessimistic

attitudes about students and an objectivist epistemology. As his case studies

show, such teachers often despair of poor student performance in spite of

teaching that, in their view, is correctly planned and delivered. Students do

not do their part, thanks to inability, lack of effort, or other deficits. Better

exercises, more discipline, and more accountability are attractive to such

teachers. Taking the kind of risks common to constructivist-optimistic

teachers, such as open-ended activities, group work, and collaborative

instruction, amounts to inviting anarchy into a situation already loaded with

problems. On the other hand, constructivist-optimistic teachers are more

likely to reflect on the learning their students display and constantly refine

their approaches to enhance a climate of knowledge construction.

Reflection, a familiar theme in Hillocks' work, becomes a touchstone for the

kind of teaching that succeeds on many levels, and he worries about the

college-level teachers who arrive in the classroom without the benefit of

coursework on pedagogy. For those who operate from an objectivist position

and also view students as inexperienced beings incapable of serious,

scholarly work, problems in the classroom tend to be located exclusively

with students rather than with epistemology and pedagogy.

Had Hillocks interviewed students as well as teachers, his case for the

effects of reflective practice within an optimistic, constructivist pedagogy

would likely become even stronger. In the current study, student voices are

present only in classroom transcripts, and their observations on the

classroom, their performance, and their teacher's pedagogy could add

valuable data. In my experience, teachers and students read one another

well; I predict that Hillocks would find that students would name their

teachers' pedagogical styles accurately. They would also have opinions

about pedagogy that would be worth knowing.

Hillocks' study invites a reflective return to Pasteur's aphorism: Does

teaching require a "prepared mind?" Can teaching attitudes be themselves

taught? Does current genetics research that seems to provide evidence of

genetic bases for many behaviors extend to the complex activities of

thinking, knowing, demonstrating, telling, and asking that we call teaching?

If so, Hillocks would have yet another reason for us to consider whether our

ways of thinking impede development of reflective teaching practices. The

challenge for all of us is to surface our underlying-and often tacit-beliefs

about knowledge, students, and education itself to prepare our minds for

discovery.
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Announcements
and Calls for Papers

JAC (A Journal of Composition Theory) invites submissions of articles on a
variety of topics related to writing, rhetoric, multiple literacies, and culture.
JAC seeks to support intellectual work in composition studies by publishing
scholarship that finds in contemporary theory the language to ask new
questions, to reframe existing problems, and to move beyond current
impasses in thought and action. We therefore invite articles that explore
intersections of composition theory with theoretical work in other
disciplines and fields of study, and we invite theoretical articles on the
politics of difference. Also of interest are articles that make available a
theoretical understanding of important professional issues in composition
studies, English studies, and higher education. Although JAC does not
typically accept articles describing classroom techniques, we do invite
submissions on pedagogical theory. Please use current MLA style and send
three copies, stripped of any identifying information, for blind review. Direct
submissions and inquiries to: Professor Lynn Worsham, Editor, JAC;
Department of English, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620-5550,
(813) 974-9536. <Lworsham@chumal.cas.usf.edu>.

Essay Proposals are invited for a volume entitled Reconciling Feminism and
Catholicism: Witnesses for Change. We are soliciting pieces that
demonstrate the possibility of synthesizing faith with feminism. We invite
writers to draw on personal experience, feminist theory or feminist theology,
history, literature, sociology, cultural studies, or American studies, to
describe and illustrate the unification of politics and religion. Is the
American feminist experience unique, or can parallels be found in other
countries? What experiences prompted this reunification? Does feminist
Catholicism differ from the traditional conceptions (or misconceptions) of
feminism? If not, how are issues such as divorce, birth control, and abortion
that is, the expectation that women subordinate their personal desires for
the sacred obligation of motherhood-reconciled? And how does this
unification thus broaden the definition of feminism? Language should be
accessible to readers inside and outside the academy. Send, by July 1, 2000,
two copies of letter-quality manuscript, MLA style, approximately 15-20
pages including Works Cited to: Sally Barr Ebest, co-editor, Department of
English, University of Missouri-St. Louis, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St.
Louis, MO 63121 <sebest@umsl.edu>.
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WPA Consultant-Evaluator Service for Writing Programs. The WPA
consultant-evaluator service helps colleges and universities develop and
assess their writing programs. Operating on a method similar to regional
accreditation agencies, WPA evaluations have several stages. WPA requests
a written program self-study, sends a team of two trained consultant
evaluators to campus for interviews and on-site evaluation, and then
compiles a final report. A six-month follow-up report from the campus
completes the process. WPA consultant-evaluators are leaders in the field of
composition. They come from four-year colleges, community colleges, and
universities. All are experienced writing program administrators with a
national perspective on composition teaching and program administering.
As evaluators, their primary goal is to determine a program's unique
strengths and weaknesses, not to transform all writing programs into clones
of their own. They recognize that every program must retain its individual
character, serve a particular community, and solve special problems.
Institutions pay the travel and accommodations cost for the consultant
evaluator team, plus an honorarium. While WPA suggest a $1,500
honorarium to each consultant-evaluator, client institutions agree on a
honorarium with the consultant-evaluator. Applications for the service
should be initiated three months before consultant-evaluators visit a
campus. WPAs, department chairs, or college administrators may apply to:
Deborah H. Holdstein, Professor of English and Rhetoric, Governors State
University, University Park, Illinois 60466 <gas54rO@ecom3> (708) 534
4586; or Edward White, California State University at San Bernardino
<ewhite@wiley.csusb.edu>.

The WPA Summer Workshop will be held from July 9-July 13, 2000 at the
University of North Carolina, Charlotte. The workshop is an intensive
session for new and renewing WPAs, co-lead by Martha Townsend and
David Schwalm. The workshop will be held on the UNC-Charlotte campus,
beginning with a reception the evening of July 9. Sessions continue through
noon July 13. The complete registration fee will include all registration
materials and fees, most meals, and campus housing. For details, contact
Marty Townsend <townsendm@missouri.edu>.
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Contributors to WPA 23.3
Thomas Amorose is Associate Professor of English and Director of Campus Writing
at Seattle Pacific University, where he teaches composition and literature, and
oversees writing programs. He maintains the <smallcomp@spu.edu> listserv, co
coordinates the NCTE Special Interest Group on composition at the small
college/university, and publishes in language politics and rhetoric in the public
sphere. He is currently at work co-editing, with Paul Hanstedt, a book on
composition at the small school.

lauren Sewell Coulter is Director of Composition and Assistant Professor of English
at the University ofTennessee-Chattanooga, where she teaches courses in freelance
writing, proposal writing, business writing, the theory and practice of teaching
writing, and first-year composition. Her recent essays have appeared in Composition
Studies and The Ethics of Writing Instruction, and her current research focuses on
administrative ethics and the relationship between English departments and writing
programs. She wishes to thank a number of people whose generous responses have
improved the essay that appears here, including Debra journet, Brian Huot, Beth
Boehm, Richard Miller, and the editors and anonymous reviewers of WPA.

Emily Golson is an Associate Professor of English at the University of Northern
Colorado where she founded the University Writing Center. She currently trains
Teaching Assistants and teaches graduate and upper-division courses in the History
and Theory of Rhetoric, Composition Theory, Advanced Expository Writing, The
Personal Essay, and Introduction to Composition online. She has authored or co
authored articles in The Journal of Advanced Composition, Computers and
CompOSition, Theorizing Composition, Kairos, Comp Tales, Weaving a Virtual Web,
and Intertexts and Hypertexts, as well as other journals and essay collections. In her
spare time, she enjoys lurking on rhetoric and composition lists.

Joseph Harris directs the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Writing at Duke
University. He is the author of A Teaching Subject: Composition Since 7966
(prentice, 1997) and Media Journal: Reading and Writing about Popular Culture
(Allyn and Bacon, 1999). From 1994-99, Harris also edited College Composition and
Communication.

Jane E. Hindman is a member of the Department of Rhetoric and Writing Studies at
San Diego State University. Her wide range of topics of publication-from
evaluating teaching and students' writing to rhetorically analyzing Toni Morrison's
use of quiltmaking as metaphor in Beloved to authorizing anger in a woman's
reading of Plato's Corgias to theorizing and embodying the personal in academic
discourse-all come together under the rubric of feminist epistemology and
pedagogy. Her work appears in Pre/Text, Journal of Basic Writing, Rhetoric Review,
JAC, and others. She is currently at work on a book tentatively titled Inside Out:
Regendering Academic [Life] Writing.

William B. lalicker is Director of the Composition Program at West Chester
University of Pennsylvania, where he has taught basic writing, introductory
composition, and composition theory courses since 1995. His publications include
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articles in Writing on the Edge, Composition Chronicle, aWe: basic writing e-journa/.
He currently serves on the board of the Conference on Basic Writing, and on the
editorial boards of aWe and (as a composition gadfly) College Literature. He is in his
fifteenth year of directing composition and writing emphasis programs.

Joyce Kinkead is Professor of English and Associate Dean of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences at Utah State University, where she directed the writing program and
the writing center. In 1999-2000, she is an American Council on Education Fellow,
working in the Office of the Chancellor and the Provost at University of California,
Davis.

Keith Rhodes is the Director of Developmental Writing and Placement in the
Department of English, Foreign Languages, and Journalism at Missouri Western State
College. He has worked on the Outcomes Statement since the initial forum session
at the 1997 Conference on College Composition and Communication. Currently, he
serves on the Outcomes Statement Steering Committee and maintains the Outcomes
Statement website (http://www.mwsc.edu/-outcomes). His publications, often
somewhat off-beat, have considered ethnographic inquiry, critical pedagogy, the
preparation of composition administrators, and the psychodynamics of rhetoric. His
teaching focuses exclusively on writing and the teaching of writing.

Carol Rutz is Director of the College Writing Program and adjunct lecturer in English
at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota. She has presented at CCCC, NCTE,
MLA, WPA, and several regional conferences. Her publications (WPA, Rhetoric
Review) center on writing pedagogy, program management, and faculty
development. With Chris Anson and two
others, she co-edited a collection titled, Dilemmas in Teaching: Cases for
Collaborative Faculty Reflection.

Jeanne Simpson recently retired to Colorado after nine years as Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs at Eastern Illinois University, where she was also
professor of English. She established and then directed the writing center at Eastern
from 1981 to 1990. Her publications include The Elements of Invention, co-editing
The Writing Center: New Directions, and articles in Writing Center Journal, Writing
Lab Newsletter, and other journals. She continues to have a training and consulting
practice in negotiation and conflict resolution.
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t'E,xtending an invitation to join tfie

Council of

Writing Program Administrators
The Council of Writing Program Administrators offers a
national network of scholarship and support for leaders of
college ?nd university V'!ritiog p~()grams,

Memebership Benefits include: ,"

'. AS!Jbscriptjon to WPA: Writing Prog~a~'
Administration, a s,emi-annual refe!,eed jqurnal

. "'~.\ ' ~..

• Invil9-ti6ns to 'the' annual WPA Summer Workshops
and Cbnferen'(:es

, ,

• Invitations to submit papers for sessions that wpA,
sponsors at MLA and CCCC

.'P9-rticip~tion in the,WPJ\Researc'h C'rantProgram,
'-which distributes several $1000 to $2000 awards

• ' Irivitatlonsto..tlie 'ah~ual WPA breakfast at CCCC'
, .and the !l;n'pu.al WPA party at MLA ':,

.,'~:I.nformation'~bou't'the'WPA Consulta~t-Evaluator"
program

Annual DLJes
Members: $~O

Craduate"Students: $'10
Libraries: $40

. ,

To Join
Send your name, address, institutional affiliation and dues
to:

John Heyda, Treasurer, WPA
Department of English

Miami University-Middletown
4200 E. University Blvd,
Middletown, OH 45042
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New for 2000 - Available Now!
A POCKET STYLE MAN UAL
Third Edition
Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College

2000/sPIRAl-BOUN01240 PAGES

COMPANION WEB SITE: www.bedfordstmartins.com/hacker/pocket

Adopted at more than 1,300 schools across the country in
more than 20 different academic departments, A Pocket Style
Manual is an inexpensive, quick reference to the essentials
of research and writing in print and online - now revised
and updated to be even more useful for students in all disci
plines. Examples drawn from a variety of disciplines help
students apply their writing skills to all types of assignments.

RULES FOR WRITERS
Fourth Edition
Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College

2000/sPIRAl-BOUNO/S60 PAGES

COMPANION WEB SITE: www.bedfordslmartins.com/hacker/rules

Carefully revised to give students more help with working
on computers and more research and writing advice, Rules
for Writers, Fourth Edition, offers comprehensive Diana
Hacker handbook coverage at a low price.

ONLINE!
A Reference Guide to Using Internet Sources
2000 Edition
Andrew Harnack and Eugene Kleppinger,
both of Eastern Kentucky University

2000/sPIRAl-BOUNO/240 PAGES

COMPANION WEB 5tH: www.bedfordstmartins.com/online

The best-selling pocket guide to using Internet sources - now
in a new edition - includes FAQs from students about using
the Internet, a new chapter on distance learning, a new chap
ter on troubleshooting common Internet research problems,
and more on evaluating electronic sources than is found in
any other book.

For I email: facultyservices@bfwpub.com
Examination

Copies visit: www.bedfordstmartins.com
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Composition @

Bedford/St.Martin's

'" _ " .,.
., ,._ -

Highlights:

Our growing Web site
offers practical resources
that make it simple for
you to integrate technolo
gy into your course, so
that you can focus on
your students.

Exercise Central - the largest available collection of online grammar
exercises - offers multiple exercise sets at a variety of levels to give
students practice with basic skills.The feedback, tracking, and reporting
options make it simple and convenient for both instructors and students.

Research Aids
• The English Research Room - lessons and interactive tutorials
• TopLinks - a searchable database of the best links available on

the most commonly chosen writing topics (Spring 2000)
• Research and Documentation Online - current documentation

advice and models, in a variety of styles

Instructor Support
• The Bedford Bibliography - an invaluable introduction to the

study of composition and rhetoric
• Voices from the Field - insights into what programs and instructors

around the country are doing (Spring 2000)
• TechNotes - ideas for integrating technology into the composition

course (Spring 2000)

Book Companion Web sites extend the content and pedagogy of your text.

For I email: facultyservices@bfwpub.com
Examination

Copies visit: www.bedfordstmartins.com
BEDFORD
STMARTIN'S
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